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EFC International is pleased to announce
the addition of air filter clips and specialty air filter
fasteners, manufactured by Springfield Spring &
Stamping, to their product line.
Springfield Spring & Stamping is a leading
manufacturer of standard and custom air filter
holding frame clips in the United States. The
product line is complementary to EFC’s current
HVACR product offerings including wire routing
components, caps, plugs, clamps, rivet-nuts,
panel fasteners, specialty nuts, bolts and screws.
EFC’s Sales Manager for Industrial &
Distribution Markets, Paul Musgrove, states “The
addition of Springfield Spring & Stamping’s filter
hardware components extends our reach into
the HVACR market. Commercial and industrial
air filter manufacturers, manufacturers of air
handling units, air filter distributors, contractors
and building maintenance professionals will
experience the EFC Difference in customer service,

engineering assistance, and local support through
EFC’s global presence.”
EFC International is a leading global supplier of
specialty engineered metal, plastic, cold-formed,
spring steel stampings and wire forms, electrical
and assembled component parts to the OEM and
Distribution market places serviced from multiple
locations in North America, Europe and Asia.
For more information contact EFC International
at 1940 Craigshire Road, St. Louis, MO 63146. Tel:
314-434-2888 or visit them at www.efc-intl.com.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
NNI Training and Consulting is pleased to
announce it’s Continuing Education Opportunity.
Henry Ford once said, “The only thing worse
than training your employees and having them
leave is not training them and having them stay.”
We may chuckle at this but it epitomizes the
importance of training and continuing education. In
the last few years the number of fine educational
opportunities for members of our industry and
users of our products has grown. I am pleased,
therefore, to announce another such opportunity.
Although it was originally planned for April
2020, Jon Ness, President of Matrix Engineering
and Laurence Claus, President of NNi Training
and Consulting will now make the inaugural run
of Fundamentals of Threaded Fasteners and Joint
Design for Engineers and Designers in October

2020. This three day course will be held in a yet
to be determined Chicago area venue October
13-15, 2020.
This course is unique in that it will combine
fundamental threaded fastener design principles
with robust joint design practices. Although the
course is an excellent opportunity for any fastener
user that designs their own fastened joints, it
will also be an excellent resource to fastener
suppliers that are devoted to providing expert
counsel and assistance to their user customers
regarding their threaded fastener products.
Anyone interested in learning more about
or wishing to enroll in the course may visit
www.nnitraining.com for a link to the course
information page or contact Laurence Claus at
lclaus@nnitraining.com.
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Laurence Claus
Laurence Claus is the President of NNi Training and Consulting, Inc. He has 25 years of
experience with a medium sized automotive fastener manufacturer, holding positions
including Vice President of Engineering, General Manager, Director of Quality, Director
of New Business Development and Applications Engineer. In 2012 he formed NNi
offering technical and business training courses as well as technical consulting, expert
witness and consultation work. He can be reached at 847-867-7363 or by email:
Lclaus@NNiTraining.com. You can learn more about NNi at www.NNiTraining.com.

WHY FASTENER STANDARDS ARE SO IMPORTANT
I just returned from a meeting that included many

to find this same convention expressed in other formats,

of the leaders of the North American fastener industry.

such as signage and instruction manuals. Whatever

Amidst the discussions of the impacts of COVID-19

the presentation of these color conventions may be,

and 2020 Presidential Elections, I found myself in

you always know what to do. These color conventions

several discussions about fastener standards. Although

represent a simple, but very important, standard.

I understand that among this important and influential

Imagine what would happen if the color conventions

audience other topics reach higher priority, I was surprised

were reversed in, say, Europe. If you rented a car there

to find a complete absence of understanding and interest

you might find it exceedingly difficult to drive because

into why fastener standards are important and perhaps

you would want to stop when it was time to go and vice

even critical to their organizations.

versa. Amongst other things, standards help to provide

Based on their individual perspective, many
organizations may wrestle with this assertion. In fact,

guidance and understanding so that we have consistency
rather than chaos.

there would have been a time in my career where I would

Even though industrial standards are more

have been leading the pack in asserting little or no

complicated than the simple example I have cited above,

relevancy between the industrial standards our company

the principles and the purposes are pretty much the

intersected with and the success of our business.

same. Industrial standards exist to provide a uniformity

However, I now believe this argument to be very relevant

and consistency in product or practice that allows users

and would like to take the rest of this article to explore

and buyers to have confidence in knowing what they are

why I believe standards represent a critical and often

getting.

times overlooked key to the success of our businesses.

One need only understand a little of the history

To begin the discussion we must first review the

and evolution of fastener standardization to know that

fundamentals. What is a standard, what is it seeking to

standards serve this purpose. Mechanical fasteners have

do, and how does the normal fastener supplier interact

been around for a long time, with examples appearing in

with them?

much studied early civilizations such as the Assyrians

To define what a standard is, let me share an

and Egyptians. Examples of “modern” threaded fasteners

example. Imagine you are rolling up to a stoplight as

begin to appear in the Middle Ages. However, items using

it turns red. You clearly know what to do, stop! In fact,

such fasteners were hand crafted by a local craftsman.

anywhere in the world if you encounter a stoplight you

This created a significant problem should a fastened item

know that red means to stop, green means to go, and

require a replacement and the original craftsman was not

amber means caution. You also might not be surprised

readily available.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 102
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FCH SOURCING NETWORK
Sourcing Network for the Fastener Industry
TEL 1-877-332-7836 EMAIL eric@fastenersclearinghouse.com

WEB www.fastenersclearinghouse.com

FCH HELPS REDUCE DISTRIBUTOR
EXPOSURE TO MARKETPLACES by Eric Dudas
During a recent Fully Threaded Radio conversation,
distribution visionary Ian Heller of Distribution
Strategy challenged fastener distributors to examine
their “exposure to marketplaces”, or ETM. He advised
distributors to review their sales to see how vulnerable
they are to having their business upended by an online
marketplace.

The dreaded “Amazon effect” is not

going away, and there are other competitors to consider
beyond the obvious elephant in the warehouse.
Fortunately, most small to mid-sized thread
merchants can insulate themselves from some of the
risk by providing services that are not easily managed
through a marketplace, at least for the time being, Heller
says. Technical advice and secondary services fall into
this category.
Another critical step all fastener distributors should
take right now is to strengthen their online presence.

FCH INVENTORY GURU BRIAN MUSKER EXPLAINS HOW TO
REDUCE ETM AT THE VEGAS SHOW, WITH BTM MANUFACTURING
PRESIDENT JAKE DAVIS. LISTING A MIX OF SLOW-MOVING ITEMS
ALONG WITH A-LIST INVENTORY IS BEST TO FUNNEL ONLINE
CLICKS TO YOUR BUSINESS OR SHOPPING CART.

The FCH Sourcing Network serves the fastener
distribution industry with a low-cost way to market

sellers with over 1.6 million fastener product listings

inventory online, funneling clicks and inquiries from

from distributors across North America – the largest and

customers searching for fasteners. It provides a simple

most comprehensive database of its kind in the industry.

and inexpensive way to compete in the age of advancing

Thousands of unique users each week find FCH in

marketplaces.
From its start as a site for moving excess and
slow moving stock, FCH has grown into a platform that
helps distributors solidify the absolute core of fastener

search of what they can’t find at that moment, and FCH
sends clicks and phone calls directly to members.
Hint: FCH is not just for surplus anymore! Most
members use the network for much more.

distribution services - keeping customers profitably

Many companies use FCH to generate clicks for

stocked, and helping customers who may need to buy

their own company shopping cart site. FCH is the “go

hard-to-find fasteners, all while supporting the expertise

to” search site for hundreds of purchasing managers,

and community within the fastener industry.

making network membership an extremely cost-effective

Today, the sourcing network connects buyers and

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

traffic-building investment.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 104
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Guy Avellon
Guy Avellon has been in MRO and Fastener Distribution for over 30 years, in such positions Sales
Engineer, Chief Engineer, Manager of Product Marketing, Product Engineering & Quality and
Director of Quality & Engineering. He founded GT Technical Consultants where he performs failure
analysis, lectures on fastener safety, works for law firms and designs/audits Quality systems. He is a
member of SAE, is Vice Chairman of the ASTM F16 Fastener Committee, Chairman of the F16.01 Test
Methods Committee and received the ASTM Award of Merit in 2005. Guy can be contacted at 847477-5057, Email: ExpertBoltGuy@gmail.com or visit www.BoltFailure.com.

WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT FASTENER CONSULTANTS
There are times when a second opinion is
necessary, especially from an impartial expert because
the distributor is caught between the manufacturer
and the customer with any complaints. The customer’s
needs must be satisfied if he is to remain a customer.
A fastener manufacturer is good at making the
variety of products they produce; commodity or specialty
fasteners. However, their customers may use their
products in many different and unknown applications.
Some may be of standard use; others may be
inappropriate for the size or grade of fastener used. The
only time the manufacture is aware of any problems is
when the failed fastener is returned to the manufacturer
with the presumption that it is faulty.
The fastener manufacturer and distributor can only
retrieve test documents and quality records to prove the
material was not defective and passed their standard
testing methods. They can run further tests to prove
that the product meets physical specifications and had
no material defects, but that is all. The customer needs
to be assured the products are of good quality but they
also need to know why it failed so future problems may
be avoided.
An experienced fastener consultant can be an
advocate for the manufacturer or distributor and outline
the reasons why the part failed and provide guidance to
the customer on how to prevent future fasteners from
failing. Being able to help in this manner will solidify
customer relations for the manufacturer or distributor.

What Is Fastener Consulting?
A fastener consultant is a person or company
that offers advice or an opinion on a variety of issues

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

involving fasteners; applications of products, metallurgy,
manufacturing, heat treatment, quality control, testing,
marketing, determining torque values and procedures,
installation techniques, assembly methods, patent design
or patent infringement advise, chemical coatings, training,
failure analysis and providing expert witness testimony.
Fastener consultants are few in numbers and fewer, if
any, can provide all of the services mentioned above.
Therefore, the specific type of expertise you need must
be carefully chosen. The same applies to laboratories
who are familiar with testing machined specimens, not
full-sized fasteners.
The ASTM, ISO and SAE requirements for testing
externally and internally threaded fasteners are much
different than for testing wire or bars.
One such laboratory was given a fracture to analyze.
They identified the head failure as being caused by
hydrogen embrittlement. However, the metallurgists could
not understand why there was a fracture line extending
outside the embrittlement zone. Had they been trained
in the manufacturing processes for fasteners, they would
have recognized the quench crack as the primary defect
which allowed the hydrogen assisted failure to occur.

Product Use And Assembly
Distributors get product returns because the heads
of the fasteners are snapping off during assembly or
not producing the expected clamping force. Users may
not always realize that proper torque values must be
observed between different fastener grades and surface
finishes. This includes stainless steels, alloy steels and
plain carbon steels, coated and non-coated as well as
different types of lubricants
CONTINUED ON PAGE 106
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Bruno Marbacher
Bruno Marbacher earned his mechanical engineering degree in Switzerland, he also holds a
business degree. He started out as a tool and die maker (poly-mechanic) and over the years he
has held various management positions in quality and engineering. During his time in America
he has developed and given numerous seminars on topics related to the proper use of mechanical
fasteners and machine elements, and assists engineers in solving fastening/assembly issues. His
has groomed and directed many young engineers in fastening/assembly technology. He now
offers his 40 years of experience through writing and lecturing.

MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR
FASTENERS, ETC.
Dear reader manufacturers at times do respond
to a request for quoting with a “no quote”.
There may be various reasons for that, often the

necessary, not only to upset a bolt head, but also to
reduce part of the wire diameter to a smaller diameter.

quantity is too small to produce them efficiently.

Possibilities and Limitations

However, there are other reasons, the following

¤ Cylindrical, concentric parts are the best shapes

information will shed some light on this.
The tables below provide some ideas on how fasteners

for cold forming (heading). Eccentric shapes are 		
difficult to form and thus should be avoided.

are manufactured. Individual features often dictate the

¤ Typically, bolts and screws can be cold formed up

type of manufacturing method. In many cases a part can

to M24 (~ 1”) and hot forged up to M52 (~ 2”).

be cold formed, however, because of a certain feature a

¤ Hex nuts are cold formed up to M16 (~5/8”) and

part may have to be machined or a machining process

hot forged up to M52 (~ 2”) sometimes larger.

has to be included in the overall manufacturing process.

¤ Cold forming of screws with shank length of

New manufacturing methods are still being developed so

more the than 12 x diameter require special bolt

the list is not complete.

making machines.

In the following table, a Yes indicates, which

¤ If the shank is extruded, the cold formed head

manufacturing methods may be appropriate for a specific

diameters can be about 5 times the extruded

group of fasteners. In most cases, machining a part

shank diameter.

would be possible. However, since there is typically a
big amount of waste (shavings and chips), this method
is not always the most cost-efficient one.
Bolts, screws, nuts, rivets etc. are usually made
from wires that have been cold drawn down to a specific
diameter with specific tolerances.
When cold forming a complex shape it is often

¤ Shank cannot be extruded (reduced) by hot
forging.
¤ Cross recesses can be cold formed only; they can
neither be hot forged nor machined.
¤ Uncommon hexagon socket sizes and TORX
recesses may be broached.
¤ Big sizes of hexagon sockets and TORX drives can
be hot forged.
¤ Parts with long through holes can only be machined.
¤ Cold headed shapes are not totally cylindrical and
do not have sharp edges – this can only be achieved
by machining.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

CONTINUED ON PAGE 108

THE INDUSTRY, IN THE

FOR
New dates - July 13-15, 2020 - are set at the Charlotte
Convention Center for Fastener Fair USA.
CHARLOTTE, NC – Reset for July 13-15, the 2020
Fastener Fair USA Conference and Exhibition will
take place at the Charlotte Convention Center
in Charlotte, NC, the same location as originally
planned. Registration is now open with the revised
dates and program at fastenerfairusa.com.
With a program that includes a three-track pre-show
conference and robust two-day expo, Fastener Fair
USA will feature the latest developments in fastener
and

fixing

supplies,

processing

and

related

OF MANUFACTURING
•

right after the first day of the show.
A pre-show industrial plant tour to Blum USA,
the Charlotte-based operation of a global fixer
manufacturer producing cabinet door hinges and
drawer slides loaded with threaded fasteners.
(The optional tour is included free with conference
program registration.)

technologies. It will also offer plentiful learning
opportunities with a free Opening Keynote, two
Town Hall meetings - on Tariffs and Workforce – and
continuous Tech Talk Theater presentations.
Attendees will also want to check out some exciting
optional events (additional registration is required):
•

A networking reception at the world-famous
NASCAR Hall of Fame on July 14, just a few
steps from the Convention Center, taking place

A bustling show-floor at the 2019 Fastener Fair USA.
Credit: Fastener Fair USA

NEW DATES ANNOUNCED! July 13-15, 2020 at the Charlotte Convention Center.
Registration is now open at fastenerfairusa.com.

Free to all registrants is the opening keynote, “Industry
4.0: Tap the Cloud and Ramp Up Profits,” by Yannick
Shilly, a world-beater expert on business processes
for manufacturers. As OEM customer factories become
increasingly automated and electronically integrated,
fastener firms must update their ways of doing business.
Shilly, a Partner in Strategy & Operation at Altix Consulting,
will address the changes the industry faces, and strategies
for adopting practices required for fastener suppliers in the
production environment governed by what is known broadly
as “Industry 4.0.”
Fastener Fair USA is unique in the industry, offering
an unrivaled opportunity for the entire supply chain –
manufacturers, master distributors, equipment makers,
processors, packagers and end users – to meet, collaborate
and network. It is designed to offer something for the entire
fastener industry supply chain.
This year’s show theme, “For all the industry, in the heart
of manufacturing,” reflects Fastener Fair USA’s expanding
mission to serve all industry segments that involve fasteners
while bringing them together in one of the United States’
fastest growing manufacturing regions.
“Supply

chain,

assembly,

measurement

Fastener Fair USA guests have access to complimentary education presented on the Tech Talks stage.
Credit: Fastener Fair USA
The 2020 Fastener Fair USA will tap into its location
in Charlotte as a gathering point for fastener business
strategists and technology experts. North Carolina

and

other

processes are becoming increasingly integrated,” said
Bob Chiricosta, Fastener Fair USA Event Director. “The
fastener industry needs an event like Fastener Fair that

is a hotbed of aerospace, automotive and furniture
manufacturing, providing one of the country’s greatest
concentration of fastener buyers and end users.
Continued on page 20

brings all the sectors together.”

Limited exhibiting
space
stillANNOUNCED!
available, contact
Filbert
to Center.
NEW
DATES
July Ray
13-15,
2020at
atrfilbert@reedexpo.com
the Charlotte Convention
discuss packages
and reserve
youropen
booth.
Registration
is now
at fastenerfairusa.com.

Charlotte, North Carolina

Blum is also notable for its workforce development

Continued from page 17

program, Apprenticeship 2000, operated in partnership

All Day Conference & Plant Tour

with six other local industrial manufacturing businesses,

This year’s event kicks off July 13, with a full-day, pre-

and Central Piedmont Community College. The four-year

show conference program. Fastener Fair USA’s strategic

apprenticeships entail 8,000 hours in training, including

partners at the Fastener Training Institute (FTI) and the

1,800 hours of classroom work. In addition to earning an

Mid-West Fasteners Association (MDFA) were instrumental

associate’s degree in Mechatronics and a journeyman’s

in developing the program.

certification from the North Carolina Department of Labor,
apprentices are guaranteed jobs after graduation.

Starting with an opening keynote overview on Fasteners
and Industry 4.0, by Peter Tkacik, PhD., Professor of

Keynote Kicks Off 2-Day Exhibition

Mechanical Engineering at UNC Charlotte, the conference

Fastener Fair USA’s Expo runs July 14 and 15, opening

then splits into three-tracks:

at 10:00 AM daily, and showcasing all major product lines

•

Fasteners 101 presented by the Fastener Training

and industry categories in the fastener and fixing sectors.

Institute

To set the tone for the event, a 9:00 a.m. free opening

Tom Reilly Training: Value Added Selling presented

keynote for the Fastener Fair Expo, “Impact of Industry 4.0

in

on Fastener Firms,” will be presented by Yannick Shilly

•

partnership

with

the

Mid-West

Fasteners

Association and delivered by Paul Reilly.
•

of Altix Consulting.

Fasteners in the Smart Factory presented by
Fastener Fair USA

Shilly will address the dramatic shift in business, as
industrial distributors in many sectors are facing a reckoning

Mid-afternoon, as these tracks conclude, registrants will

from OEM customers automating their manufacturing

board buses for a plant tour of Blum USA, a global business

operations. Parts suppliers in many sectors are heeding

based in Höchst, Austria, whose U.S. manufacturing

client demands for seamless connection to order and

operations are located in Charlotte, NC. Blum produces

inventory management systems, quality documentation and

hinges and slides for the cabinetry and furniture

chain of custody tracking, as well increased standards of

manufacturing industries. This tour of its technologically

precision in parts counts and packaging.

advanced production line will give attendees a step-by-step
overview of its production process.

This change, brought about by the adoption of Industry 4.0
– shorthand for a business Continued on page 22

NEW DATES ANNOUNCED! July 13-15, 2020 at the Charlotte Convention Center.
Registration is now open at fastenerfairusa.com.

Continued from page 20
whose manufacturing operation is electronically linked from

Wortman manages the Los Angeles office of Grunfeld,

order entry through production and fulfillment – is especially

Desiderio, Lebowitz, Silverman & Klestadt LLP, one of the

prevalent among global manufacturers. Shilly will provide

nation’s largest law firms devoted exclusively to international

insights on how suppliers of fasteners, fixer a nd related

trade and customs matters. Wortman’s presentation will

components can respond to this change.

focus on the massive impact of tariffs on the global fastener
industry, affecting everything from the supply of raw

Free Tech Talks Theater Conference Content

materials, to the import of fasteners themselves into the

Two days of free, half-hour briefings on the show floor will

domestic market.

be held, covering technology, design, business trends and
purchasing practices for OEMs and fastener manufacturers

Since January 1, two major developments have taken place

and distributors. More than a dozen presenters will examine

affecting tariffs – the adoption of the USMCA by Mexico,

topics such as Blind Rivet Bolts, Import & Export

Canada and the U.S., and the signing of Phase 1 of a trade

Strategies, Advanced Coating Methods, and 3D Metal

agreement with China. Both will have profound impacts on

Printing.

business and trade. The China agreement has many details
yet to be resolved.

This begins July 14 at 10:30 a.m., with “Import and
Export Review,” presented by Danielle Riggs, Director

Celebrate at the NASCAR Hall of Fame Museum

of International Trade Compliance at Wurth Industry North

Industry associations will be gathering formally and

America.

informally

throughout

Fastener

Fair

USA,

including

scheduled receptions for fastener associations and trade
Following that Industrial Fasteners Institute and the

groups. With five nearby hotels, impromptu gatherings will

Fastener Training Institute will present ASK THE

turn up regularly.

EXPERTS. Specialists in a variety of aspects of the fastener
and fixing business will field questions from the audience,

Without a doubt, though, the don’t-miss event for exhibitors

beginning at the stage, then continuing from an adjacent

and attendees alike, will be the Welcome Reception at

ASK THE EXPERTS Booth #935 and #1034 for the duration

the NASCAR Hall of Fame (tickets required). Designed

of the show.

by renowned architects Pei, Cobb Freed & Partners, the
NASCAR Hall of Fame is a stunning facility with steel

Other presentations include “How to Move Fasteners

curves and slopes that echo the shape of a race track.

to the Front o the Design Cycle” and “Integration of

The NASCAR Hall of Fame is an interactive entertainment

Packaging in the production Line.”

attraction honoring the history and heritage of NASCAR.

Town Halls on Tariffs, Workorce

Continue to page 132 for the 2020 Exhibitor List.

Each day, the Tech Talks Theater content will conclude with
an open forum style presentation and Q&A on two of the
most pressing issues for the fastener industry: “Tariffs -

To apply to exhibit, register, or for more

Where We Stand,” by legal expert Richard Wortman, Esq.;

information on Fastener Fair USA, visit

and “Workorce Strategies,” with a panel presentation
by industry leaders from the Fastener Fair USA Advisory
Board.

www.fastenerfairusa.com or contact event
organizers at inquiry@fastenerfairusa.com.

NEW DATES ANNOUNCED! July 13-15, 2020 at the Charlotte Convention Center.
Registration is now open at fastenerfairusa.com.
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Salim Brahimi Director of Engineering Technology
INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard, Independence, OH 44131
TEL 216-241-1482 FAX 216-241-5901
EMAIL sbrahimi@indfast.org WEB www.indfast.org

IFI UPDATE
The year 2020 is starting out with a global
pandemic crisis that will challenge our views and
beliefs as individuals and as members of the world
community. In this context, our daily preoccupations
may seem insignificant, but I believe that continuing
to fulfill our responsibilities, both personal and
professional is an important aspect of being
able to overcome this crisis. With that task in
mind, I offer the IFI Update to inform the fastener
community of some of the latest developments at
the Industrial Fasteners Institute. But I also know
the most important thing we can do while fulfilling
our responsibilities is to fulfill our duty to reach
out and help, even in the smallest way, those who
are in need. Generosity and kindness can be more
infectious than COVID-19, and for the greater good.

Joe Greenslade – In Memoriam
We were all saddened when Joe Greenslade passed
away suddenly on Wednesday, October 23, at age 71.
Joe Greenslade was a fastener industry icon and highly
respected. He was my predecessor at IFI, he served as
IFI’s Technical Director from 2007 until 2015. During his
tenure he was tireless, passionate and visionary. In fact,
the IFI Technology Connection is Joe’s brainchild. More
importantly Joe Greenslade was loved and admired as
a good, intelligent, kind and giving human being. Joe’s
retirement included reading with students at Lily B.
Clayton Elementary School, mentoring students at R.L.
Pascal High School as an active member of the AVID
program. He founded the Pascal Enrichment Foundation
and the Panther Heroes program. He was on the board
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of the ACH Child and Family
Services where he mentored
young adults who had aged
out foster care without a
community support system in
place. Joe was passionate,
silly, loving, kind and strived
every day to do something to
make the world just a little
better than it was the day before. He was a husband, a
father, a grandfather, a friend, and a mentor.
Joe wrote this epitaph on October 13, 1982 on a list
of “Life’s Objectives.” As he always did, he set himself a
goal and then went on to accomplish it.
“Joe Greenslade was a thoughtful, generous, creative
and dynamic person. The world is a little better for his
existence.”
The world is a better place for having had Joe
Greenslade in it, and a poorer place for his loss.

JOE GREENSLADE AT MY DOCTORAL GRADUATION CEREMONY,
MCGILL UNIVERSITY, MONTREAL, MAY 2018
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC.
108 Third Street, Bloomingdale, IL 60108
TEL 1-800-539-1233
EMAIL sales@ci-inc.com

WEB www.ci-inc.com

INDUSTRY-LEADING SOFTWARE
IS JUST THE START by Dennis Cowhey
Computer Insights has created an ERP system that

was about to start.” Seeking out prosperous and hard-

helps distributors of fasteners and industrial supplies do

working people was instrumental in bringing Computer

more with less. The system is called T he Business Edge

Insights into existence, and in building the enduring

TM

relationships it needed to remain sustainable.

Origin Story

This simple formula of seeking out like-minded

Denny Cowhey founded Computer Insights in 1981

people that Computer Insights could work with took

with a single goal in mind: help business owners be

Denny and his team down many roads. They operated as

more successful at attaining their goals.

a custom software company that also taught people how

After years of working for Litton Industries, and

to program. Every business owner was a potential client.

experiencing more and more restrictive territories and

Computer Insights wrote systems for everything including

constantly changing commission structures, he was fed

park districts, funeral homes, pet food distributors,

up. While the corporate world was not for him, he knew

stainless steel slitting operations, janitorial supply

the part of the job he enjoyed was selling systems that

distributors, and of course, fastener distributors.

helped people save money and boost productivity.
Minicomputers had arrived on the scene, and Denny
saw they had the potential to revolutionize the way
businesses operated. Computing power had become
affordable to companies that were not on the Fortune
500 list. He saw that the possibilities were endless.
With not much more than a belief in himself, and a

A Change In Course, But Not Attitude
Fastener distributors played a big part in Computer
Insights’ course change.
In 1998, the focus pivoted from custom programming
to creating a system specifically for distributors of
fasteners and industrial supplies.

good feeling about emerging technology, he quit his job.

With only three fastener distributors as clients,

From that day forward, he poured his heart and soul into

it was clear there was a lot that could be done for

learning everything he could about what people needed,

the industry. Denny and his people took the custom

and what the available technology could do. He quickly

programming culture and applied it to a single software

attracted forward-thinking company owners, and a staff

package. The Business Edge evolved with each new

of programmers that he worked side by side with to

installation. Every new company that used it had

deliver solutions.

suggestions, requests, and demands. Decades later,

TM

Denny remembers, “Back in the beginning, I would

the system has the fingerprints of hundreds of people

drive around industrial parks on Saturdays, and when I

on it. It is not uncommon to hear clients of Computer

saw a Cadillac parked outside with the owner working

Insights refer to features in the system as “Joe’s

inside, I knew there was a good chance a friendship

inquiry” or “Bob’s report.”
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EUROLINK FASTENER
SUPPLY SERVICE

840 South Buncombe Road, Greer, SC 29650
TEL 864-801-0505 FAX 864-801-3606 EMAIL sales@eurolinkfss.com

WEB

www.eurolinkfss.com

EUROLINK TURNS 20 IN 2020! by London Penland
Eurolink Fastener Supply Service is a family owned
and operated metric fastener importing distributor
celebrating its 20th anniversary this year. The Eurolink
family thanks our customers for our continued and
increasing success!
Now, please let me tell you a short story of how the
Eurolink family came to be from my perspective as the son
of a founder and current owner. I was nine years old when
the original company, Supply-Line Fasteners, was created
by my father, Craig Penland, and now deceased uncle, Todd
Penland, but I remember those humble beginnings.
I remember occasionally getting up at 4AM to help
my father deliver newspapers, he did that every morning.
I remember him working all day, doing the best he could
to build the company in the basement of our house,
he did that every day. At night he would go work as a
bartender and he did that every night!
At the time, my little brother had just been born very
premature and struggled with serious health issues. My
mother and father worked tirelessly to provide a proper
life for us and to instill within us proper values. Ever
since those humble beginnings, Eurolink has relied on
those values, rooted in faith, to overcome adversity with
integrity.
Todd and Craig, while working at a major stocking
distributor, stumbled across an unfulfilled niche in
the market. They noticed that they were frequently
“no-quoting” items they technically could source, but
were not worth their company’s time due to its scale.
These “no quotes” were creating a gap in the industry,
so they stepped into novel territory to fill that gap,
betting that a small to mid-sized distributor model could
solve this issue profitably.
The Eurolink brothers, steeped in hard work,
persevered, capitalizing on their knowledge and
network to develop partnerships and logistics chains
for overcoming the challenges associated with providing
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THE EUROLINK TEAM

sourcing services for importing from Europe. They
essentially coined the phrase “hard-to-find metric
fasteners” to describe the frequently no-quoted items
Eurolink specialized in sourcing.
The value of Eurolink has proven itself over time.
Weathering the Great Recession of 2007-2009 at a
pivotal moment in the company’s development, the
company restructured and refocused to become the
Eurolink that our customers know and love today.
Eurolink Fastener Supply Service has been growing
at a fantastic rate due to our faith, integrity, culture and
commitment to high quality customer service. We do it
every day!

EUROLINK FASTENER SUPPLY SERVICE
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Joe Dysart
Joe Dysart is an Internet speaker and business consultant based in Thousand Oaks,
California. A journalist for 20 years, his articles have appeared in more than 40
publications, including The New York Times and The Financial Times of London.
During the past decade, his work has focused exclusively on ecommerce.
Telephone: 631-256-6602; web: www.joedysart.com; email: joe@dysartnewsfeatures.com

SHAME POLICE: GOOGLE TOYS WITH
PENALIZING SLOW WEBSITES
Indeed, since the summer of 2018, Google has been
Search goliath Google is toying with the idea of
branding Web sites exhibiting poor security by displaying an
shaming slow-loading Web sites by displaying a “Usually
‘insecure Web site’ icon in a browser’s Web site address
loads slow” splash screen in place of a home page when
bar. (Secure sites are rewarded with a green padlock icon
someone is trying to visit your fastener distribution Web
– the sign of a correctly secured Web site.)
site.
No one asked Google to do
The move, which Google detailed
that. Are more than a few Web site
in a recent blog post (www.blog.
owners have been vexed by the
chromium.org/2019/11/movingbranding.
towards-faster-web.html), would have
But like it or not, Google has
a chilling effect on any Web site
already set itself up as the arbiter of
Google deems as slow-loading.
Web site security.
Essentially: A “Usually loads
Now it’s looking to expand that
slow” splash screen served-up by
policing role to include rating the
Google would pretty much be the kissspeed of Web sites.
of-death to any fastener distributor,
Bottom line: Many Google
encouraging a Web surfer to move
GOOGLE MAY BEGIN WARNING WEB SURFERS
ABOUT SLOW-LOADING WEB SITES.
watchers see the Google post on
along to an alternative Web site with
shaming slow Web sites as a trial
better performance.
balloon – a probe to see if there is
“Internet users are less
significant backlash to the idea, or
tolerant of slow Web sites than
widespread acceptance.
they’ve ever been,” says Marcus
The prudent move is for fastener
Taylor, founder, Venture Harbour
distributors to up-their-game on their
(www.ventureharbour.com), a digital
Web site’s download speed now. As
marketing firm. “And the shift
many of us have learned over the
towards Internet-enabled mobile
years, more often than not, what
devices means that if you’re not fast,
Google wants, Google gets.
you’re not going to be seen.”
GOOGLE
CO-FOUNDER
SERGEY
BRIN
IS
ALREADY
Here’s a game-plan for
While Google was careful to
POLICING THE SECURITY OF WEB SITES.
protecting your fastener distribution
word its shame police intentions as a
Web site from the splash screen of death:
possibility rather than an inevitability, it’s no secret that the
¤ Get a quick look at how fast your Web site
search giant has been campaigning hard for a faster Web
downloads: Given that Google has a vested interest in
for decades.
a fast Web seeded with its advertising, it’s no wonder it
Moreover, the search titan has demonstrated it has
offers free tools you can use to quickly assess the speed
no qualms about stepping in as officer-on-the-beat when it
of your Web site.
comes to exposing poorly performing Web sites.
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PENN ENGINEERING
5190 Old Easton Road, Danboro, PA 18916
TEL 1-800-237-4736
FAX 215-766-0143

EMAIL

info@pemnet.com

WEB

www.pemnet.com

A LOOK AT THE NEW GHOST™
CONCEALED ACCESS FASTENER by Brian Bentrim
As our company name implies, the work we do
at PennEngineering® goes beyond manufacturing. The
engineering arm of our global organization is the force
behind our product innovation. In fact, one out of ten of
our employees is a degreed engineer.
When a customer faces pressure to design their
next-generation system with smaller, lighter, and stronger
components, they can turn to us as a collaborative partner
that will leverage their engineering expertise to create the
next new fastening solution for their application needs.
We like our customers to think of us as the fastening
expert on their engineering team.
We must always be thinking of ways to push the
innovation envelope for our customers, both present
and future. That said, let’s look at our latest engineering
innovation, the GHOST™ fastener.

About the GHOST™ Fastener
The GHOST™ fastener is fully concealed after
assembly, with zero visible evidence of how to disassemble
it once it’s engaged. However, although you can’t visually
tell how to disengage the fastener, it is easily released with
the correct magnetic tool. The fastener, fully customizable
in size, offers tool-less assembly and is tamper-resistant.

GHOST™ Fastener At a Glance
¤ Fully concealed
¤ Tool-less assembly and re-assembly
¤ Easy, near-instant disassembly using
magnetic tool
¤ Ultra-smooth design
¤ Fully captivated hardware
¤ Tamper-resistant
¤ Customizable sizes (minimum size .2” x .2”,
no limit to maximum size)
¤ Ideal for replacing small external fasteners of
any kind, especially in applications requiring
sleek aesthetics

Behind the Technology

It can easily be installed into a blind hole, concealing the

The technology behind the GHOST™ fastener, which

entire part from one side and making it ideal for use in

is part of the PEM® brand of fastening solutions, is

applications where sleek aesthetics are required.

unique and highly effective.

As mentioned above, a specialized magnetic tool is

The gripping fastener uses a fully concealed pinch-

required for GHOST™ fastener disassembly. This near-

lock mechanism. Small internal balls and a spring

instant release mechanism is significantly faster and

component are wedged between a vertical pin and angled

smoother than a conventional screw/nut disassembly.

retainer wall, providing a secure lock.
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INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
6363 Oak Tree Boulevard, Independence, OH 44131
TEL 216-241-1482 FAX 216-241-5901 EMAIL info@indfast.org

WEB

www.indfast.org

IFI SOARING EAGLE AWARDS 2020
by Salim Brahimi

Contributions may be through extensive work on fastener
standards committees, the publication of widely acclaimed
principles or documents and/or through the development
of fastener related equipment products,
or processes which have been widely
acknowledged as advancements in
fastener technology.
In recognition of service to the
fastener industry as IFI Technical
Committee Chairman and outstanding
and pioneering contributions to the field
of blind rivets, including the invention
of innovative blind riveting tool designs
and 26 U.S. patents that emphasize
advanced technologies and appropriate
methodologies.
2020 IFI SOARING EAGLE SERVICE
Mr. DiMaio’s contributions have
AWARD RECIPIENT - MIKE MCGUIRE
raised the state of the art in rivet
design, manufacturing and end-user
application. These contributions are a
rich legacy that are benefiting the blind
rivet industry today and will continue to
do so long into the future.

Industrial Fastener Institute is proud to announce the
2020 IFI Soaring Eagle Award recipients. Soaring Eagle
Technology Award recipient is Anthony (Tony) DiMaio, and
Soaring Eagle Service Award recipient is
Mike McGuire. The Industrial Fastener
Institute Soaring Eagle Award recipients
are those individuals who have made
outstanding and significant contributions
to the fastener industry.

The 2020 IFI Soaring Eagle
Service Award Recipient is Mike
McGuire
The IFI Soaring Eagle Service
Award recognizes individuals who have
contributed outstanding time and effort in
the leadership of the Industrial Fasteners
Institute and/or in some other way
contributed to the health and well-being
of the entire industrial fastener industry.
In recognition of 50+ years of
contributions to the industrial fastener
industry. As the founder of the National
Industrial Fastener Show & Conference,
the National Industrial Fastener Show/
West, founder of the American Fastener
Journal magazine, Fastening Magazine,
and numerous fastener resource and
buyers guides that have assisted the
industry and end-user alike.

The 2020 Soaring Eagle
Technology Award Recipient is
Anthony (Tony) DiMaio

Submit a Nomination
Visit www.indfast.org/info/award
to submit a nomination for the 2021
Soaring Eagle Awards program.

About IFI

The IFI Soaring Eagle Technology Award recognizes
individuals who have extensive experience in the industrial
fastener industry who have made significant contributions
to the technological advancement of the fastener industry.

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

Industrial Fasteners Institute,
headquartered in Independence, Ohio,
is an Association of the leading North
American manufacturers of bolts, nuts, screws, rivets,
pins, washers, and a myriad of custom formed parts.
Suppliers of materials, machinery, equipment and
engineered services, are Associate Members of the
Institute.

2020 IFI SOARING EAGLE TECHNOLOGY
AWARD RECIPIENT - ANTHONY DIMAIO

INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
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Larry Borowski President
GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC.
2234 Wenneca Avenue, Fort Worth, TX 76102
TEL 817-870-8888 FAX 817-870-9199
EMAIL sales1@greensladeandcompany.com

WEB www.greensladeandcompany.com

WHAT SETTING PLUG SHOULD BE USED TO
PROPERLY SET-UP A TRI-ROLL THREAD GAGE?
Over the past 3 or 4 decades, we have sold hundreds

lead, angle, etc. If you attempt to use a work plug to set

of sets of Tri-roll thread gages to fastener manufacturers

up a tri-roll gage, you in effect diminish the accuracy of

and fastener distributors around the world. Tri-roll gages

the results.

are simple to use, and when they are properly set-up and
operated will provide a great deal of valuable information
during manufacturing as well as final inspection.

Will Any Thread Class Set Plug Work
For Tri-Roll Set-Up?
The question; Must the Tri-roll gage be set-up with
the setting plug having the same class of thread as
the threaded product being measured? has come up
many times over the years from both new, as well as
experienced Tri-roll gage users. The answer is “NO”. One
of the benefits of using Tri-roll gages is that the gage
can be set-up using a setting plug of any thread class
to measure a threaded product having any thread class.
The only thing that must be the same is the thread size,
i.e. an M6 x 1.0 setting plug must be used to set-up a
set of M6 x 1.0 gaging rolls to measure a product having
an M6 x 1.0 screw thread. The gage itself is “classless”.
Working plugs should not be used to set up a Tri-roll
gage. The reasoning is that work plugs are not made to
the same accuracy as a set plug when it comes to pitch,

TECHNICAL ARTICLE

1/4-28 3A GO SETTING PLUG WITH
.2267 CERTIFIED PITCH DIAMETER

CONTINUED ON PAGE 118
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Robert Footlik
Robert B. Footlik, PE is a retired Professional Industrial Engineer. With over 50 years’
experience as a Warehouse and Logistics Consultant to a wide variety of clients including
Fastener Distributors, Bob has a wealth of valuable information for our industry and he is
willing to share it. While Footlik & Associates is now closed, his expertise is still available
to his friends and our readers. For friendly advice, a second opinion or just to start a
conversation, he can be reached at robert@footlik.net.

PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS:
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 1
No matter how large or small your company
every Fastener Distributor in the world uses highly
sophisticated, autonomous and intelligent “equipment”
called people. And just as
you should deem Preventive
Maintenance (PM) important
for mechanical equipment it
is of far greater importance to
PM the staff, coworkers and
friends around you. There is
far more that you can do to
improve productivity, quality
and satisfaction with healthy,
happy and motivated people
than with robots, warehouse/business management
systems and sophisticated automation. This will require
a multi-faceted approach and a dedication of purpose
that can only come from the top.

People Perform Only As Good As
Their “Fuel”
While you cannot control what your staff eats off the
job there are still options for those potential 10+ meal
breaks at work. Start with removing all the junk food
from vending machines and replacing it with healthy
alternatives. Yes, there will be some initial shock and
grousing, but if fruit, vegetables, healthy snacks and
energy bars are available for free some behavioral
modification can be achieved.
Breakfast and soup provided on premises can
relieve stress, allow the people to sleep just a little
longer insuring that they start their day with decent
nutrition and have a good comfort level at mid-day.
One advantage of this is it is also an opportunity for
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communication, team building and improving morale in a
nurturing break room environment.
Long term research has shown that a healthy diet
will be beneficial in every
area of life, both physical and
mental. If you are serious
about this there are many
resources available, including
nutritionists who will provide
in house focus groups
and training just like any
other area of management
consulting. This isn’t just
for the warehouse staff that
is on the move all day, it’s even more important for the
sedentary individuals who sit at a desk for 7+ hours per
day.
With a bit of reinforcement much of what the staff
learns will also go home with them. And this can
influence those other 13+ meals a week. Chart the
results in weight loss, comfort indices and satisfaction
polls it you want to be truly scientific.

It Isn’t Just About Food
It’s also about hydration. If you work in a hot climate
you probably already know that one should always drink
before becoming thirsty. But what makes you think that
air conditioned indoor air isn’t just as dehydrating?
Most facilities have a thermostat on the wall to
control temperature, but nothing for humidity. In the
summer air conditioning removes humidity from the air…
and from the human body. And in the winter without
humidification the dry air really takes a toll on skin and
on the rest of the persons.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 120
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ICS FLANGE

950 Dieckman St, Woodstock, IL 60098
TEL 1-800-231-0360 WEB info@innovativecomponentsales.com
EMAIL matt.daleiden@innovativecomponentsales.com EMAIL lisa.h@innovativecomponentsales.com

ICS FLANGE IS EXPANDING THEIR OFFERINGS!!!
So, it’s time for that new project, and your customer
wants to make sure to purchase the correct fastener. Is
a flange product the best fastener to use? What kind
of finish would look and perform best? Do they need
them serrated or non-serrated? There are so many
questions that a buyer may have in order to make their
project perfect. Here at ICS Flange, we can answer those
questions and get you the fastener that best fits the
needs of your customers’ project.
Flange bolts offer many opportunities in today’s
ever-changing world of fastener distribution. Here are
a few reasons why more and more businesses are
choosing flange products for their manufacturing needs:
¤ COST SAVINGS: Flanges eliminate the need
for flat washers and lock washers. Engineers and
manufacturers are switching to flange products because
assembly time and the amount of parts needed in stock
are reduced.
¤ HOLDING PRESSURE: Flanges increase holding
pressure where the bolt or nut meets the surface of that
part. More holding pressure translates to a stronger and
more reliable connection.
¤ REDUCED STRESS: The mating parts are under
less stress because of the larger surface area and equal
pressure placed on the parts.
¤ SERRATED FEATURE: When using serrated
parts, serrated flanges add a locking or vibration proof
tension that does not interfere with installation or alter
the threads of the mating part.
¤ LOCKING FEATURE: All flange nuts can have
a locking feature added to the parts. Flange nuts are
available in top or center, all metal locking and nylon
insert.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

¤ UNIFORM APPEARANCE: When cosmetic
appearance is important there is only one part so every
assembled part will look the same.
Our focus is flange bolts and flange nuts, but as
you will read below, we have some exciting news to
share.
Due to the demands of our customers and the
popularity of their use in many different industries like
machinery enclosures, robotics, furniture, appliances
and small equipment, we are now stocking Socket
Button Head Flange Bolts. You may ask yourself, why
should I consider a socket button head flange bolt?
The answer is simple, these bolts offer a smooth
and clean appearance while eliminating the need
for a washer. We offer them in packaged and bulk
quantities, which is great for both our Maintenance,
Repair and Operations and Original Equipment
Manufacturer distributors.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 124
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SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
PO Box 44, 500 Elm Grove Rd., Ste. 2I0, Elm Grove, Wl 53122
TEL 1-800-352-2981 FAX 262-784-5059 EMAIL info@stafda.org WEB www.stafda.org

SUN, SURF & STAFDA IN ANAHEIM
THIS NOVEMBER by Georgia H. Foley, CEO
The Specialty Tools & Fasteners Distributors
Association (STAFDA) will hold its 44th Annual Convention
& Trade Show in Anaheim, CA, November 8 - 10. The
Anaheim Convention Center, adjacent to STAFDA’s two
host hotels – the Anaheim Marriott and Anaheim Hilton
– will house STAFDA’s educational workshops, General
Session, and Trade Show. The Closing Party will take
place in the Anaheim Hilton.
Convention workshop speakers have yet to be

ANAHEIM CONVENTION CENTER

determined however, the keynote speaker and Associate

He achieved this high level of success by leaving his

speaker have been announced.

signature on brands and products everyone knows.

Silicon Valley icon, Guy Kawasaki, will deliver the

Kawasaki’s early business career – which spawned

keynote address on Monday, November 9. Widely

his entrepreneurship ventures – began at Apple where

respected as a source of wisdom about entrepreneurship,

he was the chief evangelist. After leaving Apple to lead

venture capital, marketing, and business evangelism,

other tech start-ups, he later returned to the company to

Kawasaki is also a bestselling author having written

rejuvenate the Macintosh culture.

The Art of the Start 2.0, The Art of Social Media,

In addition, he’s been a special advisor to the

Enchantment, and 12 other books. His most recent book

CEO of the Motorola division of Google, and in 2015,

is Wise Guy: Lessons from a Life.

Kawasaki was appointed to the board of

Currently, Kawasaki is the chief

trustees of the Wikimedia Foundation.

evangelist of Canva, an Australian-

Throughout his business ventures, he’s

based online graphic design service, and

maintained his writing, speaking, and

podcaster, Guy Kawasaki’s Remarkable

consulting practice. He holds a BA from

People (www.remarkablepeople.com). He

Stanford University, an MBA from UCLA,

is also a brand ambassador for Mercedes-

as well as an honorary doctorate from

Benz, an adjunct professor at the University

Babson College.

of New South Wales, and an executive
fellow of the Haas School of Business (UC Berkeley).

SHOW EVENT ARTICLE

Kawasaki’s keynote topic will be
based on one of his books, Enchantment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 122
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INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
TEL 323-817-2226 FAX 310-481-1909 EMAIL morgan.wilson@fastenershows.com

WEB www.fastenershows.com

INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO 2020 IS ACCEPTING
PROFESSIONAL INDUSTRY AWARDS NOMINATIONS
Nominations are now being accepted for the 2020
Hall of Fame and Young Fastener Professional of the
Year Awards, which annually honor professionals who
have made significant contributions to the industry.
Inductees and winners are commemorated during the
annual awards ceremony at the International Fastener
Expo (IFE), Sept. 28-30 in Las Vegas, Nevada.
The award for Young Professional of the Year is
presented to professionals, aged 40 or younger, with a
record of integrity and respect in the industry. Inductees
into the Hall of Fame are recognized for having made
lasting contributions to the industry on a national or
global scale, including but not limited to inventors,
business leaders, educators and more.
The winner of the 2019 Young Fastener Professional
award was Baron Wayne Yarborough, Managing Director
of Spring Bolt and Nut Manufacturing. Inducted into the
Hall of Fame in 2019 were Edward McIlhon of Assembled
Products, Inc., and Marty Nolan of R.L. English. For
more past winners, visit www.fastenershows.com/pasthof-winners and www.fastenershows.com/past-youngfastener-professional-award-winners.
“At IFE, tradition is to recognize outstanding
professionals – young and longstanding – who are truly
making a difference in our industry,” said Jessica Blue,
executive vice president, Emerald. “We are honored
to have the pleasure of announcing inductees into the
prestigious Hall of Fame each year. We are also very
pleased to have the opportunity to recognize talented
and dedicated individuals who are successful in their
companies, play a key role in the community, and are
destined to become future industry leaders.”
Nominations for 2020 are due by July 25, 2020.
Administered by the International Fastener Expo selection
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committee, the awards are based on the merit of the
nominee, not by the number of nominations received.
Winners will be recognized with a commemorative
plaque at the IFE Awards Ceremony on Tuesday, Sept.
29 at the show. The online nomination form for the Hall
of Fame can be found here: www.fastenershows.com/
hall-of-fame-form; the nomination form for the Young
Fastener Professional Awards can be found here: www.
fastenershows.com/young-fastener-professional.
The International Fastener Expo (IFE) is the largest
and most diverse gathering of fastener and industrial
professionals in North America. Founded in 1981 it
serves all reaches of the supply chain, from manufacturer
to distributor to OEMs, and features nearly 70 product
categories. With over 650 vendors and more than 5,000
attendees from 30+ nations, the International Fastener
Expo delivers industry-leading content and facilitates
vital industry connections at their annual three-day show
in Las Vegas, Nevada, the entertainment and trade show
capital of North America. For more information on IFE,
visit www.fastenershows.com.
International Fastener Expo is owned and operated
by Emerald, a leader in building dynamic, market-driven
business-to-business platforms that integrate live events
with a broad array of industry insights, digital tools,
and data-focused solutions to create uniquely rich
experiences. As true partners, we at Emerald strive to
build our customers’ businesses by creating opportunities
that inspire, amaze, and deliver breakthrough results.
With over 140 events each year, our teams are creators
and connectors who are thoroughly immersed in the
industries we serve and are committed to supporting the
communities in which we operate. For more information,
please visit www.emeraldx.com.
INTERNATIONAL FASTENER EXPO
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ABLE LABEL

310 North Haven Street, Spokane, WA 99202 TEL: 1-800-348-1455
EMAIL sales@ablelabel.com WEB www.ablelabel.com

ABLE LABEL - YOUR SOURCE FOR THERMAL LABELING
Able Label is a USA manufacturer and worldwide
distributor of Thermal Transfer and Direct Thermal Labels.
Able Label was founded in 1985 by Dick Shanks, who
also founded and grew Fasteners,
Inc. Dick created one of the first
computer systems and inventory
of on-demand blank labels used
for labeling by the fastener
industry. Able Label is the label
expert for the fastener industry,
providing high quality label
materials and innovation, such as
Border Labels, which significantly
enhance the product readability and quality appearance
in a very cost-efficient manner. With customers in every
state of the USA as well as throughout Canada and 20
other countries, Able Label continues to be the go-to
expert for the fastener industry.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

Dick was a great friend and mentor to Art Coffey,
the current owner of Able Label. The values, ethics, and
expertise initially infused into Able Label by Dick and
his wife Lil Shanks continue to
thrive. Able Label prides itself in
providing the highest quality at the
best price. Personalized service
is also a hallmark for Able Label.
Label Specialists are available
business days from 6:00 AM to
4:30 PM Pacific Time to provide
free consultation to ensure you
receive the best solution to your
label needs. Additionally, online services and product
ordering are available 24/7 on our website.
Able Label stocks over 1,300 different SKUs, most
of which are available for same-day shipping and next-day
delivery.
ABLE LABEL
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Jim Truesdell
James Truesdell is President of Brauer Supply Company, a distributor of specialty
fasteners, insulation, air filtration, and air conditioning with headquarters in St. Louis.
Mr. Truesdell is adjunct professor at Saint Louis University and Webster University.
An attorney and frequently published writer, he is the author of “Total Quality
Management: Reports From the Front Lines”.

’CORPORATE TRANSPARENCY ACT’ MAY ADD TO
SMALL BUSINESS PAPERWORK WOES
A bill passed the House of Representatives in October
with bi-partisan support which has small business owners
concerned about new paperwork burdens as well as the risk
of private information getting into the wrong hands. The
Corporate Transparency Act is aiming to create a national
database of what are referred to as “beneficial owners”
of corporations with the aim of helping law enforcement
go after money laundering, terrorists and shell game
operators who set up limited liability
companies with nefarious aims.
Sounds like a noble cause! But as is
often the case, these good intentions
will likely translate into a lot of work
and perhaps fines and liabilities
for innocent small businesses who
will bear the burden of putting the
information together. Instead of beefing up enforcement
and utilizing reporting mechanisms that are already in
place it will, as always, take the easy route of passing on
the task to the entrepreneurs who are busy providing the
jobs and products that have our economy pumping on all
cylinders. It’s hard for congressional representatives to
resist such a seemingly good cause, which is why trade
associations like the National Federation of Independent
Businesses are being so forthright in pointing to the
paperwork burden as the Senate considers their version.
The House Bill would set federal standards to ensure
that in all states corporations would file information not
only about who is involved in the formation of limited
liability companies, but would also call for “beneficial
owners” to be identified in an effort to get at organizations
with hidden influencers who may be up to no good. The
problem is that the definition of beneficial owner is by its
very nature ambiguous. Nevertheless, for each of these
persons the filing business will be required to provide
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full legal names, dates of birth, addresses and a unique
identifying number from a non-expired personal ID card or
drivers license.
The NFIB has produced a study that estimates that
covered small businesses would be required to complete
an annual average of 13.2 million additional paperwork
hours per year over the next decade which they translate
into over half a billion dollars in costs. What makes
it particularly onerous is that the
nature of this kind of information
means that the reporting forms will
probably have to be filled out by the
owners themselves, meaning that it
will be the most expensive form of
labor and coming as an additional
personal task for those whom we
are hoping will continue to fire up our economy with
their entrepreneurial efforts. Add to this the concern
that there is a great risk that this personally identifiable
information of business owners and their families could
be hacked by bad actors. Think of the consequences of
the breach of such a data base. Think of what havoc
investigative journalists or political activists could make
with this information which in and of itself does not
represent anything but legitimate and legal business
operations! The bill does exempt a large group of
corporations who are otherwise regulated in this area
or who fall into certain kinds of regulated activities. It
seems that the burden will fall especially heavily on the
small under the radar companies who might indeed be
susceptible to financial shenanigans, but it will in the
process tie up in paperwork the vast majority who run
their businesses honestly and with no evil intent. The
bill aims at those with fewer than 20 full time employees
and under $5 million in reported gross receipts.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 126
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G.L. Huyett named Tom
Bello as sales manager for
the Northeast region..
ello was sales manager for
Sherex Fastening Solutions.

Northeast customers can
contact Bello at 716 4327027.
Huyett also announced
director of sales Dave Audit
has transitioned to the Great
Lakes region.
“We have worked hard
to create an organizational
culture
aligned
to
excellence and professional
development,” CEO Tim
O’Keeffe said. “I am pleased
to see our hard work validated
through recent additions to
our sales team.”
Founded in 1906, Huyett
is an ISO 9001 certified
manufacturer,
master
distributor and importer of
non-threaded and engineered
fasteners, grease fittings,
and premium lifting hardware.
For more information
contact G.L. Huyett by Tel:
785-392-3017, Fax: 785392-2845, Email: sales@
huyett.com or visit them
online at www.huyett.com.
Courtesy of GlobalFastenerNews.com
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Anthony Di Maio
Anthony E. Di Maio attended Wentworth Institute and Northeastern University. In 1962 he
started working with Blind Fasteners as Vice-President of Engineering & Manufacturing for two
blind rivet manufacturers. He has been Chairman of the Technical Committee of the Industrial
Fasteners Institute (IFI) and is still involved in the writing of IFI specifications. In 1991, he
started ADM Engineering and is working with Fastener Manufacturers developing new fasteners
and special machinery. He can be reached at ADM Engineering, 6 Hermon Ave., Haverhill, MA
01832; phone and fax 978-521-0277; e-mail: tdimaio@verizon.net.

THE UNIQUE VALUES OF BLIND RIVETS
Blind rivets are unique fasteners having consistent
tensile and shear values when set in an application. The
setting of a blind rivet in the work piece or application is
a very simple task for the operator. The operator, when
setting a blind rivet with either a hand or power tool
needs to insert the blind rivet in the premade hole in the
work piece or application and then operate the setting
tool. The mandrel of the blind rivet will break at a predetermined tensile force and the blind rivet is properly
set. Because the mandrel has a pre-determined tensile
break force, the operator has no direct control over the
tensile and shear values of the set blind rivet in the work
piece. All blind rivets have this pre-determined tensile
break force and the operator can not change this predetermined mandrel tensile break force. Blind rivets are
operator error proof. There is no such error that occurs
with threaded fasteners, such as under-torque or overtorque.
A blind rivet is a mechanical fastener that can join
component parts of an assembly where access for
fastener installation and activation is available from only
one side. A blind rivet is a blind fastener having a selfcontained mechanical feature which permits formation
of the upset on the blind side of the blind rivet and
expansion of the rivet body during the setting of the blind

FIGURE 1

A significant distinction should be made at this point
that the term “blind” associated with these fasteners
is not an application limitation, thinking that they can
only be used in blind applications. Figure 1 shows what
“blind” application is. There are many applications where
blind side fastening is not the primary requirement,
rather, the blind rivet is selected because they represent
a well controlled, light weight, low installation fasteners
cost system for securing components.
A blind rivet is a two-component fastener consisting
of a rivet body and mandrel. There are many types and
designs of blind rivets, such as, OPEN-END, (Figure 2)
CLOSED-END, MULTl-GRIP, STRUCTURAL, BULB TYPE
and DOME PEEL. All blind rivets function in the same
manner.
The mandrel of a blind rivet is inserted into the
nosepiece of a blind rivet setting tool and the rivet body
is then inserted into the pre-drilled or stamped hole in
the work piece with the flange of the rivet body flush
against the work surface.

rivet while joining component parts of the assembly.
You can define a blind rivet as a two-piece fastener
and it is installed from one side only of whatever is being
joined together.
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FIGURE 2
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KERR LAKESIDE

26841 Tungsten Road, Euclid, OH 44132
TEL: 1-800-487-5377 EMAIL info@kerrlakeside.com

WEB

www.kerrlakeside.com

QUALITY AND SERVICE FOR OVER 70 YEARS AND COUNTING
In business since 1948, Kerr Lakeside Inc. is a
well-respected manufacturer of high-quality socket screw
products, cold formed special products, and precision
turned components. Kerr Lakeside remains a family owned
and operated business, with a
focus on providing the highest
level of service and quality. Kerr
offers a complete line of socket
screw products in packaged and
bulk quantities, on the shelf and
ready for same day shipment.
Kerr Lakeside consistently
maintains an over 97% fill rate,
allowing our customers the assurance that product is
available and ready for shipment when they need it. We
also maintain a large inventory of raw material, assuring
that we provide products quickly without disruption and
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reduced lead times on make to print specials.
Kerr Lakeside’s Quality Management system, is
recognized by two independent third party assessing
bodies as conforming to ISO-9001 and ISO 17025 (A2LA
Laboratory Accreditation). This
attention to quality demonstrates
our determination to supply parts
our customers can be confident
meet specifications every
time. Complete Lot traceability
is maintained throughout the
manufacturing process and
material certifications can be
provided on request. For over 70 years Kerr Lakeside
has provided the highest level of service and quality to
our customers and will continue operating under these
principals for many years to come.
KERR LAKESIDE
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THE SAFETY INSTITUTE
TOLL-FREE

1-800-259-6209

WEB

www.safetyinstitute.com

CORONAVIRUS CYBER SCAMS by John Iannarelli
During the Covid-19, aka the Corona Virus
pandemic, we have heard daily the importance of good
hygiene. Maintain physical distance, avoid unnecessary

or others are simply out of work, the cybercriminals are
keeping busy being their own unique plague to society.
Cybercriminals are leveraging the concerns and

crowds, and above all else wash

fears over COVID-19 to steal

your hands. These acts of proper

passwords, data and money. For

hygiene are meant to keep us safe

example, it is estimated that nearly

as the virus continues to take its

50% of all Coronavirus-themed

somewhat unpredictable course.

domain registrations are likely to

Likewise, another important action

be either infected with malware or

we must all remember amid this

actually posted by malicious actors

crisis is to also be sure that we are

in an effort draw in those seeking

utilizing proper cyber hygiene.

important information. A site that

Just like washing your hands,

that purports to have suggestions

cyber hygiene is a term within the cyber community to

on how to avoid the virus can be designed to trick

ensure computer users are not unnecessarily exposing

computer users to download malware under the guise

themselves to computer viruses. Malware, ransomware

of downloading medical information. Once a computer

and other nefarious cyber viruses can infect computers,

is infected, hackers can then access all the information

causing them to become “ill”, failing to operate as they

within, to include login credentials and passwords to

were designed and hurt us in the process.

bank accounts and other PII.

Cybercriminals have always used current events to

Even legitimate websites can pose a danger. For

help facilitate their crimes. In times of terrorist attacks

example, recently a major-medical university tracking

or natural disasters, the cyber scams will appear online

map had been targeted by hackers using malware to

claiming to raise money for charity, or having you

infect visitors seeking up-to-date medical information.

entering your personally identifiable information (PII)

In this scam, those visiting the website were instructed

under the guise confirming bank accounts. COVID-19

to download software, which generated a fake map that

is just another opportunity for the cybercriminal. In this

was infected with malware, thereby infecting the user’s

time of crisis, while many hard at work curing the sick,

computer.
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Nelson Valderrama
Nelson Valderrama is the CEO of Intuilize, a software Service platform that specializes
in helping mid-sized distributors transform data into profits. With more than 22 years’
experience as P&L manager executive for major PE firms and industrial distributors.
Nelson has dedicated his career to help business uncover hidden competitive advantages
and unleash the power of data in the new Digital Economy. For more information
contact by email nelson@intuilize.com or visit www.intuilize.com

WHEN THE RECESSION ARRIVES,
WILL YOU BE READY?
I’m writing this article in March
2020, but you’re likely reading
this sometime between Q2-Q3 of
2020…which means you can tell me
definitively if Goldman Sachs was
right in their prediction that the U.S.
GDP would shrink 5% in Second
Quarter. So, did they get it right?
If I were a betting man, I would
wager that number could be even
higher than 5% by the time this article
drops. Even today (way back here in
March at the outset of the quarantine era) the FED has
begun to talk about some bailouts for big companies in

It Starts With Better Evaluation Of
The Real Damages At Hand…

the travel industry (Airlines, hotels, etc.), while the small-

Knowing where you really stand is Step 1 in building

medium food and hospitality industry (restaurants, bars,

a better roadmap to success. Here are the five key areas

convention organizers) is experiencing one of the most
difficult times since 9/11 or the 1987 crash as you can
see in the infographic provided by Visual Capitalist.
For those of us that have experienced a crisis like
this before, we always remember the day the crisis
started (at least the day we took it seriously), but it’s
always hard to know when these things will actually end.
So, back to the present day (for you). By now, you
may be one of the many business owners/managers/
leaders experiencing difficulties. You’re probably seeing

I recommend evaluating:

[1] Your Cash Runway
Having an honest conversation with your CPA/
Controller will help you to understand where you really
are and what options are at your disposal. You need to
go over these four basic questions.
¤

Do you really have as much runway as you think?

¤

Could you withstand a few poor quarters if the
economy sputters?

communities and families struggling, and if you’re like
most, you’re probably feeling frustrated taking significant

¤

Have you made contingency plans?

actions and not seeing the results you hoped for. So,

¤

Where could you trim expenses without

what else can you do?
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fundamentally hurting the business?
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Ami Kassar
Ami Kassar is the founder and chief executive officer of Multifunding LLC, speaker,
and author of The Growth Dilemma. Heavily involved in business finance for two
decades, Ami has advised the White House, The Treasury Department and The
Federal Reserve Bank on the state of the financing markets. A nationally-recognized
expert on business capital, Ami Kassar has helped over 1,000 entrepreneurs raise over
$400 million of debt for their businesses. For more information on Ami Kassar, please
visit www.AmiKassar.com.

SECURING FUNDING FOR YOUR SMALL BUSINESS
Busting the 3 Biggest Myths about the Small
Business Administration.
Given that politics are always a hot topic, you’ve
likely heard plenty from both political parties about how
government at all levels simply doesn’t work.
That’s not a new complaint, and just about everyone
can share a story about some government nightmare
they’ve endured.
But there’s a federal agency that bucks the trend:
The Small Business Administration. The SBA enjoys broad
support from all corners of the political spectrum—and
deservedly so. That’s because the SBA, which dates to
1953, fulfills its mandate of helping small businesses.
Don’t believe me? Google it. Sure, you’ll find
scattered complaints, but the SBA generally gets strong
reviews.
That said, the SBA doesn’t always get the credit
it deserves and there’s a lot of misinformation going
around as well, especially among entrepreneurs who are
missing out on strong financing possibilities.
Let’s talk about three of the biggest myths
surrounding the SBA.

The SBA Lends Money
Although the SBA can directly lend money in cases
of disaster, that’s not its main role when it comes to
lending. Instead, it serves as a government guarantee
program for banks and nonbanks.
That means it essentially serves as a backup to
lenders who might otherwise not be interested in making
loans to smaller and/or unproven businesses—it offers
guarantees up to 85% for loans up to $150,000 and
75% for loans bigger than that. Because lenders are less
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likely to endure the full brunt of defaults, they’re more
likely to make loans to unproven businesses.
The SBA does set requirements and application
process details. Applications will require personal
background information, a business plan, personal
and business credit reports, income tax returns, bank
statements, and a resume, among other things. It’s also
possible personal or business collateral is required.
One benefit for you, the borrower, is that the loan
terms tend to be longer (up to 10 years) and require
smaller monthly repayments because of good interest
rates.

The SBA Is Only For Mom-And-Pop Shops
Mom-and-pop shops are definitely among the kinds
of businesses the SBA is looking to help, but they can
also work with much larger businesses.
Through its flagship 7(a) program, SBA-backed loans
can be as large as $5 million for needs such as working
capital. And through its lesser-known 504(b) program, as
much as $12.8 million can be obtained for businesses
seeking to buy real estate or major equipment.
A $5 million loan, not to mention a $12.8 million
loan, is way above what a mom-and-shop needs.
While there’s no one-size-fits-all template for a
typical SBA loan customer, most are businesses that
are going to have anywhere between $50,000 and $5
million in annual revenues and up to 40 employees.
Those businesses are likely to be cash flow positive and
are profitable.
Of course, if mom and pop need a loan, small
amounts are available, too. There are no minimum
guaranty amounts for any SBA loan program.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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FASTENER EDUCATION FOUNDATION
TELL

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-799-5509 EMAIL info@fastenerfoundation.org WEB www.fastenerfoundation.org

YOUR TAX-DEDUCTIBLE DONATION CAN SUPPORT
FASTENER INDUSTRY EDUCATION by Michael Lentini
The Fastener Education Foundation (FEF) is an industrysponsored 501(c)(3) non-profit organization with the mission
to “identify, cultivate, and deliver financial resources for
training, education, and professional development in the
North American fastener industry.”
With the tight labor market and large retiring population,
finding and retaining talent within our industry will be harder
and harder. In addition, on average, 40% of employees who
do not receive the necessary job training will leave their
positions within the first year!
In conjunction with materials developed by the Fastener
Training Institute and other educational institutions,
donations made through the FEF. will have a direct impact
on developing the talent and skills needed for the future of
the fastener industry. This means that you, as an employer,
will spend less time recruiting your next employee and will
make the on-boarding process more efficient and effective.
As a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, individual
donations to the Fastener Education Foundation can be
considered tax deductible and corporate donations can be
considered ordinary and necessary business expenses.
Donations to the FEF can be made on line at
www.
fastenerfoundation.org/donate and can be made in lump
sum or monthly donation increments.
Through the past donations made by generous industry
supporters, the FEF has been able to:
¤ Sponsor a Fastener Industry Summit, with relevant
seminars and presentations
¤ Provide funding to Rock Valley Community College
cold-heading training facility
¤ Give financial support to several Fastener Training
Institute programs and educational seminars
¤ Help lay the foundation of an on-going project for
an online, on-demand training program with the Fastener
Training Institute
Last year 16 companies accepted a $100 month
challenge, and we would like to extend a thank you to:
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¤ Ababa Bolt
¤ All-West Components & Fasteners
¤ Brighton Best International
¤ BTM Manufacturing
¤ Duncan Bolt
¤ Empire Bolt
¤ Hayes Bolt
¤ InxSQL
¤ Fall River Manufacturing
¤ Mid-States Bolt
¤ Mid-State Bolt & Nut Co.
¤ Portland Screw
¤ SASCO Fasteners
¤ Spencer Products
¤ SPIROL International Corp.
¤ Star Stainless
These 16 companies have accepted the challenge and
now it’s time for YOU to have an opportunity to do your part.
Your donations will be used to support the development
of new curricula for organizations like the Fastener Training
Institute and for sustaining and developing hands-on
training programs like the cold header machine operator
training at places like Rock Valley College and in Southern
California.
If you are interested in doing your part to support the
education, training, and recruitment of talent within the
fastener industry, please visit our website, or contact a
Board member and ask how you can make a difference.
President
Michael Lentini
Tel: 860-774-8571 x4457
Vice President
Bryan Wheeler
Tel: 630-595-3440
Secretary/Treasurer
Matt Delawder
Tel: 630-543-3003
Directors
Russ Doran
Tel: 303-888-6391
Rick Peterson
Tel: 206-762-1875
Dan Walker
Tel: 216-241-1482
FASTENER EDUCATION FOUNDATION
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SOLUTION INDUSTRIES LLC

TEL

1-866-297-8656

FAX

21555 Drake Road, Strongsville, OH 44149
440-816-9501 EMAIL sales@solutionind.com WEB www.solutionind.com

SOLUTION MAN ROLLS OUT THE RED CARPET!
Solution Man is rolling out the “red carpet” and
welcoming everyone to come visit Solution Industries
at our new location in Strongsville, Ohio. We are
happy to be under a new roof and would love to
show you around. Our employees are happy
to have modern offices, a game room for
some friendly competition during down
time, a weight room and even pods to
relax in during breaks. Our warehouse is
updated with state-of-the-art packaging
machines and enough square footage
to house stock and release orders.
With 50,000 sq.ft. on 8 acres, we have
plenty of expansion space. So, if you plan on coming to
the Cleveland area, our doors are always open. Come say
“hi” to Team Solution!
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MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TOLL-FREE

1-800-753-8338

TEL

PO Box 5, Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-438-8338 EMAIL mwfa@ameritech.com

WEB

www.mwfa.net

MWFA FASTENER EXPO & GOLF OUTING JUNE 16th & 17th by Nancy Rich
The Mid-West Fastener Association will host their

Eaglewood Resort & Spa (Golf Outing Location)

39th Annual Table Top Show on June 16th, 2020.

1401 Nordic Rd. Itasca, IL 60143

Fastener suppliers are invited to showcase their products

Tel: 630-773-1400

and/or services at this one-day show. The MWFA hosts a

Room Rate: $119 held until May 22nd

Table Top Show in even years, allowing suppliers a very

Visit mwfa.net for more info and a free show pass.

economical way to showcase as they do at other shows
but at a more economical fee and in the heart of the

MWFA Welcomes New Members

fastener industry. The fastener industry has the luxury of

Burlington Graphic Systems - Racine, WI

being able to showcase their product in a booth or Table

Stanley Engineered Fastening - Danbury, CT

Top environment. The MWFA appeals to all exhibitors by
offering each every other year.
The show will be held at Belvedere Banquets in

MWFA Events for 2020
May 14		

Heat Treating/Plating Seminar

			

On Site Morgan Ohare and SWD Inc.

The popular Fastener Bash will follow the close of

June 16

Table Top Show

the show where exhibitors and attendees can enjoy after

			

Belvedere Banquets - Elk Grove, IL

show camaraderie, entertainment, drinks and food.

June 17

Golf Outing

			

Eaglewood Resort - Itasca, IL

July 23		

Boomers Game

			

Boomers Stadium - Schaumburg, IL

Elk Grove, IL. (Exhibitor Registration Info available at
www.mwfa.net).

The following day the 68th Annual Golf Outing will
be at the Eaglewood Resort and Spa just minutes from
the Belvedere. 7:00 a.m. and noon shot gun start times
will be available.
The MWFA has secured preferential rates at partner

August 17-21 Fastener Week Class

hotels for the event. The following is a current list - book

			

Belvedere Banquets - Elk Grove, IL

soon to make sure you get your choice.

August 20

MWFA Mixer

			

Real Time Sports - Elk Grove, IL

October 15

Education Program

			

MWFA Halloween Dinner Event

Tel: 847-985-0101

November 5

Scholarship/Elections Dinner Meeting

Room Rate $104 held until May 14th

			

Belvedere Banquets - Elk Grove, IL

Includes complimentary breakfast, internet, and free

December 17 Holiday Party

parking. Airport shuttle available for $15.

			

Country Inn & Suites (Connected to Belvedere)
1160 West Devon Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
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Medinah Banquets - Addison, IL
MID-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

NFDA/PAC-WEST PANELISTS:
LABOR SHORTAGE GOING TO GET WORSE
“The economy is fine,” economist Christopher

The “labor shortage is going to get worse.” The U.S.

Thornberg declared. “GDP growth is “not too hot, not too

actually needs more immigrants, Thornberg said. But he

cold.”

acknowledged many think immigrants are okay only “as

“Reports of the end of this expansion are highly
exaggerated,” Thornberg declared to the Pacific-West
Fastener Association and National Fastener Distributors
Association joint meeting in Long Beach, CA.

long as they are from Norway.”
The Coronavirus “could get ugly,” Thornberg warned.
A three-month virus problem would be “irrelevant.”
The trillion dollar U.S. budget deficit has “no

Chances of a recession in the next 24 months are

upside.” That is $50,000 per person in the U.S. Such

“low,” according to Thornberg, a founding partner in

federal debt levels can lead to “very, very ugly” bond

Beacon Economics.

problems, Thornberg observed.

“Skid marks may be on the road, but if nothing is hit,

The U.S. must “start raising retirement age; find

then skid marks are not a problem,” Thornberg observed.

more funding; and control spending through means

The economy has been slowing, Thornberg
acknowledged. There is deceleration despite monetary

testing and health care costs.”
The U.S. needs to start having adult conversations
rather than let panic overcome, Thornberg advised.

and fiscal stimulus.
Thornberg listed drags on the economy as slow
business investment, trade disruptions, labor shortages,
low oil prices, weak corporate profits and slow population

Politicians frequently “lob one-liners to see what works”
and too many people write checks based on one-liners.
Thornberg pointed out that consumers are two-thirds
of the economy.

growth.
Wild cards for 2020 include “an equity bubble in

The positives to the U.S. economy in Thornberg’s

play,” a brewing pandemic and the European Union trade

“Big Picture” of the economy include: the 2020 GDP

talks.

growth outlook at 2%+, tight labor markets, rising wages,

Longer-run

issues

include

entitlements,

infrastructure, wealth gaps, health costs and climate

growing exports, constrained inflation, low interest rates
and safe debt levels.

change; political dysfunction and extremism; and a

Thornberg’s negatives include the widening federal

“growing disconnect between economic reality and policy

deficit, labor shortages, equity markets “behaving

discussions.”

oddly,” banks’ constrained lending, signs of excessive

There are trade issues and a labor shortage.

risk taking, political uncertainty, lack of discussion of

Thornberg cited the construction industry as needing

critical policies and “miserablism warping our sense of

workers.

reality.”
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Morgan Ohare Inc. is
pleased to announce the recent
hiring of Kevin Kaihara is the
new director of sales.
Kaihara was the 2002
president of the Chicago Bolt,
Nut & Screw Association when
he was with World Washer
& Stamping Co. Inc. (CBNSA
became the Mid-West Fastener
Association in 2004).
Morgan Ohare is located
in Addison, Illinois, a western
suburb of Chicago. We have
served the fastener, diecasting, metal stamping and
spring industries since 1981
and have grown to be a
premier heat treater and zinc
electroplater with a focus on
customer service and quality.
Our customers supply OEM’s
in the automotive, appliance,
hydraulic
and
industrial
markets.
Our personnel are highly
qualified, motivated and are
the key component to process
quality and customer service.
In addition to obtaining ISO
9001:2015 and ISO 17025
registration of our quality
management system, our staff
includes a degreed metallurgical
engineer and chemical engineer.
Our staff also includes process
control technicians and waste
treatment operators, ensuring
compliance with environmental
regulations.
For more information
contact Morgan O’Hare Inc at
701 Factory Rd., Addison, IL
60101. Tel: 630 543-6780,
Email: sales@morganohare.com
or visit them online at www.
morganohare.com.
Courtesy of GlobalFastenerNews.com
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John R. Graham
John Graham of GrahamComm is a marketing and sales strategy consultant
and business writer. He is the creator of “Magnet Marketing,” and publishes
a free monthly eBulletin, “No Nonsense Marketing & Sales Ideas.”
Contact him at by email at jgraham@grahamcomm.com, call 617-774-9759
or visit him online at www.johnrgraham.com.

WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT TO KNOW ABOUT
SALESPEOPLE BEFORE THEY BUY
They may not say anything, but don’t be fooled. You’re
not home free, no matter how long you’ve been in the
business or how good you are at sales. Customers look
you over and check you out. Here’s what they’re thinking,
“Is this someone I want to do business with?”
It’s a funny thing about customers. They not only
know they need you, but they want to believe you’ll treat
them right, that you’ll take care of
them. So, if this is how you want to
be viewed, get yourself prepared. A
good way to start is by answering the
questions customers ask themselves
about salespeople.

Will My Salesperson Take Time
To Listen To What I’m Saying?
If “I’m a good listener” is your
answer, don’t be too sure. “The greatest problem with
communication is we don’t listen to understand. We listen
to reply,” says Roy T. Bennett, the author of The Light in
the Heart. If we are figuring out what we want to say next,
we won’t get it.

Will The Salesperson Ask Me Questions To Make
Sure I Understand What Is Being Proposed?
Salespeople often assume that people know more
about what they’re buying than they do. Customers can be
too embarrassed to say, “I don’t understand what you’re
saying.” No salesperson ever spoke too simply or too clearly.

Will My Salesperson Give Me Options?
Some in sales believe that choices confuse
customers, so they stick with a single solution. Yet,
options stimulate discussion and keep customers
involved. Rather than letting customers slip away, talking
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about choices builds trust and certainty.

Will The Salesperson Give Me Both The Pros
And Cons Of What They Are Selling?
The smart salesperson knows that there’s no perfect
solution. There are always pluses and minuses. Everything
has drawbacks and customers respond positively to
the salesperson who is transparent
when presenting. If they’re 80% or
90% OK, most customers will say
they can live with that.

Will The Salesperson Push
Me To Sign The Order?
This is where things can get
dicey—the tension between wanting
to get the order and not wanting
to pressure the customer. Too much either way can kill
a sale. Summarizing what customers like about what
they’re buying and why they see it as a good fit gives them
“permission” to move forward.

Will The Salesperson Provide Me With
Customer References?
While this may not be necessary for every sale
it’s a helpful tool for creating confidence. Having a list
to satisfied customers who are willing to share their
experience creates confidence and trust.

Can You Tell Me Something About Yourself?
Even though most customers may not ask a
salesperson this question, don’t think it isn’t on their
mind. For some reason, we feel better knowing about
those we are doing business with. It makes it more
personal and puts us at ease.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 134
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BTM Manufacturing is pleased to announce
that Jake Davis will be serving as President
of the Southwestern Fastener Association for
2020. SFA has supported the fastener industry
since 1975 with members from across the
United States. SFA’s membership is comprised
of distributors, manufacturers, importers,
processors, technology and independent sales
reps. Their goal is to provide membership with
avenues to create business opportunities through
annual meetings, social events, conferences
and educational opportunities.
“I am honored and thrilled to be continuing my
term with the Southwestern Fastener Association.
As president, I look forward to working with
our Chairman, Neal Gordon and the Board of
Directors. With this being my third year on the
Board of Directors, I have been an eyewitness
to the growth and momentum throughout our
association. Our entire board is loaded with
active fastener industry leaders and we are
eager to share our passion with distributors and
suppliers throughout the Southwest and beyond.
It is going to be great year in the SFA and I am
excited to get things started at our SFA social
down in Houston,” said Jake Davis.
For more information on SFA and the upcoming
events, visit www.southwesternfastener.org.
BTM has been serving customers throughout
North America for over 50 years. As an ISO
9001-2015 certified company, we are continually
striving to meet, and exceed, our customer’s
expectations. We are in constant pursuit of
quality, value and reliability improvements in the
products and services that we provide to our
customers.
Today, BTM is a leading manufacturer of
bent and threaded products. Our capabilities
include U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor bolts, eye
bolts and bent/threaded product manufactured
to custom specifications. Our size range from
3/16” through 4” diameter in a variety of ferrous
and non-ferrous materials, coupled with our
extensive array of production equipment, give us
manufacturing capabilities that are unparalleled
in our industry.
For more information contact BTM Manufacturing
by Tel: 1-800-369-2658, Email: sales@btm-mfg.
com or at www.btm-manufacturing.com.
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7737 Ellington Place, Mentor, OH 44060

NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

440-975-9503

TEL

440-350-1676

EMAIL

lgraham@ncfaonline.com
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NCFA’S ANNUAL DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL POSTPONED
NCFA’S ANNUAL DISTRIBUTOR SOCIAL
POSTPONED DUE TO CORONAVIRUS
With the uncertain duration of the
Coronavirus outbreak, the NCFA has

new date may no longer work for you. Please contact
the NCFA Office at Lgraham@ncfaonline.com to issue a
refund.
We feel the safety and health of our

regrettably decided to postpone our

members and industry friends, far

Distributor Social on May 7th. The

outweigh the benefits of hosting

new date will be September 9th.

this event at this uncertain time.

This will be the day prior to our

We hope you can understand our

Screw Open Golf Outing for those

difficult decision to postpone.

interested. Suppliers and distributors
that have

already registered will remain

registered for the new date. We understand this

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

Stay

healthy

friends!

For more

information and further updates, visit our
website at www.ncfaonline.com.
NORTH COAST FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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Roman Basi
Roman Basi is the President of The Center for Financial, Legal & Tax Planning, Inc.
Roman graduated from Milliken University obtaining a Bachelor’s of Science Degree
with a minor in Psychology. He earned an MBA from Southern Illinois University with
an emphasis in Accounting and recevied his JD degree from Southern Illinois University.
Roman is a licensed attorney in Illinois, Missouri and Florida and is in high demand for
his expertise in financial, legal and tax matters. His areas of expertise include mergers
and acquisitions, contracts, real estate law, tax and estate planning.

SERIES LLCS IN DELAWARE AND BEYOND:
THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE
The State of Delaware has always been on the

example, imagine a tree where the trunk of the tree is

forefront of innovation with regard to the formation

the main LLC, often referred to as the “parent LLC” or

of business entities. Delaware was the first state to

“umbrella LLC”. The branches of the tree are the series

introduce the series LLC in 1996. Since then, nine

(the different entities) that are separated from one

other states have enacted legislation allowing series

another from a liability standpoint. While generally profits

LLCs. Specifically, Wisconsin, Iowa, Oklahoma, Illinois,

and losses can flow through to the Members of the

Nevada, Tennessee, Utah, Texas, and Montana used

parent LLC, each individual series can exercise different

Delaware as a model for how series LLCs should be

percentages of ownership, Operating Agreements, and

organized. Additionally, states like Alabama, Indiana,

corporate formalities. Thus, the series LLC benefit is

Kansas, Missouri, North Dakota, Wyoming and others

not only derived from maximum liability protection, but

either allow or recognize series LLCs to be filed with

for tax purposes by operating as a consolidated entity

their respective Secretary of State. Today, Delaware

requiring only one tax return for the parent LLC. However,

continues to serve as one of the most popular states

one issue that corporate attorneys have continued to

for companies to recognize as their principal address

face is the financing perspective per individual series.

and the State will likely continue to serve as a leader in

From a financing standpoint, in state’s that allow or

regard to its corporate efficiencies, flexibility and forward-

recognize series LLC’s, financial institutions will always

thinking platform. This is evidenced by the State’s most

seek to attach the parent LLC for purposes financing

recent developments that took effect in August of 2019

security. However, often times within a series, LLC,

in regard to additional series LLC protection. This article

the financing is for a particular asset within a particular

will explain how series LLCs’ currently operate and how

series. Therefore, from a creditor protection standpoint,

they’re evolving in the future with Delaware’s introduction

the goal is to finance the asset through the series (not

of the registered series LLC and the protected series LLC.

the parent, LLC) to shield the parent and all other series
from any potential creditor liability. Until recently, this

What Is A Series LLC?

has been a difficult task. However, Delaware aimed

A series limited liability company is a limited liability

to cure the creditor liability issue by allowing the two

company allowed to form multiple “series” to shield

new series LLCs to come into existence, the protected

each series from liabilities of the others. To use an

series, LLC and the registered series LLC.
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ALL AMERICAN SYSTEMS INC.
800 West 5th Avenue, Suite 201D, Naperville, IL 60563
TEL 630-778-6887 EMAIL steve@allamericansystems.com

WEB

www.allamericansystems.com

ALL AMERICAN SYSTEMS - A MIDWEST
SALES REP AGENCY by Steve Urhausen (a.k.a. Stan Lockhart)
It makes me proud to write this article, but more
importantly humble and thankful.
Proud because this year we celebrate 25 years
of value that All American Systems has brought to the
industry as manufacturer’s reps. As sales agents, we
coordinate and communicate with distributors, OEM
engineers and ultimately our principals who are held
to quality and delivery standards to complete the sales
channel.
Humble because it takes a team to accomplish
what we have, and with over 100+ years of combined
fastener experience, my three associates and I operate
to a higher standard of performance putting ourselves
in the customer’s shoes, treating them with respect no
matter how big or small the opportunity is. The next
opportunity could be even bigger!
Thankful for all the suppliers that have put their
trust in us to grow their sales and pin the future of their

FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: ANDREW URHAUSEN, LAURA NASH,
STEVE URHAUSEN AND MIKE FELTY

business on our efforts….something that is never lost to
me as a business owner, knowing you have employees

come out of those arrangements wiser, more motivated,

and their families relying on sound business decisions

and determined to forge ahead.

for survival and prosperity. And, certainly thankful for

Direct sales force, or sales reps? It’s a question that

our customers who open their doors and listen to us

will be debated forever. Did you get the order because of

time and again, willing to hear about a new product or

the rep or despite the rep? Some orders are 100% due

new supplier and why they deserve a closer look and

to the rep’s relationship, some are not, but most results

opportunity to quote.

lie somewhere between those two scenarios. A good rep

Over the years, All American Systems has been

will work hard promoting your company and products…at

blessed (see “humble”) to represent some of the

their own expense, that they may never benefit from, so

best and most progressive manufacturers and master

it all balances out.

distributors in the business!
I always say that it is easy to be a good rep for good
companies.

Sure, there have been a few “stinkers’

along the way, but thanks to them also, because we
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The term “value” is used often in our industry and
it is something we strive to bring every day and in every
relationship with our customers and with the companies
we represent. Thank you for believing in us!

ALL AMERICAN SYSTEMS
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GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
by JOHN WOLZ EDITOR
editor@globalfastenernews.com

NFDA/PAC-WEST PANELISTS:
FASTENER PRODUCTION RESUMES IN CHINA
“The supply base is better today than a month ago,”
importer Jun Xu of Brighton-Best International declared.
Factories in China are “pretty much back up to capacity.”
But the coronavirus situation in China “is changing
weekly,” he cautioned.
Canada-based importer Hans Fuller of Fuller Metric
agreed that fasteners from China are “moving again.”
Some were confined for two weeks because of the virus.
“Communication was difficult,” Fuller reflected. “It
seems to be ok now.”
Vertex Distribution’s direct contacts in China report
about 80% of employees are back to work in China’s
fastener factories, president Rich Megliola reported.
With the spread of the coronavirus, the panel
of importers was added to the Pacific-West Fastener
Association and National Fastener Distributors Association
joint meeting March 6, 2020. As of that date, the World
Health Organization listed 95,265 cases in 33 countries
with 3,281 deaths. WHO reported 80,565 cases in China.
The three panelists agreed that they were not
confident in the information coming from the Chinese
government.
Fuller finds his “people on the ground” in China are
better sources of information on fastener supply.
Xu finds Brighton-Best’s purchasing staffs can provide
better updates than official announcements.
Impending problems from the coronavirus (COVID-19)
beyond production include freight constraints on lifts or
trucks, Xu explained. There is also concern about lower
inventories of raw materials and backlogs in the finishing
process.
Xu has cancelled international travel not just
because of the possibility of catching the virus, but other
complications involved.
“What you don’t want is to get quarantined,” Xu
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pointed out.
Fuller said Skyping can replace many trips.
Megliola recommended distributors “check with your
suppliers on item-by-item.”
Vertex has containers arriving this week, Megliola
said.
Though China is making progress on containing the
coronavirus, Xu does see potential for spreading the virus.
He noted Europe has open borders.
“And how do you shut down LA?” Xu asked.
Vertex is focused on keeping employees here healthy,
Megliola explained.
Production closed for the January 25 to February 8
celebration of the Chinese New Year. But the coronavirus
kept many factories closed February 9 and beyond.
“As factories ramp up there will be a backlog in the
shipping lanes,” Xu warned. If you have a three-to-four
week ETA on a parts order, “You better add seven days,”
Xu advised. But it is weeks, not months, he added.
The flu virus doesn’t live on shipping containers, Xu
observed.
Xu suggested there is “more worry” about demand
than delivery as recreational travel, hotels and restaurants
cut back due to the virus.
“If the paranoia continues there might be some
issues.”
Fuller agreed with the concern about the demand side
“if panic takes hold.”
Brighton-Best holds “a lot of inventory and today
that’s a good place to be,” Xu said. “Inventory is our job.”
Importing fasteners “will self-adjust,” Xu predicted.
“We’ve been through difficulties before.”
Going into the coronavirus situation, the U.S. and
China were already in a trade war with the American
taxpayers paying the bill, Xu noted.

GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM
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G.L. Huyett named Andy
Roach as sales manager for
the Southeast region..
Roach was a district
sales
manager
with
Genuine Parts Company for
five years.

Southeastern customers
can contact Roach at 470
586-1766.
“With our recent new
additions our sales team
possesses over 100
years’ experience with nonthreaded and engineered
fasteners,” sales VP Dan
Harriger noted.
Founded in 1906 by Guy
Huyett, the company is one
of the oldest continuously
operating businesses in
Kansas. Huyett is an ISO
9001 certified manufacturer,
master distributor and
importer of non-threaded
and engineered fasteners,
grease
fittings,
and
premium lifting hardware.
For more information
contact G.L. Huyett by Tel:
785-392-3017, Fax: 785392-2845, Email: sales@
huyett.com or visit them
online at www.huyett.com.
Courtesy of GlobalFastenerNews.com
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GOEBEL FASTENERS INC.
5650 Guhn Rd Suite 110, Houston, Texas 77040
TEL 713-393-7007 FAX 713-393-7084 EMAIL sales@goebelfasteners.com

WEB

www.goebelfasteners.com

BLIND RIVETS OFFER A NUMBER OF
ADVANTAGES OVER THREADED BOLTS
Blind rivets offer a number of advantages over
threaded bolts. They won’t loosen when subjected to

Some Additional Benefits
¤   Improved Product Design – As the rivets are

vibration and can secure joints with short clamp length.

installed from one side only, the need for access to both

They are the fastest way to join materials. They can be

sides of work is eliminated. No more required space for

set at 150pcs to 500pcs per hour, and each setting

tooling clearance, holding tools, and other “back side” fixture.

is identical; this cuts assembly time and costs. Unlike

¤   Improved Design Strength – The use of only

threaded fasteners, there are no concerns over tool

a single, drilled or punched hole, filled effectively by an

clearance, rotation failures, and secondary parts such as

expandable, high shear strength rivet, offers a great

bolts and tapping plates, all of which add assembly time,

increase in part design strength over screw/bolt with nut

weight, and cost.

designs. Quicker Assembly: Blind riveting is faster than

Blind rivets are now used to assemble everything

any other joining method. Automatic feeding can deliver

from small electronic components in cell phones to steel

and set as many as 50 rivets per minute. Automatic,

beams in the world’s largest bridges. They join different

multiple set systems are used in some areas to set as

materials of varying thickness and can handle the

many as 20 rivets at a time.

most demanding environments. High-tech quality control

¤  Low-Cost, Lightweight, Easily Portable Tools

delivers foolproof installation that lets only the correct

– Manual or power tools are easy to take to the work

rivets be installed the proper way in the accurate sized

place, reduce operator fatigue, and minimize capital

holes.

expenditure.
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GOEBEL FASTENERS BLIND RIVETS OFFER A NUMBER OF ADVANTAGES OVER THREADED BOLTS from page 78

¤   Strong, Reliable Fastenings, Independent of
Operator Skills – Blind rivets don’t torque out like
threaded fasteners, wasting time and material. Correct
setting pressure is predetermined by the breaking point
designed into the mandrel. So you get uniformly strong,
reliable fastenings the first time – all the time.
¤  Vibration-Proof Assembly – Blind rivets won’t
back out or vibrate loose and fall out like threaded
fasteners. You eliminate costly recalls due to faulty
fastenings.
¤   No Surface Marring – Setting tool won’t slip
and mar polished or finely finished surfaces. No dents,
dimpling, or wrench marks.

blind rivet draws parts together, even when a gap exists
between parts.

¤   Versatility – Blind rivets hold securely in thin

¤  Tamper-Proof – Ideal for public transportation

or thick, soft or hard materials, ideal for dissimilar

and other public facilities where tampering and vandalism

materials, first choice for plastics and other easily

are problems. Excellent for fastening limited-access

damaged components.

panels; authorized personnel with correct equipment

¤  High Grip Range and Joining Strengths – A

easily drill out blind rivets and replace in seconds.
GOEBEL FASTENERS
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NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740
562-684-0695 EMAIL nfda@nfda-fasteners.org WEB www.nfda-fasteners.org

EXECUTIVE SALES PLANNING SESSIONS RETURN
JUNE 23-25 IN MINNEAPOLIS by Vickie Lester
®

Save the date now for one of the best business
meetings of the year. NFDA’s popular Executive Sales
Planning Sessions® will take place June 23-25, 2020, at
the Embassy Suites by Hilton Minneapolis Downtown.
During the Executive Sales Planning Sessions
(ESPS®), you’ll schedule private, one-on-one business

¤   Alan Beaulieu from ITR Economics will offer an
economic update.
¤   Seth Waugh, associate vice president for
government relations for the National Association of
Wholesaler-Distributors will inform us about the latest
developments in Washington.

meetings with the partners who are most important to

¤  Jeboah Miranda will present a special program on

your business strategy. It’s not as rushed as speed-

“Developing Mental Toughness in the Workplace,” offering

dating, but the principles are similar, allowing you to meet

strategies for managing stress and anxiety. This program

with several people in 1.5 days, without having to travel to

is supported by the Young Fastener Professionals.

multiple destinations.

How ESPS Works
®

Young Fastener Professionals: Discounts
and Special Programs

¤   NFDA Associate and Service Provider members

NFDA is proud to partner with YFP to offer special

book rooms at the Embassy Suites in order to host private

educational and social programs at the 2020 Annual

appointments. Only NFDA members are eligible to be

Meeting. In addition to Jeboah Miranda’s program on Mental

ESPS® hosts.

Toughness, YFP will present an Edu-Social Hour. Come have

¤  Registered meeting attendees book appointments

a drink, relax, meet fellow young fastener professionals

in advance with the hosts of their choice by using our new

and other industry leaders, and learn about topics related

online scheduling tool.

to the fastener industry presented by some premier young

¤   The schedule can accommodate up to thirteen

professionals in the field. These presentations will only last

25-minute appointments on Wednesday, June 24 and five

about ten minutes with ten-minute breaks in between for

25-minute appointments on Thursday, June 25.

guests to grab a drink, network with other professionals or

¤   Designed to facilitate executive-level interchange

talk with the presenters.

between trading partners, ESPS® gives you the greatest

As part of NFDA’s commitment to the future of our

amount of visibility and provides scheduling flexibility with

industry, we will offer a steeply discounted registration

the most companies in a single location.

fee of $195 per person for young fastener professionals

Education
The NFDA 2020 Annual Meeting also will feature
compelling education programs.
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when another person from your company pays the full
registration fee.
For more information about NFDA and its activities,
visit www.nfda-fastener.org.
NATIONAL FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

NFDA/PAC-WEST JOINT CONFERENCE & TABLE TOP SHOW
LONG BEACH, CA - MARCH 4-6, 2020

more photos on page 92
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Hilti, a global leader providing
innovative tools, technology, software
and services to the commercial
construction industry, has launched
connected (i.e., “smart”) fasteners,
enabling unique identification and
digital documentation on the jobsite.
The announcement, made during
a press conference in Las Vegas at
the World of Concrete trade show,
affirms the brand’s leadership
position and investment in the
digital change journey, including the
Internet of Things (IoT).
Documenting every anchor, screw
and bolt installed by hand can be
time consuming and inefficient.
Hilti’s exclusive Tracefast technology
provides specifiers and contractors
with an easy-to-use, more productive
solution. A data matrix code (DMC)
makes every fastener uniquely
identifiable and traceable. Simply

use the Hilti Connect App, scan the
code with your smart phone and view
installed fastener details. Tracefast
leverages IoT and provides a new
level of control and digital access to
relevant setting instructions, training
and inspection documents and
certifications.
“As IoT transforms the
construction industry, our product
portfolio will continue to expand
and shape possibilities for broader
applications and services,” said
Muthu Manohar, Senior Director
of Fastening & Protection at Hilti
North America. “Connected anchors

is another expansion of that
value that only Hilti is positioned
to provide. The anchor
identification that we bring to the
market now paves the way for
increasing jobsite productivity
across the application chain,
helps provide traceability
from design and ordering to
installation, and eventually
‘smarter’ products. Such
technology is useful with the
increasing trend of inspections
on safety critical applications.”
In recent years, Hilti has
made major investments
to digitize the construction
industry and simplify workflow
for contractors with its
innovations including smart
tools, asset management
system
ON!Track
and
advanced layout tools.
Hilti is a world-leading
provider of high quality,
innovative and specialized
tools, fastening systems and
software-based solutions for
the professional user. With
more than 3,800 highly trained
Hilti account managers,
engineers, and Hilti employees
throughout North America, Hilti
expertise covers the areas of
powder actuated fastening,
drilling and demolition,
diamond coring and cutting,
measuring,
firestopping,
screw fastening, adhesive and
mechanical anchoring, strut
and hanger systems, solutions
for tool park productivity as well
as worker health and safety.
For more information,
contact Hilti North America
at 7250 Dallas Pkwy #1000,
Plano, TX 75024. Tel: 1-800879-8000 or visit them online
at www.hilti.com.
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SWD INC.
910 S. Stiles Drive, Addison, IL 60101
TEL 630-543-3003 EMAIL sales@swdinc.com

WEB swdinc.com

SWD CELEBRATES 40 YEARS
SWD Inc. opened for business in March of 1980
and over the past forty years has grown to be the
premier source for finishing, coating and sorting for the
Fastener Industry. With a focus on quality and customer
satisfaction, SWD has continued to innovate and bring
the latest processing technology to market.
SWD Inc. has been on the cutting edge of conservation
since it was founded and has continued to strive for the
best possible solutions to protect our environment. They
have received numerous awards for their environmental
work including: the Illinois State Governor’s Pollution
Prevention Award, Illinois Industrial Plant of the Year,
The National Silver Hammer Award, and has been
featured as a Top Shop by Product Finishing Magazine.
In 2003 SWD added new capabilities with a multimillion dollar state of the art Dip Spin coating line to
apply Dörken zinc flake coatings systems. The machine
developed by WMV was the first of its kind in the United
States and changed the way these coatings are applied
and processed in North America. The production controls
offer repeatable results that include the capability to
program the RPM during the spin cycle as well as the
reverse speed and individual tilt angle for every part
processed. A unique recipe is developed specific for
each part processed to ensure the finished product
repeatably meets demanding OEM specifications for
coating thickness, corrosion testing and torque tension.
SWD continually invests to upgrade and utilize the
latest multi-camera vision machines with 3, 4 and 5
cameras to detect critical part characteristics as well as
hold tolerances within +/-.001” on print dimensions. These
new machines allow for parts to be inspected automatically
that once had to be sorted manually with gauges.
Over the past ten years SWD has completed two
building additions and now occupy nearly 200,000 ft2
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FROM LEFT TO RIGHT: MATT, RICK & TIM DELAWDER

at their Addison, IL facility. They have continued to add
production capabilities with a second WMV Tilt-Tumble
Dip Spin line as well as coating licenses to apply Magni
and Yuken dip spin finishes. Continuing to innovate
further SWD installed a Sidasa fully robotic coating line
that allows Dip Spin coatings to be applied to even the
most complex parts. The use of a planetary system
helps eliminate issues with recess fill as well as provide
a consistent coating thickness over the entire surface
of a part. At the same time SWD has continued to add
new sorting machines with unique capabilities. Each of
these machines utilizes 4 to 8 vision cameras allowing
for complete part characteristic inspection. SWD has
the largest array of different fastener sorting machines
which allows the best optimization for each part and
configuration. In late 2019 SWD was honored as a
finalist for the Loyola Family Business of the year.
For 2020 SWD is planning to bring additional
processes to better serve their customers and continue
to provide the highest levels of quality and customer
service.

SWD INC.
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YOUNG FASTENER PROFESSIONALS
CONTACT JAKE GASLER - BOARD PRESIDENT TEL 716-510-5632 EMAIL jglaser@sherex.com
WEB www.youngfastenerprofessionals.com SOCIAL www.linkedin.com/company/youngfastenerprofessionals

THINGS HAVE CHANGED AT YFP
by Jake Glaser, Board President

Young Fastener Professionals has evolved to meet
new demands on the industry. Here’s the three pillars of
our vision moving forward in 2020:

Industry Synergy

in our field.
Through our partnerships, we have a plethora of
educational resources we can offer to new members in the
industry to effectively develop them. In addition, YFP has
shifted to a regional directors model for our association
with each of the regional directors responsible for
developing a YFP Regional Team to focus on presenting
at local high schools, trade
schools, community colleges,
universities, job fairs, etc. all in
efforts to recruit qualified talent
into our industry.

Establishing partnerships and developing synergistic
relationships between all industry associations, driving
toward our common goal of
recruiting, developing, and
retaining talent for our ranks.
Thanks to the efforts of
our previous administrations,
YFP is now formally partnering
with NFDA, and is developing
Revenue Generation
partnerships with associations
In order to effect the
such as: FTI, FEF, Carver Facts
positive changes we are striving
Center, PAC-West, NEFDA,
for, YFP needs to become a
MWFDA, and SWFA.
revenue generating entity. We
Our industry faces labor
cannot provide the educational
shortages and dedicated talent
opportunities, travel expenses,
to fill those gaps and the industry
plant tours, etc., without the
YFP ATTENDING PAC-WEST/NFDA
associations all have the common
funds to do so.
LONG BEACH CONFERENCE
goal of increasing membership
We will be actively seeking
and providing increased value for their members. YFP
industry association sponsorships and working with the
is the entity positioned perfectly to meet these needs.
FEF for available grants, but we will also add a focus
We should be considered the front lines for talent
for our regional directors to host after hours events
recruitment and retention in our industry, beyond just a
and social outings with the goal of generating funds
voice for the young.
to enable us to continue our mission for recruiting top
talent in our industry.
Education
Lean on YFP. Tell us what the needs of your
Establishing educational programs and opportunities
association or company are by reaching out to us on one
for new members, helping to develop their skill sets
of our social media platforms. LinkedIn is the best way
specific to our industry and continuing to create experts
to reach us currently. We are here to serve you!

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE
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BRICO INDUSTRIES INC.
777 N Larch, Elmhurst, IL 60126
TOLL-FREE 1-800-32-BRICO TEL 630-833-0700

EMAIL brico@bricoind.com

WEB

www.bricoind.com

BRICO INDUSTRIES CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
Brico Industries is entering its 50th year in

continually increasing the ease of global communications

business. The secret to their longevity is simple; they

with suppliers, there is a risk that people will stop

have been consistently responsive, flexible, and work

putting value in domestic manufacturing. He says, “The

as a family

more efficient we make our tools and information for

Specialties

customers, the value of our companies and partnerships
gets stronger.”

Brico Industries specializes in manufacturing

Andrew seems to have a cautiously optimistic outlook,

fasteners in aluminum, brass, stainless steel, as well

“We see the potential for expansion with larger

as steel in #4 to 1/2 diameters up to 4” in length. They

diameter items that are more expensive to import. The

manufacture a wide variety of screws such as Thread

more times there are issues with shipping, and global

Cutting, Multi Blow, Thread Forming, Tri-roundular,

problems like the Coronavirus, the US manufacturing

Thread Forms for Plastic, and Sheet Metal in virtually

base should get stronger.”

all drive styles such as 6-lobe, Phil Square, Square,

Andrew Burns shares, “I have been with Brico

Combinations, Tamper Proofs, as well as Cruciform

industries for 30 years. I started right out of high school

types 1, 1A, and 11.

and had started in the warehouse. I think that the
warehouse is actually one of the best places you can
start in a fastener company. You can pick up the parts
that you are shipping to customers and learn why you
are working. I then moved on from our warehouse to
Inventory Control.

A Conversation With Andrew Burns
I recently asked Andrew Burns to describe his
ideal customer. He responded, “Our perfect customer
is anyone that calls us up looking for help. We love
to help our customers come up with ideas that might
be a better solution for them than they are currently
using. The people at Brico Industries don’t just sell you
something and forget you, they are in it for the long
haul, always there to help.”
Andrew stressed the importance of long term
relationships. He told me with new technologies

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

TOM TUMBARELLO & ANDREW BURNS OF BRICO INDUSTRIES

CONTINUED ON PAGE 144
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The NEFCO Corporation, a leading provider
of an extensive and dynamic portfolio of products,
services and solutions for the professional
contractor, has opened a new location in Orlando,
Florida to further support and service professional
contractor trades across the state. NEFCO also
has a location in Pompano Beach, FL.
The Orlando location at 8123 South Orange
Avenue, in the heart of Orlando, will serve as the
distribution hub for the NEFCO-Orlando operation.
The newly-renovated warehouse will inventory a
wide variety of NEFCO’s core products, including
S.H.A.R.P. – Strut channel, Hardware, Anchors,
Rod and Pipe hangers — as well as a broad mix of
power tools, safety equipment, and general jobsite
supplies.
NEFCO’s Orlando team of S.H.A.R.P. and Power
Tool specialists will be led by Sales Manager George
Johnson, a 30-year veteran of the construction
supply industry (12 of those years with NEFCO),
and Rob Reiner, previous owner of Tekk Supply
(acquired by NEFCO in October 2017). Rob, with
44 years of experience in the Power Tool and
Fastener industry, has led NEFCO-Pompano with
an emphasis on customer service and same-day
delivery. NEFCO looks forward to bringing the same
outstanding service to the greater Orlando area.
“We are really excited to start supplying materials
to the contractors in Orlando,” said George Johnson.
“I am confident that the professional contractor
will value NEFCO’s unique product offering, depth
of inventory, fast delivery, and customer-centric
approach,” he added.
About The NEFCO Corp: The NEFCO Corporation
is a family owned and operated construction supply
company providing a broad range of products
and services to a large variety of professional
contractors, with a focus on the Mechanical,
Electrical, Plumbing, and HVAC trades. With 12
locations along the East Coast, NEFCO provides
localized, contractor-centric supply services
including a broad product offering, large local
inventories, next day jobsite delivery, engineering
services and special-order expertise.
For more information, contact NEFCO Corporation
by Tel: 1-800-969-0285 or visit them online at
www.gonefco.com.

NFDA/PAC-WEST JOINT CONFERENCE & TABLE TOP SHOW
LONG BEACH, CA - MARCH 4-6, 2020

more photos on page 117
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SEMS AND SPECIALS INC

6483 Falcon Road, Rockford, IL 61109
TEL 1-800-888-7367 FAX 815-874-0100 EMAIL sales@semsandspecials.com

WEB www.semsandspecials.com

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS OF PUTTING THE ‘SPECIAL’ IN SPECIALS
Sems and Specials Incorporated is celebrating
our 30th year in business. We began with one
Individual Mr. Bruce Hayes. Sems and Specials
Incorporated had a vision to become a
domestic specialized fastener manufacturer
to support the Distribution environment.
One year later Mr. Jim Kelam joined our
team, having Bruce creating the manufacturing
environment and Jim developing sales, we have
grown to 105 individuals and produce 500 million
fasteners annually.
Sems and Specials Incorporated manufactures
fasteners for all segments of industry, including Truck, Bus,
Appliance, Medical, Digital Transmission, Laptops, Lawn
and Tractor, Military, Automotive aftermarket, Motorcycles
and Health and Industrial Products.
Our early business model was high volume standard
Sems products; we were the number one supplier of
standard sems to the distribution environment. Today
70% of our production is “Customized Manufacturing.”

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

We have grown by customer demand to have one
of the largest band widths in our market. Our
manufactured line of products range from #2 (M2)
thru ½ (M12) diameter up to 6” in length..
We support all Generic trilobular and plastic
products, Swageform is our Registered
Trademark, we produce BXCA self-aligning
thread forming screws, TMXS thin sheet metal
fasteners, saddle clamps, drill screws, special sems
configurations and most recently added several MultiStation Machines of which has created “Added Value”
to many of the specialized items. We have designed and
built special secondary equipment for specific customer
requirements to add value and reduce manufacturing cost.
We are able to offer unique Stocking and Packaging
Programs to support the Distribution Environment.
Sems and Specials Incorporated has been awarded
“Exceptional Quality Standards” which include IATF
1694:-2016 ISO-9001:2015 and QSLM Cage Code
5B4N5 Class 2.
SEMS AND SPECIALS
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All Integrated Solutions
(AIS), was recognized for
shipping 10 million pieces with
zero defects. The Outstanding
Quality award was presented
at the Motus Integrated
Technologies 2020 annual
Suppliers Conference. AIS was
the only Motus supplier to
receive the award in 2020.
“We are extremely proud
of our entire team this year,
AIS president Nick Ruetz said.
“They have truly come together
to make sure our customers
receive the highest quality
services and products. Earning
this award is confirmation that
AIS’ focus on quality, company
culture and employee training is
paying off for our customers.”
AIS, which was founded in
1962, is a leading value-added
distributor of industrial fasteners
and components, assembly
tools, and maintenance, repair,
operations and production
supplies (MROP). In 2018, AIS
was acquired by MSC as the
platform for the company’s
OEM fastener and components
strategy. AIS has seven locations
in six Midwestern states.
Motus is a tier-one supplier
of automotive interior products
to the global auto industry.
Holland, MI-based Motus has
2,000 employees producing
headliners, interior door and
console armrests and instrument
panel trim components at nine
locations in the U.S., Germany,
China, Mexico and Japan.
For more information contact
All Integrated Solutions by Tel:
262-770-3305, email: info@
allintegrated.com or online at
www.allintegrated.com.
Courtesy of GlobalFastenerNews.com
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SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
292 Sugarberry Circle, Houston, TX 77024
TEL 713-952-5472 FAX 713-952-7488 EMAIL swfa@swbell.net WEB www.southwesternfastener.org

A NEW TRADITION FOR THE SFA THE SOCIAL EVENT by Cari Bailey
It is a bold, new, and innovative idea and the SFA

network coming to the

jumped in head first to offer this great networking

SFA, we are so excited

opportunity to our membership. The SFA threw their

about the trajectory of

first ever Social Event at the Omni in Houston on

our association. After

February 27, 2020. The idea was presented to us by

the board meeting we

a board member who had attended the Social in Ohio

all scrambled to get to

with The North Coast Fastener Association. After a

the Dukessa Cafe and

few talks with and great guidance from Marty Nolan,

Wine Bar for a group

the SFA decided to do our own version of the Social.

lunch.

This was a three day event that included a fantastic

After

our

group

BARON YARBOROUGH, PARKER
JENSEN, NEAL GORDON

tour of Spring Bolt and Nut Manufacturing on February

lunch a lively panel

26 followed by a casual happy hour gathering at La

discussion was scheduled back at the Omni with

Reserve Whiskey Lounge at the Omni Hotel in Houston.

panelists Jake Davis from BTM Manufacturing, Frank
DeVito from Solution Industries, and Nelson Valderrama
from Intuilize. Mike Bailey from Nucor was the mediator.
The panel and attendees discussed topics from the
effects world wide and
to the fastener industry
as a whole of the
Coronavirus, business

It was a fun night of networking in a beautiful and

trends and how they

very unique setting. There was a very productive board

affect your business,

meeting the morning of February 27 that continued

new developments in

the theme of creating innovative ways to ensure the

the fastener industry,

SFA membership is

how to maintain happy,

getting the absolute

productive employees,

best value for their

to name just a few.

membership
JOHN BUTLER, BRYAN WHEELER,
MALLORY CRAVENS, SUZY CRAVENS,
VIC LAPOMA

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

dues.

The

day

BRIAN COTTONE, VIC LAPOMA,
JOHN BUTLER, NELSON
VALDERRAMA, NEAL GORDON,
GARY CRAVENS

then

There are some very

moved from the panel

exciting new events

discussion to our SFA

and opportunities to

Social Event.

NELSON VALDERRAMA, FRANK
DEVITO, AND JAKE DAVIS AT THE
PANEL DISCUSSION

CONTINUED ON PAGE 146
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BRYNOLF MANUFACTURING INC.

412 18th Ave, Rockford, IL 61104 TOLL-FREE 877-237-4554
EMAIL info@brynolfmanufacturing.com WEB www.brynolfmanufacturing.com

BRYNOLF MANUFACTURING CELEBRATES 20 YEARS
Brothers, Bob and Dan Brynolf, founded Brynolf
Manufacturing, Inc. in Loves Park, Illinois in March of
2000. Reflecting on the 80 years of experience between
the two of them, Dan states, “I knew we wouldn’t stay
small for long.”
Fast-forward 20 years and add 100,000 square feet
of manufacturing space, and you will see the evidence
of their experience. Now located in Rockford, Illinois in
a 116,000 square foot facility, the Company is currently
managed by Dan and Bob’s two sons, Chris and Zack, who
both have close to 25 years of experience in the industry.
“The last 20 years have had interesting ups and
downs, but I wouldn’t have missed it for the world,” says
Dan, “One thing the last 20 years taught me – we need
to continue to change and grow to meet the needs of our
customers as they continue to change and grow.”
Being an ISO 9001 registered company since June of
2001 is one of the many ways Brynolf Manufacturing, Inc.

BUSINESS FOCUS ARTICLE

has positioned themselves to change and grow with their
customers. Another way of growing with their customers
is by providing competitive pricing and exceptional coldheaded fasteners ranging from #4’s to 5/8” diameters
and their metric equivalents up to 6.25” dependent upon
diameter. With secondary capabilities including SEMS,
trimming, slotting, shank-slotting, and pointing with a
large variety of head styles and drive styles available,
they can manufacture to a print or required standard/
specification. An additional aspect of growth is their
ever-growing self-drilling screw division. Their 100% USA
melted and manufactured stock line combined with
capabilities to manufacture standards and specials,
position Brynolf Manufacturing, Inc. as your premier
source for self-drillers.
Brynolf Manufacturing, Inc. wants to thank their
customers, employees, and suppliers for an amazing 20
years, and they look forward to 20 more and beyond!
BRYNOLF MANUFACTURING
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Sherex Fastening Solutions, global leader
in engineered fasteners, tooling, and automation,
are proud to announce that their own, Jake Glaser,
has been announced as
the 2020 Young Fastener
Professionals President.
As a Regional Sales
Manager at Sherex
Fastening
Solutions,
Jake is focused on
helping clients improve
their products through
fastening innovations. He has worked at Sherex
since 2014, working his way from inside sales
to outside sales and becoming an important
influence at the company.
While working at Sherex, Jake’s dedication to
the fastening industry has only grew, becoming
a member of YFP in 2019, culminating with
his appointment as the president of the Young
Fastener Professionals this year.
“We are very proud of Jake,” said Sherex
president Adam Pratt. “He’s learned and grown
so much over the last six years and he’s earned
this leadership role at YFP.”
“I’m very excited,” Jake said. “YFP is great
organization and a great way to get involved in the
fastener industry.”
The Young Fastener Professionals is an
organization “that provides empowerment and
career development by providing resources and
support to future leaders,” according to its
website.
Professional development, celebrating
success, networking events, and collaboration
are some of the YFP’s core competencies and
Jake hopes to continue to spread the word about
the positive impact YFP can have.
“We want to continue to build and grow,
and play a bigger role in not only influencing
young people in the fastener industry, but in the
fastener industry in general.” Jake said.
For additional information on any of the Sherex
brand fasteners, tools, and automation please
contact Sherex at 1-866-474-3739 or visit our
website at www.sherex.com.
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Jim Ruetz
Jim Ruetz spent 40 years running a family industrial/fastener distribution business
before retiring in 2019. Jim is a currently a PhD. candidate at Oklahoma State
University and founder of JPR Global Partners Business advising firm.
Jim is a licensed Culture Index© coach. Jim can be reached at jruetz@jprgpllc.com, or
visit his company online at www.jprgpllc.com

WHAT DO FOOTBALL AND BUSINESS HAVE IN
COMMON? MORE THAN YOU MAY THINK!
Putting People In The Right Seats On The Bus
Have you ever wondered why some of your sales team
members can’t move the dial forward helping you develop
new business, even though they possess significant
fastener knowledge, ample industry experience, and an
amiable personality? Or why the all-star player you had
when she was working in one department isn’t producing
in her new role? How about that new hire you on-boarded
with careful emphasis on
position training but in spite
of the exhaustive training it
doesn’t look like he will fit the
role after all.
Consider this analogy:
The owner of a pro football
team found a bunch of college
players who looked like they
have potential to help his
team. He tells the 70 or so
players to report to the stadium for tryouts, he instructs
the players to tell the coach what position they would
like to play when they arrive (sounds like Jerry Jones).
The head coach isn’t told what positions each played in
college – when asked the players tell the coach only what
they want to play (not necessarily what positions they did
play or are good at playing). What is the first thing the
coach is going to do? You got it – the coach is going to
assess the skills and strengths first and foremost: Speed,
strength, agility, and fit for each role.
While physical characteristics are some of the
important constructs in the football realm; personality
constructs are equally important in the business world.

CONTRIBUTOR ARTICLE

When you are interviewing someone for a position
or planning to promote someone to a new role, are you
considering if their personality makeup fits the role you
are putting them into? Everyone has heard the old adage
“the worst thing you can do is take your best salesperson
and make them sales manager.” On its own merit this
is a ludicrous statement. Just because a salesperson
is successful in one role doesn’t mean they couldn’t
be successful in another.
Similarly, the reverse is also
true – being successful in one
role doesn’t ensure they will
be successful in another. The
two roles could be as different
as quarterback and linebacker
talent requirements. So,
what’s the answer?
Just like in the football
scenario where each position
requires certain physical characteristics; in business
each position requires certain personality constructs for
the role. In the case of taking our star salesperson and
making him/her into the sales manager, we need to
determine if they have the basic personality constructs
for sales management which is likely a very different role
from a hunter or farmer sales role. Some people have
the personality constructs to do both. In today’s football
terminology we call these individuals “Slash” players.
They are able to fit into multiple roles i.e. wide receiver/
slot back/wild cat quarterback. Similarly, if the sales star
also has the personality constructs which are needed for
management roles, she will likely be successful.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 149
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHY FASTENER STANDARDS ARE SO IMPORTANT from page 8

As society began to urbanize and industrialize this
problem became increasingly more acute. In the early

[1] Product (or Dimensional) Standards - these
inform the user how to make the part

1840’s, Joseph Whitworth, a pioneering British industrial

[2] Material Standards - these inform the user

engineer, began investigating fastener problems

on a material or process used to make a part or an

associated with railroad steam engines. He studied

operation such as heat treating or plating that may be

the leading London suppliers of threaded fasteners and

conducted on a part

discovered that although their product was generally

[3] Testing Standards - often test requirements

uniform within their own product lines, there was little or

are included in the Product or Material Standard but

no correlation with the neighboring competition. This led

occasionally are developed into a stand-alone document

Mr. Whitworth to publish, “A Uniform System of Screw

informing how the part should be tested

Threads”, defining the Whitworth thread form and making

[4] Procurement Standards - provide information

history as the first industrial standard. Within several

about requirements the purchaser may have relative to a

years this 55° angle profile thread would become the

part

British national thread form, accepted throughout Great
Britain and the British colonies.

[5] System Standards - these are often Quality
Management System standards such as ISO 9001

About twenty years later, William Sellers, a United

and provide guidance on all aspects of structuring

States engineer would propose the Seller’s Thread

and running one’s business or some sub-system of a

Form.

business

This was different than the Whitworth thread

form, primarily in the 60° angle profile of its thread.

In addition to these five different categories, fastener

The Seller’s thread would quickly become the American

standards have two types, Consensus Standards

Standard, adopted in 1868 as the US national standard

and Non-Consensus Standards.

and as the national standard throughout much of

Consensus Standard is derived by a consensus standard

mainland Europe in 1898.

organization, or one which employs the principle of

Simply defined, a

Although multiple, competing standards are rarely

open access by industry participants and experts who

an ideal situation, this was fine until world war broke

work together using a structured process that insures

out and the United States and British war machines

consensus of the end product. Organizations like ASTM,

were comingled. Since the British were using the British

ASME, SAE and ISO are all consensus standards

National (Whitworth) thread and the US were using

organizations. By contrast, a Non-Consensus standard

the American National (Sellers) thread, and the two

is generated by a non-consensus organization, which

were not interchangeable, maintenance problems arose

means that the input is either not open or there is no

immediately. Fortunately for the Allies World War I would

process to make sure that the users of the standard

resolve itself relatively quickly after first experiencing

agree to the contents. Non-Consensus Standards exist

these problems but rise again to greater heights during

for the sole and exclusive benefit of the entity that

World War II. After World War II ended, leaders were

creates them. Common examples of Non-Consensus

committed to not let this problem occur ever again, and

Standards include all automotive OEM standards, MIL

so a council was convened and a harmonized screw

Standards, and OEM aircraft manufacturer standards.

thread was established, the Unified Thread Series.

An important item to clarify at this point is the

As more countries adopted the Metric System, a

relationship between Consensus and Non-Consensus

standard for metric threads would need to be developed.

standards. One might like to think that there would be

The version used today, ISO 68, was developed in the

no relationship between the two, and occasionally this

early 1970s. Fastener standards fall into one of five

is true. More often, however, Non-Consensus Standards

categories;

rely heavily on the Consensus Standards.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 148
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FCH SOURCING NETWORK FCH HELPS REDUCE DISTRIBUTOR EXPOSURE TO MARKETPLACES from page 10

Top 3 Ways Distributors Use FCH

More Fasteners and More Ways to Find Them

[1] List slow-moving inventory

FCH is growing, and finding the right fastener will

Give your inventory the best chance at being found

never be easier as the site revamps its mobile-friendly

online

search which will come online in Q2.

[2] Create new customers

is also undergoing a major facelift and ramping up

Fully qualified leads become new business

The platform

marketing efforts in 2020 to bring even more users and

relationships

engagement to the network.

[3] Reduce your ETM

Fastener distributors interested in growing their

FCH expands your online game, keeping you

digital footprint and reducing their ETM can start by

competitive

listing inventory on FCH Sourcing Network. Choose from
inexpensive and easy to set-up options.

RFQ System
For parts that can’t be found in the extensive

For more on this topic, tune in to Ian Heller of

database, the SourceFinder RFQ program provides

Distribution Strategy (www.distributionstrategy.com) on

customized inquiries that broadcast across the network to

Fully Threaded Radio (www.fullythreaded.com) episode

match seekers with potential sellers. FCH members can

150 along with Earnest Machine president Kirk Zehnder

customize what types of SourceFinder RFQs they receive.

discussing ETM and how to reduce it.
FCH SOURCING NETWORK

PO Box 448, Elba, AL 36323

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
TEL

847-370-9022

FAX

847-516-6728

EMAIL

sefa@thesefa.com

SEFA AWARDS UID SCHOLARSHIP

WEB

www.thesefa.com

by Nancy Rich

Congratulations to Aaron Lyles of Falcon Fastening
Solutions, Inc. who was awarded this year’s University of
Innovative Distribution Scholarship sponsored by Nucor
Fasteners. Aaron is currently the Marketing Manager for
Falcon and has been in the fastener industry for 3 years.
Aaron looks forward to the additional knowledge he will
gain on business models and best practices in supply

SEFA Upcoming Events

chain management and distribution through classes with

October 21-24, 2020

the UID program.

SEFA/Pac-West/SFA Joint Conference
Hilton Palacio Del Rio, San Antonio, TX

SEFA Welcomes New Members

May 2-5, 2021

Perfection Chain Products - Cullman, AL

SEFA Spring Conference

Store Room Fasteners Inc. - Montgomery, AL

Sandestin Golf and Beach Resort, Miramar Beach, FL

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

SOUTHEASTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION
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GUY AVELLON WHAT FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS NEED TO KNOW ABOUT FASTENER CONSULTANTS from page 12

For example; a manufacturer experienced product
returns due to the fasteners not being sufficiently
tightened. A study of the assembly process revealed that
at times, a sealing compound would accidentally get on
the threads of the fastener. When torque was applied
to assemble the parts, the fasteners with the sealing
compound on the threads were not sufficiently tightened
because the thread flanks were tightening against the
lubricant and not stretching the fastener in tension. This
was a problem not easily detected by even experienced
people without the proper equipment.
Distributors can help their customers by providing
literature and information on how to be able to recognize
the different grade markings on bolts and nuts. This is
so the customer’s maintenance personnel can avoid
comingling different grades into the same storage bins.
It can also become a problem when repairing equipment
that has metric fasteners. It is imperative to know how
fasteners are identified and how they are to be measured
so the correct replacement part is used.

Litigation
Occasionally accidents occur causing property
damage or personal injury. When these unfortunate
incidents occur, not only is the manufacturer involved but
so is the distributor. Many times, a fastener consultant
can be of greater help than just a metallurgist.
For example; fasteners failed holding a ring gear on
a crane. All of the metallurgists involved agreed that the
cause of the fastener failures was due to metal fatigue and
the litigators for the claimants accused the manufacturer
of the fastener of inferior and defective products.
However, the fastener consultant, who also was a
metallurgist, examined the recent maintenance procedures
and noted that the fasteners originally specified by the
manufacturer was made of special proprietary strength
that was 10,000 psi stronger than standard and the metal
lock nuts used were yellow in color. The maintenance
personnel replaced the OE fasteners from a mill supply
store with a standard fastener. The metal lock nuts were
silver in color. No one else noticed the differences. Torque
sequencing was not observed.
The crane was manufactured in the mid 1990’s. The
yellow lock nuts were cadmium plated and have been
discontinued due to RoHS regulations in the early 2000’s.
The manufacturer’s torque specifications were outdated.
The silver colored lock nuts are zinc plated. The zinc

plated lock nuts required a higher applied torque than the
cadmium plated lock nuts to produce similar clamp loads.
However, when the lower cadmium torque value was
applied to the zinc lock nut onto a fastener with 10 ksi
less strength, it became apparent that these particular
fasteners were severely under torqued and subject to
metal fatigue. In this case, the manufacturer of the
fasteners was exonerated and the blame went to the
manufacturer of the equipment for improper maintenance
procedures.

What Procedures Do I Use To Find A
Consultant?
Consultants may be found by word of mouth, internet
or even some organizations have consultants on file,
such as ASTM or several sites recommending expert
witnesses. Use key words like failure analysis, bolt failure,
fastener consultants, fastener quality, etc.

What Criteria Do I Use To Select A
Consultant?
As mentioned before, there are a variety of needs for
a consultant and it depends upon your special situation;
testing, failure analysis, marketing, metallurgical testing,
litigation, etc. There are not that many people who
are fastener specialists and even fewer with multiple
disciplines. Do you need someone to be able to
communicate with your customer to alleviate tensions?
Do you need training? Do you need litigation support?
When one or more prospects are found, it is best to
interview them to discuss your particular needs to find the
correct match.

What Information Do They Need?
As much information as possible relating to the
application, applied loads, installation procedures used
and grade and type of fasteners. Photographs of the failed
parts or structure and of the fasteners, especially of the
fracture surface area, are extremely useful.

What Do I Expect From The Consultant?
Sensitive and legal matters normally require an NDA
(Non- Disclosure Agreement). This protects both parties.
The consultant should be able to provide a detailed report,
including photographs, with a detailed explanation and
causation of the failure. If required, they should be able to
provide methods to prevent failures from reoccurring.
GUY AVELLON
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TriMas
Aerospace
has been awarded multiyear contracts with Airbus
of Toulouse, France. TriMas
Aerospace’s
Monogram
Aerospace Fasteners and
Allfast Fastening Systems
operations were both awarded
new supply contracts by Airbus,
expanding the company’s
engineered fastener sales
activity in Europe.
“We are excited to expand
our strategic partnership with
Airbus through the addition
of newly qualified fastener
products,” said Thomas
Amato, TriMas President
and Chief Executive Officer.
“On behalf of the TriMas
Aerospace team, we thank
Airbus for recognizing our
commitment to them through
this new business award.”
TriMas Aerospace designs,
engineers and manufactures
engineered fasteners, solid
rivets, temporary fasteners
and standard fasteners for the
global commercial and military
aerospace industry under
the Monogram Aerospace
Fasteners, Allfast Fastening
Systems and Mac Fasteners
brands. TriMas also recently
announced it has signed an
agreement to acquire RSA
Engineered Products, which
will enhance the breadth of
TriMas Aerospace’s product
portfolio to include air ducting
products, connectors, flexible
joints, ozone converters
and machined assemblies,
predominantly used in
aerospace and defense
engine bleed air, anti-icing and
environmental control system
applications.

“TriMas Aerospace’s engineering,
commercial and manufacturing
teams have worked diligently with
Airbus during the past few years to
qualify additional TriMas Aerospace
products,” said John Schaefer,
President of TriMas Aerospace. “We
look forward to launching production
and further collaborating on fastener
solutions for Airbus. Airbus is an
important fastener solutions customer
to TriMas Aerospace and we are proud
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to have secured these additional
awards to support our growth.”
		TriMas is a global manufacturer
and provider of products for customers
predominantly in the consumer
products, aerospace and industrial
end markets, with approximately
3,400 employees in 11 countries.
For more information, contact
TriMas by Tel: 248-631-5450, Fax:
248-382-1496 or visit them online at
www.trimascorp.com.
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BRUNO MARBACHER MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR FASTENERS, ETC. from page 14

CONTINUED ON PAGE 150
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SALIM BRAHIMI IFI UPDATE from page 24

The 2018 Edition IFI Book of Fastener
Standards

to reflect changes to industry standards (e.g., ASTM,
SAE, IFI, ASME, and ISO), and new features are being

The IFI Book of Fastener Standards – 2018 Edition,

added to improve the user experience. We are in the

also known as the “10th Edition” was released in Q4

process of transitioning the pricing scheme of the IFI

2018 in the traditional hardcover format and a NEW

Technology Connection to align it with the Online Book.

online format called the IFI Online Book of Fastener

More precisely, this means offering similar packages

Standards.

of 1, 5 and 10 seats using a similar incrementally
beneficial pricing scheme. This approach will facilitate
offering bundles offering both products using a discount
as incentive.
IFI offers a 30-day free trial available with the
purchase of the IFI Book of standards.

For more

information please visit www.indfast.org/technology.

The IFI Online Book of Fastener Standards is offered
in packages of one, 5 or 10 user packages. The

ISO Online Fastener Standards Collection
The

ISO

Fastener

Collection

continues

to

Functionality and performance of the Online platform

be available as an online digital subscription. The

has been very good with no unexpected issues. IFI is

collection includes all the standards under the

planning several enhancements in 2020, including:

jurisdiction of ISO technical committees TC 1 (Threads)

¤ Multi-page user interface to view multiple

and TC 2 (Fasteners), for a total of 218 standards.

standards simultaneously,
¤ Adding the IFI Technology Handbook as an
add-on feature,
¤ Offering historical and “redline” versions of
standards, also as an add-on feature,
¤ Linking the IFI Technology Connection (ITC) to the
Online Book, via hot links.
A complete listing of IFI Book of standards, in both
hardcover and online subscription, plus related products
is given at the IFI web store: www.indfast.org/shop.

IFI Technology Connection

The ISO Fastener Collection is now available via
the Standards Council of Canada (SCC) using the ISO
Online Browsing Platform (OBP), at a very reasonable
cost. A subscription ISO Fastener Collection on the
ISO Online Browsing Platform can be purchased via
Standards Council of Canada (SCC), available at
www.scc.isolutions.iso.org/obp/ui#iso:pub:PUB200006:en
IFI encourages all users of ISO Fastener standards to
subscribe to this resource.

Consensus Standards Activities
IFI is always actively involved in all fastener related

The IFI Technology Connection (ITC) is the one and

standards development activities. IFI Director of

only comprehensive and authoritative utility where the

Engineering & Technology, Salim Brahimi, represents the

specifications from both inch and metric fasteners

interests of IFI members and the fastener industry within

standards have been compiled. The ITC was borne out

ASTM, ASME, ISO, SAE, RCSC, USCAR and API. The

of Joe Greenslade’s vison and will be one of his lasting

following is a list of the meeting dates most significant

legacies. ITC is actively and continually being updated

activities from the various committees.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 152
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS INC. INDUSTRY-LEADING SOFTWARE IS JUST THE START from page 26

LEFT TO RIGHT: DENNY COWHEY, FOUNDER (RETIRED), DIANE MILLER, VICE PRESIDENT AND DENNIS COWHEY, PRESIDENT

End Of An Era

the desire to find hard-working, like-minded people

Denny retired at the end of 2019 after 38 years. He

to work with. We are very proud to have had positive

is now living full time in Florida, enjoying golf, tennis, and

relationships with multiple clients that have lasted over

world travels with his wife.

20 years. Many more that we have worked with for over

We have been busy working to make sure the

ten years.

transition is seamless. Denny said, “For the past

We continue to add new clients to our family the

several years, we have been working on the transition

way we did back when all of this was started. New

of the ownership and management to Dennis. This

and existing clients continue to push us forward with

didn’t happen overnight; Dennis has been President for

suggestions, requests, and demands. We are still

over eight years. This is the fulfillment of a dream. I am

listening and evolving.

so proud to be able to hand the reins over to my son,
Dennis.”

Conclusion

Diane Miller has been with CI for over twenty years,

Relationships are essential whether you are the

and Vice President since 2011. Diane and the rest of the

owner of a company that has been doing business for

people at Computer Insights are continuing to provide

over thirty years, or you are about to open your doors for

the excellent service that everyone has grown to expect.

the first time. These relationships will have a significant
impact on your success, and ultimately, your quality of life.

Continuing To Listen And Evolve
The amazing technology that started everything is
laughable by today’s standards.

More Information
If you are a distributor of fasteners and industrial

Since 1981 the people at Computer Insights have

supplies, and want to do more with less, fill out our short

worked with a long list of hardware, operating systems,

survey to find out if The Business Edge by Computer

and programming languages. Technology will continue to

Insights is right for you: www.ci-inc.com/survey.

change, and we welcome the challenges and excitement
those changes bring.
The one thing that has not changed since Denny
founded the company in 1981 is our culture built on

TM

To learn about The Business Edge and what it
TM

can for you, contact Computer Insights, Inc. by phone
at: 800-539-1233, email: sales@ci-inc.com or online at
www.ci-inc.com.

COMPUTER INSIGHTS, INC.
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JOE DYSART SHAME POLICE: GOOGLE TOYS WITH PENALIZING SLOW WEBSITES from page 30

Simply type in your site’s Web address at Google’s
they’re completely unnecessary: Generally, low resolution
Page Speed Insights (www.developers.google.com/speed/
versions of images look exactly the same on the Web as
pagespeed/insights), and you’ll see in a matter of seconds
high resolution versions of the same images.
how fast your Web site’s home page downloads.
“One of the biggest drains on your site’s resources
Besides offering you an instant rating, Page Speed
is its images,” says Ellice Soliven, content and social
Insights also offers you extremely detailed, specific
marketing manager, Dreamhost (www.dreamhost.com), a
suggestions for speeding up your site, such as changing the
Web hosting company.
format of your images or eliminating unnecessary coding.
“They’re great for making your site look amazing and
It’s also a good way to check on the work of your Web
for supplementing your text content,” she says. “But they
designer after he/she makes the changes suggested by
also require server space and bandwidth. This is especially
Page Speed.
true if your site contains high-quality images -- such as in a
Similar tools you can use to quickly analyze the speed
portfolio, gallery, or online store.”
of your fastener distribution Web site include Lighthouse
You – or your Web designer -- can use a photo
(www.developers.google.com/web/tools/lighthouse), Yslow
editor like Adobe Photoshop (www.adobe.com/products/
(www.yslow.org) and Google Analytics Site Speed Page
photoshop.html) or Adobe Photoshop Elements (www.
Timings (www.support.google.com/analytics/answer).
adobe.com/products/photoshop-premiere-elements.html) to
¤ Pay extra for faster hosting: Investing in premium
change an image from high resolution to low resolution with
Web hosting is one of the
one click.
easiest ways to speed-up a
Or you can use other tools
large Web site. While smaller
like TinyPNG (www.tinypng.
Web sites may be able to get
com), Microsoft Paint (www.
away with cheaper hosting,
support.microsoft.com/en-us/
larger Web sites often benefit
help/4027344/windowsfrom premium, usually faster
10-get-microsoft-paint),
hosting on a virtual private
Microsoft Picture Manager
server or dedicated server.
(www.experts-exchange.
Unlike cheap hosting, which
com/articles/33247/How-tohouses numerous Web sites
Install-Microsoft-Office-Picture“MANY COMPANIES FIND THAT YOUTUBE IS A FAST
on a single server, a virtual
Manager-in-Office-2019.html),
AND EFFECTIVE WAY TO DISSEMINATE ALL KINDS OF
INFORMATION,”
SAYS
MICHAEL
MILLER,
AUTHOR
OF
THE
private server solution actually
Pixlr (www.pixlr.com), Shrink
GUIDEBOOK, “YOUTUBE FOR BUSINESS.”
uses multiple servers to
Pictures (www.shrinkpictures.
distribute your site content across the Web.
com) and Smush for Wordpress www. wordpress.org/
For the highest priced, potentially most powerful
plugins/wp-smushit).
alternative, consider a dedicated server. That features
¤ Host your company videos on YouTube: Hosting
a single Web site on a server that is maintained by a
the promotional videos for your fastener distribution
dedicated system administrator.
business on YouTube enables you to offload all the heavy
¤ Ask your Web host for help: Web hosts have a
lifting involved when someone clicks a video link on your
number of simple, free solutions fastener distributors can
site to view a video.
use to speed-up their Web sites – such as clearing their
Why draw resources from your own Web server – which
Web site’s cache.
may be hosting hundreds of other Web sites – when you
Plus Web hosts can advise you on a number of other
can have YouTube’s ridiculously fast servers handle all the
actions you can take to increase download speed.
downloading requirements?
Chances are, your Web host will also try to pitch you on
To use YouTube as your free video hosting provider, the
additional services and options that cost money. But it’s
easiest solution is to simply post your video on YouTube,
worth calling them and sorting through what’s free, what
and then post a link to that vide on your Web site.
costs, and what makes the most sense for you.
Or, you can embed a YouTube player (www.
¤ Use Low Resolution Images Wherever Possible:
youtubevideoembed.com) in your Web site that will display
Bloated, extremely high resolution images are one of the
your video on your Web site while YouTube’s servers handle
major causes of slow-loading sites. And in most cases,
all the processing.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 154
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PENN ENGINEERING A LOOK AT THE NEW GHOST™ CONCEALED ACCESS FASTENER from page 32

Placing the fastener’s
magnetic tool on the retainer
actuates

the

internal

components, unlocking the
pinch-lock grip and releasing
the pin from the fastener.
While a door-pull style
magnetic

removal

tool

is shown in this article’s
video, the tool’s design is
fully customizable based on
the customer’s application
requirements. In addition to

is increasingly under pressure to find new fastening

a mobile tool, we have designed a stationary fixture

solutions that can offer lighter weight, increased

where a sealed box must be brought to the fixture for

safety and security performance, and sleek/slimmer

opening.

designs. The use of GHOST™ fasteners in automotive

Versatile Industry Applications
The GHOST™ fastener is an ideal solution for

interior components can be an effective solution for
interchangeable automotive trim applications, for all the
reasons mentioned above.

practically any application in which a completely
concealed fastener with sleek aesthetics post-assembly

5G Transmission Equipment - 5G wireless technology

is desired. It can replace most any small external screw/

requires critical service and support in the cells

nut assembly in applications for datacom, telecom,

where it’s deployed. Public-facing wireless transmission

automotive electronics, and others. Some application

equipment plays a big role in that service and support.

examples include:

Enclosure panels for the 5G equipment, typically located

Access Control Systems - Many of today’s

on utility poles and roofs, need to be weather-proof and

sophisticated access control systems still require the

easily removable for servicing purposes. The use of

use of a removable door or panel for the purpose of

conventional screws on an exterior panel could lead

network repairs or regular maintenance. These control

to interior leakage and damage from precipitation, or

systems, like those found in hi-tech, high-rise elevator

screw corrosion from exposure to elements. GHOST™

cars, for example, need to have a seamless look for

fasteners eliminate the use of screws and create an

the door panel and be secure from public tampering.

environmentally sealed panel that can help maintain

Using a GHOST™ fastener in an application such as this

5G performance and speed up equipment serviceability.

allows for a level of security and fast, easy door removal

PennEngineering® is excited to bring our new

and re-attachment, in close quarters.
Automotive Interiors - The automotive industry
is perhaps one of the better-known industries that

GHOST™ fastening technology to market. To learn more
about how this innovation can be customized for your
application need, connect with us today.

PENN ENGINEERING

NFDA/PAC-WEST JOINT CONFERENCE & TABLE TOP SHOW
LONG BEACH, CA - MARCH 4-6, 2020

more photos on page 127
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LARRY BOROWSKI WHAT SETTING PLUG SHOULD BE USED TO PROPERLY SET-UP A TRI-ROLL THREAD GAGE? from page 36

Tri-Roll Gages Must Have Good “Linearity”
One of the calibration requirements for all variable
thread gages such as Tri-roll gages is what is called
“linearity”. This means that the gage must read accurately
within its entire operating range. Linearity is checked just
as these pictures illustrate. When calibrating in inches,
the thread gage must be set-up using a 3A GO plug
and then a 2A NOGO plug must be measured. When
calibrating in millimeters, the thread gage must be setup using a 6h GO plug and then a 6g NOGO plug must
be measured. The gage must measure the NOGO plug
accurately within the gage maker’s tolerance which is
generally .0002 inches or .005 millimeters.

1/4-28 SCREW MEASURING .2249 INCHES

If a dispute ever arises in measurement results, the
use of a work plug as a setting gage will not hold up to
scrutiny.
A Tri-roll gage is nothing more than a thread comparator.
This means it is set up using a precision thread of known
size to measure a similar product thread of unknown size.
To illustrate, we will use ¼-28 set up as shown below in
the photos.
The Tri-roll gage is initially set-up using a high limit
3A GO W-Tolerance setting plug with a pitch diameter of
.2267”, and later with a low limit 2A NOGO Truncated
setting plug at .2225”.

After each set-up the same

screw was measured. In both cases the screw’s thread
measured exactly the same value of .2249 inches.

1/4-28 2A NOGO SETTING PLUG WITH
.2227 CERTIFIED PITCH DIAMETER

CONTINUED ON PAGE 156
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The Specialty Tools and Fasteners
Distributors Association, (STAFDA) is pleased
to annouce Maria Ford as
Anaheim Associate State-ofthe-Industry Speaker.
Maria Ford, President of
Commercial Construction
– North America for Global
Tools and Storage (GTS),
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc., Towson, MD, has
been named as the Associate speaker at the
STAFDA Anaheim Convention & Trade Show,
November 8-10. She’ll address manufacturingrelated issues during the General Session on
Monday, November 9.
Ford oversees a $1.2B organization with a team
of more than 450 people. In this position, she is
responsible for the sales, channel marketing,
and user facing strategy of GTS products
distributed under the DEWALT, DEWALT Anchors
& Fasteners, LENOX, and STANLEY brands in
the North American commercial construction
market. She started her career with Stanley
Black & Decker (SBD) in 1998 as an intern on
the Home Depot team. Since then, she has held
roles of increasing responsibility in sales, product
marketing, and channel marketing for a variety
of Stanley Black & Decker’s largest brands and
customer accounts.
Along with her leadership position at SBD,
Ford is a member of the Women Industrial Supply
Executives (W.I.S.E.) and involved in executive
leadership with other industry organizations. She
actively works to keep SBD’s products and brands
at the forefront of the construction and industrial
vertical, while advocating for the advancement of
women in the industry. She holds a bachelor’s
degree in business administration from Loyola
University Maryland, and lives in the Baltimore
area with her husband and two children.
Registration for STAFDA’s 44th Annual
Convention & Trade Show in Anaheim opens on
Monday, June 29, at 8:00 a.m. Central from the
members-only section of www.stafda.org.
For more information contact STAFDA by Tel:
1-800-352-2981, Email: info@stafda.org or visit
them online at www.stafda.org.
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 1 from page 38

Take away the sugary soda machine and substitute
plain old water. Tap water, fruit juices and perhaps
“energy drinks” that replace the minerals that humans
excrete can effectively rehydrate and refresh. Why not
bottled, filtered water? Because our bodies need some
trace elements for good health. The very minerals that
could kill us in concentrated form do indeed help build
our bodies and maintain bone structure. If the water
quality in your area is already excellent drink it and enjoy.
If not add appropriate filtration to drinking water sources
and encourage better hydration.
The end result will be better sleep patterns,
sharpened mental processes, no post sugar energy let
down and even weight loss. These are positive effects
that the individual and those around them will notice and
perhaps here too everyone will take their new knowledge
home and enhance the 16 hours a day that they are not
at work.

Exercise Isn’t Just About Running
And Jumping
Focus on exercise as well. Jumping around,
stretching and sweating isn’t the goal. Learning how
to flex and exercise while seated is just as vital to
avoiding carpal tunnel syndrome and other conditions.
You probably have read about the need for walking and
moving around on a long airplane flight, but sitting in
one spot at work can similarly increase the possibility of
blood clots in the lower extremities. Get up at least once
an hour, stretch and walk someplace. No need to go far,
just get the body moving.
Warehouse workers need even more exercise
training. While the greatest training emphasis is on
lifting it’s the bending and twisting that is most likely
to result in injury. Even picking up a pencil next to your
foot can be painful if you don’t turn, step back a little
and bend at the legs, not the waist. In many cultures
the active worker’s day starts with calisthenics and some
vigorous movements with aerobics that will stimulate the
heart rate. High school athletic coaches used to call it
“loosening up” for good reason.
On premises exercise rooms are one way to
systematize exercise for everyone. Personal trainers
can both lead the classes and provide individualized

programs that can be performed at home or at work.
But your facility might already have a training room for
walking regardless of the weather. Just 15 minutes a
day of walking in the warehouse can have great benefits
for sedentary workers, especially executives. As an
added motivator it will force the warehouse staff to
keep the aisles clean and provide management with an
opportunity to actually see what is going on.
One source of information and trainers can be found
at senior centers and nursing homes. Sedentary aerobic
exercises are an absolute must for individuals in wheel
chairs and there is a lot to be learned for your People
PM Program. Health care staffers are also dealing with
awkward lifting situations and might be able to provide
insights that are useful for every employee off the job.

Health And Wellness As A Corporate
Responsibility
Health insurance and medical professionals all
agree that yearly checkups are an important component
of good health, but they will also agree that yearly
maintenance and oil changes for their cars is probably
not enough. Weekly, monthly and quarterly checkups of
the friends around you at work is relatively inexpensive
and easy to do.
At the very least a visiting nurse practitioner can take
over a conference room on a scheduled basis to check
vitals (including blood pressure, temperature, oxygen
saturation, pulse, etc.), review individual medication
(administration, detrimental interactions, dosage
changes, etc.) and discuss health issues (administering
flu and other vaccinations) with each staff member
privately. Health tips for the worker and their families
can save lost time and money while building a better
performing, more motivated company. Doing this
regularly creates personal histories that can be used to
determine unhealthy trends and conditions to deal with
irritations before they become major, very expensive
illnesses. A simple concern over an abnormality that
is expressed to a competent professional can lead to a
lifesaving diagnosis and early treatment.
“Wellness Day” when handled discretely and
professionally is one of the best ways to express sincere
concern for the individual.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 158
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STAFDA SUN, SURF & STAFDA IN ANAHEIM THIS NOVEMBER from page 44

The goal of enchantment is not merely to get what

other industry organizations. She actively works to

you want, but to bring about a voluntary, enduring, and

keep SBD’s products and brands at the forefront of the

delightful change in other people. By enlisting their own

construction and industrial vertical, while advocating for

goals and desires, by being likeable and trustworthy,

the advancement of women in the industry. She holds

STAFDA members will learn how to frame a cause others

a bachelor’s degree in business administration from

can embrace by changing hearts, minds, and actions.

Loyola University Maryland.

It’s about transforming situations and relationships.
Changing skeptics and cynics into believers, and the
undecided into the loyal.
In today’s hyper-competitive STAFDA channel where
relationships remain the key to success, Kawasaki’s
advice is about action and not talk.
Maria Ford, President of Commercial Construction
– North America for Global Tools and Storage (GTS),
Stanley Black & Decker, Inc., Towson, MD, will be
STAFDA’s
speaker

Associate
and

precede
will

STAFDA’s Opening Party on Sunday night, November

address manufacturing-

8, will get attendees ‘off campus’ to City National Grove

related issues.

of Anaheim, located in the shadow of Angel Stadium.

Kawasaki.

Ford

a

City National Grove will be transformed into a Retro

$1.2B organization with

Beach party with classic beach flicks on TV monitors

a team of more than 450

(alternating with Sunday Night Football!), a vintage VW

people. In this position,

photo booth, an old Woody station wagon, roller skate

she is responsible for the sales, channel marketing, and

girls, an inflatable surf wave, a customized STAFDA

user facing strategy of GTS products distributed under

surfboard for attendees to sign, and more! Guitarist Jack

the DEWALT, DEWALT Anchors & Fasteners, LENOX

Farmer will lay down his fast strumming guitar licks as

and STANLEY brands in the North American commercial

people enter from the Palm Terrace. On stage will be

construction market.

Shaka, an easy-going, SoCal band playing beach-inspired

She

oversees

She started her career with Stanley Black & Decker

vibes ranging from reggae to Calpyso to Jimmy Buffett.

(SBD) in 1998 as an intern on the Home Depot team.

This indoor/outdoor party will also feature a variety of

Since then, she has held roles of increasing responsibility

dining and beverage stations.

in sales, product marketing, and channel marketing for

STAFDA updates its website as additional Anaheim

a variety of Stanley Black & Decker’s largest brands and

activities are announced. The Anaheim Convention &

customer accounts.

Trade Show is for members-only. To join or learn more,

Along with her leadership position at SBD, Ford is

please visit www.stafda.org. STAFDA’s website also offers

a member of the Women Industrial Supply Executives

a vast reservoir of member services and educational tools

(W.I.S.E.) and involved in executive leadership with

to help improve its members businesses.
SPECIALTY TOOLS & FASTENERS DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION
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ICS FLANGE ICS FLANGE IS EXPANDING THEIR OFFERINGS!!! from page 40

We currently have stock in 1/4”-20, 5/16”-18 and
3/8”-16 and metric sizes M6 and M8 and will add more
sizes in the future for your perfect fit.
Another product we have added for our customers is
a Grade 5, Non-Serrated Flange Bolt. ICS Flange stocks
grade 5, non-serrated flange bolts in sizes 1/4” through
3/8” diameter and metric M6 and M8 diameter (8.8),
which we now have ready to ship!
In addition to our new products, we also stock the
following items in Illinois:
¤  6-32 through 3/4”-10
Hex Flange Bolts & Flange Nuts
¤  M6 through M20
Metric Hex Flange Bolts & Flange Nuts
These flanges are offered in different finishes and
grades, i.e., Phos/oil, clear zinc, yellow/zinc & 18.8
stainless steel. Call for more details on our offerings.
We also proudly handle special flange projects by
collaborating with domestic manufacturers and utilizing
mill shipments to ensure you will get exactly what you
need. We can also apply secondary processes such
as nylon patches, special finishes, drilling, and cutting
down parts to create your perfect product. Because of
our strategic location in the Chicago area, all of these

Service, quality and stocking levels are the three key

processes are available to us locally, which saves our

components to our ongoing success at ICS Flange. We

customers production time and money on freight.

offer fast turnaround on orders and our packaging and

ICS Flange has been in the flange bolt and flange

labeling are continuously praised by our customers. We

nut distributing business for over 25 years. We originally

have upgraded our equipment to maximize efficiency in

started selling flange products in 1995 and stocked 1/4”

shipping to our customers, while making it a great working

through 3/8” diameter serrated flange bolts. As customers

environment for our employees.

began to purchase these products from us consistently,

ICS Flange is a stocking distributor of flange bolts,

we expanded our product selection to address the need

nuts and now the socket button head flange bolts

of additional sizes, styles, and grades of flange bolts and

in varying sizes, types, grades and materials. If your

flange nuts. We continue to evaluate our customers’ needs

fastener has a flange, give us a call and ask for one of

and offer a variety of fastener options so that we can be

our flange specialists to assist you. We would love to

your one stop shop for all your flange needs.

work with you!

ICS FLANGE
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JIM TRUESDELL ’CORPORATE TRANSPARENCY ACT’ MAY ADD TO SMALL BUSINESS PAPERWORK WOES from page 48

The Bill as written would get this process into play
within the next two years. Hefty fines will be in place for
those who fail to comply. It also calls for studying what other
entities, such as trusts or partnerships, should be covered.
So we may just be looking at the tip of the iceberg.
This potential law must be seen in the context of the
fight against excessive government regulation which has
helped to fuel the stock market gains of the past few years.
Whatever one may think about the Trump Administration
and the President’s abrasive style, there is no denying that
there has been a lot of success in repealing unnecessary
paperwork. The American Action Forum recently released
its second annual report on regulations during the current
administration and says that the deregulatory mission of
the Administration remains on track. The AAF pointed to a
resulting cost savings of $7.8 billion in paperwork costs from
the 2018 deregulation efforts alone. In January it reported
that there are currently 514 deregulatory rulemakings
underway. It should be noted that the pace of deregulation
is at risk of slowing because of the large number of unfilled
administrative posts under the new Administration. While the

lack of administrators in place might be said to contribute
to fewer regulatory enforcements, specific action to negate
existing practices will ultimately require the working officers in
charge of departments to change established courses. Also,
when court challenges have been filed against deregulatory
actions, lack of agency staff leadership has sometimes
resulted in weak responses in court and legal victories for
those who champion continuance of regulation. Congress
and the President need to pick up the pace in filling these
spots, though that may prove difficult as we approach the
election and the uncertainty of what will happen to these
appointees should there be a change of administration.
In the interim, there is no reason to add more work
to slow down our small business people. Urging the
congressional leadership, particularly in the Senate, to think
twice about the effects of the Corporate Transparency Act
will be in the interests of all. We have a plethora of regulatory
agencies and entities that can aggressively target those who
would use corporation filings to hide illegal activity. Let’s not
use a figurative “shotgun” to go after what is best tackled
with a target rifle!
JIM TRUESDELL

ANTHONY Di MAIO

THE UNIQUE VALUES OF BLIND RIVETS from page 52

The setting tool is activated and it’s pulling jaws grip

head is too small in diameter, the mandrel head will not

and pull the mandrel into the setting tool. This causes

expand the blind rivet body when it is being pulled into

the head of the mandrel to enter and expand the rivet

the blind rivet body. A small diameter mandrel head will

body. The mandrel head will continue to enter the blind

not stop at the work piece but will continue to enter the

rivet body until it meets a resistance greater than the

blind rivet body until it contacts the flange of the rivet

tensile strength of the mandrel. At that point the mandrel

body resulting in a poor assembly and having a portion

will break at the pre-determined tensile break point and

of the mandrel protruding outside the flange of the set

the blind rivet is properly set.

blind rivet. An oversized mandrel head diameter will over

The mandrel head is now locked in the upset side of
the blind rivet body.
Because the tensile strength of the mandrel is the

expand the rivet body so that when the mandrel breaks,
the mandrel head will not be locked in the blind rivet
body when the blind rivet is set.

force that sets and clamps the work piece, the tensile

Blind rivet bodies are constructed of aluminum,

strength and the diameter of the wire that the mandrels

steel, stainless steel, brass and copper. After the rivet

are made from are critical.

bodies are manufactured from either sheet material

Mandrel head diameters and shape are also critical.

(stamped) process or from wire (extruded) process, they

Head diameter is what expands the blind rivet body and

must be heat treated (annealed) to remove the work

its shape is what makes the blind rivet body material

hardness and give the blind rivet body ductility to permit

to curl around its outside mandrel head diameter and

the mandrel head to expand the barrel of the blind rivet

become locked in the set blind rivet. If the mandrel

body without the blind rivet body cracking.
ANTHONY Di MAIO

NFDA/PAC-WEST JOINT CONFERENCE & TABLE TOP SHOW
LONG BEACH, CA - MARCH 4-6, 2020

more photos on page 147
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THE SAFETY INSTITUTE CORONAVIRUS CYBER SCAMS from page 54

Fortunately, those working at the university were experts
in both medicine and cyber security, discovering the what
cybercriminals had been up to, removing the malware
and keeping their website visitors safe.
Phishing scams have also been prominent during

¤ Be wary of anything you about click making sure it
is from a reliable source.
¤ Better yet, go to the source’s webpage and obtain
the information directly from the site to avoid any chance
of inadvertent contamination.

Covid-19, with emails filling inboxes that appear to be

¤ Also, now is most definitively not the time to be

from the CDC, attempting to lure clicks to links that claim

downloading email attachments unnecessarily, even

to offer information about the virus, yet are just another

from persons you know, as they might be unwittingly

vehicle to inject malware. Furthermore, while schools

passing a malware-infected attachment.

are canceling classes, cybercriminals are creating false

¤ Finally, keep your antivirus software and other

emails to students and teachers alike, alleging to be

programs up to date and be sure to regularly run a virus

from personnel such as the institution’s “health team”,

scan of your computer.

directing computer users to fake login pages that result

The Corona Virus is doing damage, but eventually

in the theft of user credentials. Further complicating

the threat will pass. While many will have been

this scam is that user credentials to one website often

impacted, someday soon life will once again return to

the same that the person might use for other websites,

normal. However, computer viruses are here to stay.

giving the criminal unauthorized access to a variety of

The circumstances may change, but the dangers of

locations.

cybercriminals and their computer viruses are always

Most disturbing of all is that hackers working on

the same. Fortunately, you have the power to protect

behalf of the government of China, where the virus

yourself from the type of viruses that are limited to

itself originated, are capitalizing on the circumstances

online. Doing so will not only help keep you safe, but

created by Covid-19 to also install their own malware

enable you to focus attention where it really matters

and steal information. Along with China, North Korea

yourself, your loves ones and your livelihood.

and Russia are also suspected of exploiting the current
health situation, preying on the concerns of others by
launching phishing attacks hidden under the guise of
offering authentic information about the virus, all to lure
the unsuspecting computer user. Fortunately, there is a
cure for the computer virus.

What You Can Do
Like the good hygiene, we are encouraged to use
to avoid a contagion, we all need to likewise employee
sensible cyber hygiene to avoid the viruses of the
computer world.

John Iannarelli is a Safety
Institute Associate and is a
retired FBI agent. He knows
first hand the procedures in
an emergency. He was present
and reported live for Fox news
at the Las Vegas shooting in
2017. John is the recipient
of an Honorary Doctor of
Computer Science in recognition of his contributions to
the field of cyber investigations. John is the recipient of
an Honorary Doctor of Computer Science in recognition of
his contributions to the field of cyber investigations. For
more information about John Iannarelli, contact his agent
at Nona@safetyinstitute.com

THE SAFETY INSTITUTE
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NELSON VALDERRAMA WHEN THE RECESSION ARRIVES, WILL YOU BE READY? from page 56

It’s not too late to have tough conversations with your
banker about using a credit line or looking into factoring

[5] Capital Spending
Until you have charted a course to financial

services to alleviate some of the receivables challenges

independence, examine whether your capital spending

you might be experiencing. And since the main driver of

plans are sensible in a more uncertain environment.

your cash will undoubtedly be payables, be honest about

Perhaps there is no reason to change plans and, for all

how good/poor you are in managing your current purchase

you know, changing circumstances may even present

orders and placing new ones.

opportunities to accelerate. But these are decisions that

[2] Drops In Business Activity And
Sales Forecasts

should be deliberate.

Leadership Lessons From Times Of Turmoil

By now, most if not all your customers have revised

I believe crises like the one we are facing bring out

their spending habits. Deals that seemed certain may

the best and the worst in humans and organizations

never close. Leads in the pipeline suddenly are stuck.

— and I’ve seen it firsthand. In 2009, my one-year-old

The key to not being caught flat-footed is to keep the

Fintech startup had to close its doors despite seeing

conversation going. More than ever, you need to be close

fast success in 2008. The turn was sudden and the

to your customers and your data to understand changes

decision to fold was difficult, which included talks with

at the customer, vertical and segment level.

~80 people that believed in us, with our customers and

You can use simple measurements like the rate of

our vendors.

change (variance year-over-year) in costs and sales — and

Beyond my professional world, I also had to face my

all of this data is likely already sitting in your ERP system.

wife. I had burned out savings and spent countless hours
away from the family for this business. It was a painful

[3] Marketing Spend And Tactics
With softening sales, you might find that your

year to say the least, but probably the one in which I
learned the most about myself as a business leader, a
husband, and a man.

customer lifetime values have declined, in turn suggesting
the need to rein in customer acquisition spending to

So here are the lessons I learned…

maintain consistent returns on marketing spending.
With greater economic and credit uncertainty, you

Lesson #1: Making Sense Of Things

might even want to consider raising the bar on ROI for

Get a collective understanding of the nature,

marketing spend. Don’t make the mistake of shutting your

characteristics, consequences, and potential scope and

marketing down altogether, but a smart dollar needs to go

effects of an evolving threat. This sensemaking task

a lot further in tough times.

is crucial to making more informed decisions, building

[4] Staffing And Headcount.

preventative processes, and sharing information under
conditions of stress and deep uncertainty.

Given all of the above stress points on your finances,

This might mean having a monthly call with your

this might be a time to evaluate critically how to raise

most important vendors, or having a weekly market

productivity from every contributor. And to be clear, this

intelligence meeting with your inside and outside sales

is not a blanket push to consider layoffs — in fact, you

team to listen to everything they’re finding in the

should do everything in your power to avoid them — but

marketplace. Leverage all your networks with bankers,

rather a call to really dive in to the areas where people are

private equity partners, etc. to get as much information

being underutilized, misplaced, or already drowning.

you can.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 160
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2020 EXHIBITOR LIST
As of 3/26/2020
A. Raymond Tinnerman Industrial, Inc.............206
AADVIK Inc, ....................................................933
Advance Components......................................432
Advanced Poly- Packaging..............................314
AFI Industries, inc. ..........................................328
All America Threaded Products .......................229
All American Washer Werks ............................427
Allegheny Coatings .........................................914
Alloy & Stainless Fasteners ............................425
Aluminum Fastener Supply Co Inc .................414
AMAC Enterprises ..........................................820
Amalga Corporation ........................................724
American Fastener Journal .............................238
American Ring ................................................324
Anderson Controls, Inc. ..................................338
Angelray Co., LTD. .........................................629
APM Hexseal Corp. ........................................532
Arconic Fastening Systems ............................232
ART Metals Group ..........................................220
Atlanta Rod & Mfg. Co. Inc. ............................920
Atotech USA LLC. ...........................................715
AVK Industrial Products ..................................408
Avtar Exports ..................................................904
B&D Cold Headed Products ...........................435
Beijing Jinzhaobo High Strength
Fastener Co., Ltd. .........................................1009
Bodycote Thermal Processing, Inc. ................732
Bradley Adhesive Applications ........................618
Brighton-Best International, Inc .......................625
Brookview Bolt ................................................539
Brynolf Manufacturing, Inc. .............................733
Buckeye Fasteners Company .........................809
Canatex Industrial Co., Ltd. ............................932
Capital Bolts and Hardwares ..........................317
Cardinal Fastener ...........................................535
Carlo Salvi ......................................................301
CEIA USA Induction Heating Systems ...........604
Clampco Products ..........................................321
Cold Heading Company ..................................714
Computer Insights, Inc. ...................................426
CORNWALL ENTERPRISE CO., LTD ............833
Coventya Inc. ..................................................727
Crescent Manufacturing ..................................214
Curtis Metal Finishing Company ...................1014
D.L.P. Coatings, Inc. .......................................228
Dale Fastener Supply ...................................1020
Decker ............................................................915
Delta Engineering LLC ....................................816
Distribution One ..............................................325
Distributors Link Magazine .............................416
Doerken Corporation USA ..............................401
Easylink Industrial co. ltd ................................509
Eaton Steel Bar Company ..............................735
Edward W. Daniel LLC ....................................609
EFC International ............................................424
Engineered Components Co. ..........................235
EPS .................................................................620
Eurolink FSS ...................................................215
Fastener Fair USA 2021 Sales Booth .............709

Fastener Supply Company .............................208
Fastener Training Institute ..............................528
FCH ................................................................605
Forplan/STC Dip Spin .....................................719
G.L. Huyett ......................................................524
Gage Bilt .........................................................628
Gardner Spring, Inc. .......................................218
Goebel Fasteners, Inc. ...................................309
Goodgood Manufacturers .............................1035
Great Plains Fastening Systems .....................508
Greenslade & Company. Inc. ..........................804
Hangzhou Grand Import& Export Co.......... ....533
Hangzhou JR Exhibition Co., LTD ..................929
Haude Holdings Ltd ........................................234
HEICO Fasteners. Inc. ....................................726
ibg NDT Systems Corporation ........................339
IFI International Fasteners Institute ..............1034
Industrial Nut ...................................................334
Industrial Rivet & Fastener Co. .......................614
Industrial Steel & Wire ....................................216
Industry Leaders Lounge ................................415
Infasco/IFASTGROUPE ..................................326
Intercorp ..........................................................327
International Fasteners Inc .............................434
InxSql Software ...............................................224
J.I. Morris Miniature Fasteners,
Division of Swiss .............................................211
Ji Li Deng ......................................................1027
Jiaxing CNS Metal Co., LTD ..........................1011
Jiaxing HJ Tech Industry Co., LTD ..................928
JM TOR PAR SA de CV ..................................615
KAPURTHALA INDUSTRIAL
CORPORATION .............................................927
Ken Forging ....................................................409
Kerr Lakeside Inc. ...........................................538
Kinefac Corporation ........................................233
King Steel Corp. ..............................................801
KPF (Korea Bolt) Co. Ltd. .............................1025
Leyong Industrial Shanghai Co., Ltd ...............632
Lindstrom/Stelfast INC ....................................925
Magni Group Inc., The .....................................701
Mao Chuan Industrial Co., LTD. ......................819
Marer SRL .......................................................219
Marposs Corporation .......................................708
Michigan Metal Coatings Company ..................908
Midland Metal Framing and Fastener LLC ......534
National Fasteners
Distributors Association ...................................825
ND Industries, Inc. ...........................................921
Nexo Industries. Ltd ........................................728
NINGBO ANCHOR FASTENERS
INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD. ..................................826
Ningbo Frienden Precision
Components., LTD ..........................................333
Ningbo Jinding Fastening Piece ......................225
Ningbo Western Fitting Co., LTD .....................909
NORM CIVATA SAN. TIC. A.S. ........................207
Ornit Blind Rivets .............................................729
Pavco Inc ........................................................420
PCB Piezotronics ............................................527

Perfection Chain Products ..............................227
Pivot Point, Inc. ..............................................634
Polymer Molding, Inc ......................................638
precote USA ...................................................814
Profiroll Technologies USA, Inc. .....................525
Prospect Fastener ..........................................319
Ramco Specialties Inc ....................................526
Reinhardt GmbH ..........................................1015
Rie Coatings .................................................1008
Rohmann Eddy Current Instruments
& Systems ......................................................704
Rotor Clip Company .......................................515
Screws Industries ...........................................734
Set Screw & Mfg. Co. .....................................438
Shanghai Recky International
Trading Co., Ltd ..............................................332
Sherex Fastening Solutions ...........................519
Shin Guan Yin Enterprise Co., Ltd. ................624
Shiv Om Brass Industry ..................................418
Skako Vibration A/S ........................................318
Solution Industries LLC ..................................626
SOM FASTENERS .........................................725
Sond Nuts and Bolts .......................................905
Spring Bolt & Nut Mfg .....................................705
Super Nut Industrial Co. Ltd. ........................1029
Superior Washer ............................................315
Surface Combustion, Inc ................................829
SWD Inc. ........................................................428
Tanco Consulting and Trading
Joint Stock Company .....................................635
The Auto Bolt Company .................................828
The DECC Company ......................................805
TR Fastenings Inc ..........................................501
TRAMEC CONTINENTAL AERO ...................505
Unbrako .........................................................608
Unicorp Electronic Hardware ..........................429
USA Heat Treating Inc. ...................................529
Vimi Fasteners ...............................................310
Vogelsang Fastener Solutions ......................1024
Volt Indstrial Plastics Inc. ................................433
VULCAN STEEL PRODUCTS .......................439
W.J. Roberts Co.,Inc ......................................329
WAN IUAN ENTERPRISE CO.,LTD ................835
WIFI ...............................................................226
Win Fasteners Manufactory
Thailand) Co., Ltd. ..........................................335
World Synergy ................................................619
Wuhan GX Hardware Co. Ltd .......................1018
Wurth Industry North America ........................601
Wyandotte Ind ................................................320
Young Fastener Professionals .......................827
Zhejiang Saite Machinery Co., Ltd .................633
Zhejiang Sanlin Metals Products Co. Ltd. ....1021
Zonbix Enterprise Co. LTD. ............................815

To apply to exhibit, register, or for more
information on Fastener Fair USA, visit
fastenerfairusa.com or contact event
organizers at inquiry@fastenerfairusa.com.

NEW DATES ANNOUNCED! July 13-15, 2020 at the Charlotte Convention Center.
Registration is now open at fastenerfairusa.com.
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AMI KASSAR SECURING FUNDING FOR YOUR SMALL BUSINESS from page 58

My Banker Didn’t Tell Me About SBABacked Loans Or Said I’m Not Qualified, So
I’m Out.
Not to fear: You’re most likely not “out.”
There are about 2,200 banks and nonbank lenders
through the United States who write SBA-backed loans.
Each one uses the program differently and requires
varying qualifications.

make them want to push SBA loans; remember, your
banker is trying to make a living, too, and might push you
toward more profitable options for his/her own pockets.
It might even be something as simple as your banker
is lazy: Lining up an SBA loan usually does require more
documentation than a regular loan.
And large banks often aren’t interested in making
small loans, which can be less profitable and more risky

Thus, even if one lender rejects you, it doesn’t mean

than larger loans. So, if you get rejected for an SBA

that all will. It’s always worth trying another lender (or two

loan by a large bank, try a smaller bank, which may well

or three) if you get rejected—advice that applies when

specialize in the program and have lenders well-versed in

seeking non-SBA loans as well. If you go to a doctor

the process.

and don’t like what he/she says, you may try another
physician, so why not do the same here?
In addition, there may be other reasons why your
initial lenders may not tell you about SBA loans.
Perhaps they’re ignorant about the program. Or
maybe their employer doesn’t give them incentives that

Hopefully, I’ve cleared up misconceptions about the
SBA and its lending programs. These programs work, as
many business owners will attest, and there’s little to no
downside in considering an SBA loan the next time you
need funding. Its website, sba.gov, is helpful as well,
providing further information in an easy-to use format.
AMI KASSAR

JOHN GRAHAM WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT TO KNOW ABOUT SALESPEOPLE BEFORE THEY BUY from page 68

What Support Can I Count On After The Sale?

issue and make clear the path forward—in writing.

It’s so easy to be so focused on making a sale that we can
forget that this is a top-of-mind concern for many customers. It
comes up because they’ve had bad experiences in the past.
Not only providing contact information, but introducing them
personally to a go-to person provides reassurance.

What If Working With You Isn’t A Good Fit?

What Type Of Guarantee Or Warranty Comes
With My Purchase?
Concerns about guarantees and warranties are a
sensitive issue, particularly since the Internet serves as a
public platform for expressing real or self-serving complaints.
On top of that, there’s often a lack of transparency. Smart
companies spell out the coverage clearly in writing. Because
words make a difference, savvy salespeople go over it with
customers to clarify the terminology,

What’s My Recourse If I’m Not Satisfied?
No one wants to do battle if a problem arises. They don’t
expect to be ignored or given the run around. They want to be
dealt with fairly. Yet, as we all know, horror stories and onestar reviews abound. The best solution is to anticipate the

Think about it. There’s no law that says random customer/
salesperson pairings are a match made in heaven or anywhere
else for that matter. That’s absurd! Yet, we assume that in
some magical way they are. Anticipate the question and have
your answer ready. It will create confidence.

Why Should I Do Business With You?
This is an endless loop playing behind all these customer
questions. It’s the 800-lb. gorilla in the room and it can even
supersede the importance of the purchase in the customer’s
mind. It boils down to this: “I want to know why I should give
you my money? What’s the whole package, not just what I’m
purchasing or even the price? I want to feel good about what
I’m doing.” A word to the wise, if you want to make more
and better sales, have a short but compelling answer to the
question, “Why should I do business with you?”
The old saying, “Keep your eye on the ball,” is certainly
true if you’re selling. But more to the point is keep your mind
focused on what’s going on in the customer’s head
JOHN GRAHAM
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J.W. Winco, Inc., a leading supplier of standard
industrial machine components, announces the
expansion of its leveling mount selection.
The GN 21 leveling foot consists entirely of
stainless steel and its plate is machined from
solid material that exhibits a refined surface. The
version with mounting holes in the plate, bears the
designation of series GN 23.

With WN 9000 / WN 9000.1 leveling feet,
the spindle has a ball-end that moves freely in
the leveling mount base, allowing differences in
incline between the ground and the machine to be
easily compensated. The base is made of a glassfilled nylon plastic and is available with or without
a an elastomer rubber non-skid pad.
The new “duckfoot” types GN 42 and GN 43.
Their strange name comes from the half round, half
rectangular shape. These leveling feet are suitable
for universal use and have tolerance friendly slots,
while ribs reinforce the plate under heavy loads.
Both the GN 44 and GN 45 are designed for
highly corrosive environment applications, which
is why they are made of 316L stainless steel
(1.4404). These have either a tear-drop shaped
base with mounting hole or they use a proven
round plate shape.
For more information contact J.W. Winco at
1-800-877-8351, fax at 1-800-472-0670, e-mail at
sales@jwwinco.com or online at www.jwwinco.com.
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NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

PO Box 151, Lake Zurich, IL 60047

TEL 847-370-9022 TEL 847-516-6728 TEL nancy@nefda.com TEL www.nefda.com

2020 SCHOLARSHIP GOLF OUTING by Nancy Rich
The NEFDA June 4th Golf Outing is signing up golfers
and sponsors now. This event is a don’t want to miss
outing. This year’s new format will offer a bit of a change
of pace with golf starting earlier. Golfers will be given
the chance to meet for breakfast, get out on the course,
enjoy lunch as they golf and come back to an awards
reception. Prizes will be given for golf as well as a large
number of door prizes.
2020 Scholarship winners will also be announced
and recognized at this event. This outing has always
drawn many attendees for the support of the NEFDA
Scholarship fund. With NEFDA working hard to increase
scholarships from year to year the support of this
event is amazing. The fun on the course and the great
networking opportunity complete a fun fastener industry
day!

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

NEFDA Events for 2020
June 4
			
			

Scholarship Golf Outing
Oak Ridge Golf Club
Feeding Hills, MA

September 17 Fall Fling
			
Juniper Hill Golf Course
			
Northborough, MA
December
			
			
			

Holiday Party
High Rollers Bowling
Foxwoods Resort & Casino
Mashantucket, CT

Welcome to NEFDA
NEFDA welcomes APM Hexseal as a new member
NEW ENGLAND FASTENER DISTRIBUTORS ASSOCIATION

ROMAN BASI SERIES LLCS IN DELAWARE AND BEYOND: THE PAST, PRESENT AND FUTURE

from page 72

If you previously had or have a series LLC in

State allows each series within the registered series,

Delaware, congratulations because you now have a

LLC to obtain a Certificate of Formation and Certificate of

protected series LLC. The designation was most likely

Good Standing, two documents that were not previously

made to distinguish between the registered series LLC.

provided in any state throughout the US but necessary

The registered series LLC comes at a cost of $300 for a

to move forward in a financing process. However, due

franchise tax in addition to $75 per series. When it comes

to the registered series, LCC’s recent inception, it’s

to the name, each series must begin with the main LLC’s

still unclear on how the entity will be viewed by financial

name. For example, a business owner forms “Aaron’s

institutions.

Apples, LLC”, a registered series LLC in Delaware. Alan
intends to do business in both Dover and Wilmington,

Conclusion

but wants the locations to have separate bank accounts

Delaware is almost always one of the most innovative

and separate contracts with vendors. Alan’s businesses

states when it comes to business formations. Aside from

must be named “Aaron’s Apples, LLC-Dover Series” and

this, there are other numerous benefits to filing your LLC in

“Aaron’s Apples, LLC-Wilmington Series” as the name of

Delaware. From the State’s simple startup process, to the

the registered series must begin with the name of the

privacy afforded to the members of the LLC through the

LLC and must be distinguishable upon the records of

State’s minimal disclosure requirements. It’s no secret

the Secretary of State from the names of other series.

Delaware has always been and will most likely always be

From a financing standpoint, the Delaware Secretary of

a trailblazer in terms of business formations.
ROMAN BASI
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BRICO INDUSTRIES BRIGHT NAME IN MIDWEST MANUFACTURING from page 88

I still, to this day, say that this was my favorite position
in the company. I loved the feeling of beingin control of
everything. I moved on from there to sales. I met some
great people in sales and really enjoyed the job. I decided
to go back to school for my first love, which has always
been computers, and in 2001 I became the Manager of
Information Technology. In May of 2016, I became Vice
heart, but the people at Computer Insights put our minds

President of Brico Industries.”

at ease. I wasn’t going to single anyone out because they

Software Past & Present

are all great, but Diane Miller was amazing to work with.

Being a person that has been in the industry for a

Working with Computer Insights gives you the satisfaction

long time and someone who has experienced it from

of working with a partner that wants you to be successful.

many sides, I asked his opinion of software systems he

They put you first and make you feel like you are their only

has used, “People ask me all the time if Faspac was still

customer. A great example that I tell EVERYONE is when

going strong would we still be using them. I thought Faspac

our owner was out in Las Vegas at the fastener show.

was a great system, but The Business Edge by Computer

We had been having an issue with something that was

Insights is the total package for us. Being on The Business

not a problem related to The Business Edge. Tom had

Edge for a few years now, I can honestly say that I could

mentioned this to Dennis the morning before he left for

never go back to Faspac. Computer Insights’ customer

the airport. By the time Toms’ plane had landed, Dennis

service, in my opinion, is the best in the business.”

had made the change in our system. Customer service

TM

TM

Andrew tells about how their decision to change
systems was not a conventional process,

TM

like this is unheard of. We have never had an issue or a
problem that was not handled in the same regard.”

“Teaming up with Computer Insights was one of the
best decisions Brico Industries has ever made. We were
getting by, but we were running on an old Faspac server.

Conclusion
From the first day, Computer Insights opened its

One day the server crashed, and we could not get the

doors, and every day since, relationships have always

server running again. One of the biggest problems we

been at the core of everything we do. Hearing stories like

faced was finding someone who was able to work on

the one Andrew tells makes me proud of my team and

the old version of UNIX. Looking back at the time, it was

leaves me energized and excited about things to come.

horrible, but it turned out to be what we needed. Our old
server crashing gave us the push to move on to something

More Information
Brico Industries, Inc. can be reached at 777 North

new.
Tom Tumbarello, Brico Industries president, and I had

Larch Street, Elmhurst, IL 60126. Contact Tom Tumbarello,

decided that once we were back up and running, we would

President by telephone at 630-833-0700, eMail: tomt@

look into getting a new system. We had investigated many

bricoind.com or visit them online at www.bricoind.com.

systems, but The Business Edge by Computer Insights

Computer Insights, Inc. can be reached at 108 3rd

Inc. seemed to be the best one for us. Once we gave them

Street, Unit 4, Bloomingdale, IL 60108. Contact Denny

the ok, we met with everyone that would be working with

Cowhey by telephone at 1-800-539-1233, eMail sales@

us on the transition. Going into this is not for the faint of

ci-inc.com or visit them online at www.ci-inc.com.

TM

BRICO INDUSTRIES
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SFA A NEW TRADITION FOR THE SFA - THE SOCIAL EVENT

from page 96

Nucor Fasteners
Stelfast Inc.

The Social event took
place in the elegant Landing
room in the lobby of the Omni.
There were drinks, hot and
cold hors d’oeuvres and a
very talented musician, Dan
Herrington,

playing for us

throughout the evening. The
SFA

Social

Event

invites

distributors to attend free of
charge and invites suppliers to

DAN HERRINGTON
PERFORMING FOR THE SFA
SOCIAL

SILVER LEVEL
Solution Industries
BRONZE LEVEL
Crossroads Steel Supply
Dallas Fasteners
Distribution One

AMAZING WOMEN IN THE
FASTENER INDUSTRY!!

set out literature or products to display during the Social.
We were blessed with a fantastic turnout for this event.

A Special Thanks To Our Sponsors
GOLD LEVEL
BTM Manufacturing
Goebel Fasteners Inc.
Kanebridge Corporation

CHRIS RIDER, TED NIEMAN,
BRIAN TAYLOR, TOM STOCKING

DOMENIQUE GUILLORY, MICHAEL
HOLLAND, PEYTON MCGINNIS

SOUTHWESTERN FASTENER ASSOCIATION

NFDA/PAC-WEST JOINT CONFERENCE & TABLE TOP SHOW
LONG BEACH, CA - MARCH 4-6, 2020

more photos on page 166
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHY FASTENER STANDARDS ARE SO IMPORTANT from page 102

Take for example all of the individual automotive

standard defining strength classes of screw, bolts, and

OEM standards related to fastener material strength.

studs. This is an extensive standard of many pages

Without exception, these draw heavily on the ISO

detailing hundreds of requirements. When one digs

Consensus Standard ISO 898. Therefore, any changes

deep into these requirements, one would find a small

to the ISO standard can have a dramatic impact on

footnote instructing the user that high strength Property

the Non-Consensus Standard, and whether aware or

Class 12.9 fasteners require dephosphitizing prior to

not, downstream users of those OEM Non-consensus

heat treatment. This is essentially a cleaning process

standards are closely coupled with the work on the

requirement where any phosphate residues remaining

Consensus Standard.

from the coating on the raw material are removed in
an effort to eliminate the risk of phosphate by-products

Let me share two examples to illustrate this point.

that are believed by some to potentially embrittle high

ISO 4042 and ASTM F1941/F1941M are both

strength fasteners. If we collected all of the equivalent

fastener specific standards for zinc electroplating. I say

Non-Consensus US standards on this topic, we would find

they are “fastener specific” because both ISO and ASTM

a similar requirement or footnote in all of them.

have other general industry standards for electroplating.

A number of years ago, the ISO committee debated

These fastener specific standards include topics such as

whether this requirement should be applied to lower

post plating thread gaging and hydrogen embrittlement

strength fasteners as well. A number of ISO delegations,

relief requirements. Both standards have been recently

including the United States, provided data showing that

updated and revised and provide excellent, up-to-date

such a move was unnecessary at lower property classes.

guidance of hydrogen embrittlement relief. In fact, the

However, had it been allowed to be added, likely all of the

work on ISO 4042 led to the publication of ISO technical

OEM Non-Consensus standards would also have adopted

report ISO TR 20491, “Fundamentals of Hydrogen

it. Such a move would have mandated an expensive,

Embrittlement in Steel Fasteners”.

and, per the data, unnecessary operation prior to the

There are many documents out there which include

heat treating process. Without the active oversight and

guidance on hydrogen embrittlement relief. If we collected

participation of interested parties, an expensive and likely

them all and lined them up, we would quickly discover

unnecessary mandate would have been enacted. Thus we

that they don’t agree with one another. In fact, it would

learn our second lesson that vigilance and participation in

not surprise me if some OEM organizations have multiple

Consensus Standard activities is critical to the well-being

standards that actually send conflicting messages on this

of our industry.

topic. This serves only to cause confusion and hardship in

The two examples above illustrate how changes

the industry. Fortunately, Consensus Standard documents

to Consensus Standards can affect Non-Consensus

such as ISO 4042 and ASTM F1941/F1941M lead the

Standards and trickle down to users with dramatic

way in assisting non-Consensus standards writers to

consequences. Investing in standards development

revise their documents with the most technically up-to-

and maintenance has another impact on participating

date information. Therefore, the first important lesson

entities. It allows them to be educated, knowledgeable,

we learn is that Consensus Standards are the first ones

and to help provide unambiguous guidance to other

updated with current and state-of-the-art information, and,

users. Having definitive guidance that represents sound

thus, lead the way for the industry.

technical state-of-the-art and does not conflict with other

In another example, ISO 898 Part 1 is the metric

standards is important.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 162
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JIM RUETZ WHAT DO FOOTBALL AND BUSINESS HAVE IN COMMON?

Too often our hires or promotions are influenced
by the internal biases of the person making the hire
decision. It is likely you have some stars in your company
you aren’t aware of because you have never thought of
trying them in a role for which they have the personality
constructs to succeed. So, the question begs - how do
I assess individual’s personality constructs? There are
tools available to assess personality constructs, some are
focused on placing the constructs into types, groups, or
classes of personality types, others focus on a particular
construct such as intelligence, while still others attempt to
combine personality constructs and intelligence.
Over my 40-year career, I’ve used 4 different methods
to help develop the right team. While each of them had
some merit – the down fall of most were they were
either too long, complicated to administer, too difficult
to match up to a role, or created anxiety in applicants or
team members who don’t like taking tests. It wasn’t until
the last 5 years of my career that I stumbled upon the
“Culture Index Survey (CI). It requires less than 8 minutes
to complete and has two parts with no typical questions.
The CI is a survey of word selection, is very visual, and the

149

MORE THAN YOU MAY THINK! from page 100

results are almost instantaneous. There are no right or
wrong answers and the CI is *statistically significant.
My advice is that if you aren’t using a personality
tool – you should be! Like any other business tool, do your
homework and talk to current users, ask how they are using
it in their company. Inquire as to the statistical relevance
of tool particularly if the tool is construct based (coefficient
alpha, Pearson correlations, etc…). Is the product easy to
use and is ongoing training available? Finally, if you decide
to use a tool in your company- get trained on its use and
install it from the top down (yes- this means the CEO on
down). Too often, owners or senior managers push the
use off to HR or a single manager instead of using it as
a company tool. After all the number one asset in your
company is your team, effective utilization of your teams
talents are the key to “Getting the right people in the right
seats on the bus” (Jim Collins – Good to Great).
*Statistical significance is the probability that a relationship
between two or more variables is caused by something other
than chance. Statistical hypothesis testing is used to determine
whether the result of a data set is statistically significant.
JIM RUETZ
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BRUNO MARBACHER MANUFACTURING PROCESSES FOR FASTENERS, ETC. from page 108

CONTINUED ON PAGE 164
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SALIM BRAHIMI IFI UPDATE from page 110

ASTM

SAE FASTENER COMMITTEE

ASTM Committee F16 on Fasteners and A01.22

The SAE Fastener Committee will meet at IFI headquarters

on Bolting are scheduled to meet May 10-14, 2020,

in Independence, OH, in September 2020. The main issue

Boston, MA. Key activities include:

at hand is a proposal to revise SAE J429, which is the

¤ ASTM F3125 – Combined Structural Bolts,

single most widely used inch fastener standard.

2019 revision was recently published. The
committee is currently considering a proposal to

ASME COMMITTEE B18 ON FASTENERS

allow hot dip galvanizing of Grade A490 bolts.

The ASME Fastener Committee is scheduled to meet

¤ ASTM F606 – Test Methods, is under revision

in May 2020 in Boston MA, during the same week as

¤ ASTM A563 – Nuts, is undergoing a major revision

ASTM F16, on May 13.

¤ ASTM F1941/F1941M – Electroplating, will be

mirror committees to ISO TC 2. Francie Perry (John Deere)

revised in 2020 to align with ISO 4042

Committee B18 has created

agreed to succeed Chris Williamson as Chair of the ISO
subcommittee and Chris will be acting as interim vice chair.

ISO – COMMITTEE TC 2
ISO TC2 held a round of ad hoc group meetings in
Paris, France Feb 3-7, 2020. The next set of ad hoc group
meetings scheduled for Berlin, Germany during the week of

Training
IFI Members Only Training program to be opened to the
general public.

June 29 – July 3, have been cancelled. The next plenary

Education is key to the success of IFI’s mission.

meetings will be held in Tokyo, Japan France, during the

Offering fastener related training to the broader supply

week of Oct 12-16, 2020. So far there are no plans to

chain, to government and to the public at large, is the best

cancel the plenary meetings.

means for IFI to represent our industry and advocate for

The big work items are the ongoing revision of ISO

its best interest. Laurence Claus, IFI Director of Training

898-2, nuts, and the proposed revision of ISO 898-1,

and Education, will be coordinating with Fastener Training

external threaded, which is a years-long undertaking. Also,

Institute (FTI) to offer IFI’s exclusive Members Only Training

a joint task group with experts from ASTM Committee

(MOT) to the general public.

F16 will be working on a revision of ISO 15330, hydrogen
embrittlement test method.

IFI continues to collaborate extensively with Fastener
Training Institute (FTI) to deliver FTI classes targeted
to distributors and general industry. Salim Brahimi and

RESEARCH COUNCIL ON STRCUTURAL

Laurence Claus are principal FTI instructors. The flagship

CONNECTIONS – RCSC

FTI program is called the Certified Fastener Specialist

The Research Council on Structural Connections is

(CFS) training. It includes weeklong classes (Fastener

scheduled to meet on June 9-11 in Chicago, IL. The

Training Week) given at various locations including at the

primary objective is to complete the final balloting and

IFI headquarters, in Cleveland.

revisions towards publication of the 2020 edition of RCSC
Specification.

For more information on FTI and IFI classes please visit
www.fastenertraining.org.

SALIM BRAHIMI | INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE
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JOE DYSART SHAME POLICE: GOOGLE TOYS WITH PENALIZING SLOW WEBSITES from page 114

“Many companies find that YouTube is a fast and
user’s browser then unzips the file and shows the content.
effective way to disseminate all kinds of information,”
This method of transmitting content from the server to the
says Michael Miller, author of the guidebook, “YouTube for
browser is far more efficient, and saves a lot of time.”
Business.” “Done right, it gets information out there.”
*Use a Premium Domain Name (DNS) System
*Consider using a caching plugin: Web sites based
Provider: Basically speaking, DNS providers help a
on PHP code (such as Wordpress) need to convert that
computer browser quickly navigate to your fastener
programming to HTML before displaying a Web page in a
distribution Web site address. Premium DNS providers offer
user’s browser.
faster connections.
A caching plugin eliminates that conversion wait by
*For large sites, consider a content delivery
generating an HTML version of each page of your Web site
network (CDN): If you have a lot of content to move around
ahead of time in a cache – so it’s there for your visitor’s
the Web – especially to distant points on the globe – a CDN
browsers to access as soon as he/she arrives.
will help speed up your site significantly.
There are risks to using a caching plugin: Some plugins
CDN’s essentially store copies of your Web site on various
you’re already using on your fastener distribution Web
computer server’s around the world. The result: Someone
site may not be compatible
from Hong Kong typing in your
with a caching plugin. That
Web site address will be served
can lead to less-than-desirable
your site’s content directly from
performance – or a complete
a computer server in Hong
crash of your Web site.
Kong, for example – rather than
Caching plugins are also
waiting for the same content to
sometimes vulnerable to
be served from say Milwaukee.
hackers. And caching plugins
“Using a Content Delivery
can sometimes store older
Network can help you create a
versions of your Web site pages
consistent and faster experience
longer than you’d like. In those
for visitors, regardless of their
cases, someone visiting your
geographic location,” says
FOR LARGE SITES, CONSIDER A CONTENT
DELIVERY
NETWORK
(CDN)
site might not see the latest
Dreamhost’s Soliven.
updates – or corrections -- you’ve made. (This problem can
*Consider Using Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP):
be solved by simply clearing your Web site’s cache.”
Heavily promoted by Google, AMP’s are near replicas of
Even so, caching plugins can speed-up your Web site
regular Web site pages, which are specially designed to
considerably. So they may be worth the risk.
download quickly on mobile devices.
For more info, search for “caching plugin” along with the
Essentially, you create a page for your Web site. Then
name of your Web site’s content management system (such
you create an extremely mobile friendly, near replica of that
as Wordpress, Drupal, etc.)
Web page in AMP format.
*Minimize your use of plugins: While extremely
The result: When someone visits your fastener
handy, any plugin you add to your Web site to perform a
distribution Web site with a mobile device, their smartphone
specific function – such as analyzing your Web site’s data,
or similar mobile is served faster-loading AMP pages.
creating a firewall for your Web site and the like – represents
Many popular content management systems, like
a drain on your system’s resources.
Wordpress (www.wordpress.org/plugins) and Drupal (www.
Expertly coded plugins generally mute speed loss.
drupal.org/project), offer plugins to help you – or your Web
But some less-than-artfully-coded plugins are written so
designer -- easily create AMP pages.
inefficiently, they really slow down your site.
For a complete rundown on how AMP works and how
Rule of thumb: Take a few minutes to inventory all the
to get started with AMP, check-out Google’s free tutorial
plugins on your Web site and completely delete any plugin that
on AMP (www.developers.google.com/search/docs/guides/
is not crucial or truly beneficial to your Web site’s operation.
enhance-amp).
*Compress your site’s files with Gzip: “Gzip works
*Check-out still other techniques: There are scores
by compressing your files into a zip file, which is faster for the
of more ways to speed-up your Web site. Type “Web site
user’s browser to load,” says Venture Harbour’s Taylor. “The
speed optimization” into any search engine for more.
JOE DYSART
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Rotor Clip Company Inc. announced that
Electro Hardware, a division of Unicorp Electronic
Hardware & Fasteners, is now an official
ROTOREXPRESS® partner. This makes Electro
Hardware the first ROTOREXPRESS® partner
on the East Coast of the United States and
expands the program to 10 partners globally. The
ROTOREXPRESS® partner program is intended
to give all OEMs and distributors that do not
normally meet minimum requirements the ability
to buy products factory direct, fast access to
Rotor Clip’s products in smaller quantities.
ROTOREXPRESS® partners have excellent
product knowledge and the capabilities to service
OEM and distribution needs in order to provide the
same benefits as if dealing directly with Rotor Clip.
These benefits include fast service and delivery,
plus 24-hour pickup or shipping on in-stock parts.
ROTOREXPRESS® partner distributors carry the
largest and most complete inventory of Rotor Clip
brand products in the industry. Rotor Clip products
come with a manufacturer warranty and full lot
traceability giving customers peace of mind and
confidence when purchasing Rotor Clip products
from a ROTOREXPRESS® partner. Additionally,
customers receive the same technical support
through all stages of the application design
and have ability to receive the same product
certifications as if dealing directly with Rotor Clip.
Electro Hardware has been in business since
1993. Their product lines include retaining rings,
wave springs, hose clamps, socket products,
self-clinching fasteners, MS/NAS hardware,
dowel pins, shoulder screws, standoffs/spacers,
custom parts, and other hard-to-find products.
Rotor Clip manufactures a full line of inch, DIN,
ANSI metric and JIS retaining rings, as well as a
complete line of constant section rings, spiral
retaining rings, wave springs and hose clamps.
Rotor Clip also produces its products under IATF
16949, ISO 9001, AS9100D, and ISO 14001
standards.
For more information contact Rotor Clip Company
Inc at 187 Davidson Avenue, Somerset, NJ 08901.
Tel: 732-469-7333, Email: info@rotorclip.com or
visit them online at www.rotorclip.com.
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LARRY BOROWSKI WHAT SETTING PLUG SHOULD BE USED TO PROPERLY SET-UP A TRI-ROLL THREAD GAGE? from page 118

Tri-Roll Gages Should Be Set-Up Using
The Plug Gage’s Certified Size

Tri-Roll Gages Can Be Set-Up Using Either
Full-Form or Truncated Setting Plugs

One very important point overlooked by many Tri-roll

Tri-roll gages are customarily set-up using single end,

gage users is that the number printed on the setting

full-form W tolerance 3A GO (inch), or single end full-form

plug’s handle is not necessarily the actual size of the

W tolerance 6g GO (metric) setting plugs. However, Tri-

pitch diameter of the setting plug. The size marked on

roll gages can be successfully set-up using truncated ring

the setting plug’s handle is only a reference size and not

gage setting plugs, provided the full-form portion of the

intended to represent the actual certified size of the plug

plug is used. The full-formed threads are those closest

gage. The actual calibrated size of the setting plug’s pitch

to the gage’s handle.

diameter can vary from the marked size by .0001 to .0003

When they are properly set-up and properly used,

inches in the case of inch plugs and .003 to.008 mm on

Tri-roll gages are excellent thread inspection devices

metric setting plugs, depending on the plug’s tolerance

for monitoring the threading process in manufacturing

class. For instance, the handle of a 1/4-28 3A X tolerance

as well as for thread acceptance evaluation during final

truncated GO setting plug is marked .2268 inches,

inspection.

however the setting plug is within acceptable limits when

Keep in mind when setting up and using Tri-roll

its pitch diameter is anywhere between .2268 and .2265

gages that any thread class setting plug can be used

inches. For this reason Tri-roll gages should always be set-

successfully provided the gaging rolls are resting on

up using the pitch diameter size indicated on the setting

the full-form portion of the setting plug’s thread and the

plug’s calibration certificate rather than the size marked

gage’s indicator is set using the setting plug’s certified

on its handle.

pitch diameter size.

FULL-FORM THREAD SETTING PLUG

TRUNCATED THREAD SETTING PLUG

LARRY BOROWSKI | GREENSLADE & COMPANY INC
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 1 from page 120

Implicit in the plan is that you and your company

isn’t wrong. No beds, just a comfy, perhaps reclining chair

consider the welfare of everyone a prime component of

in a room with dimmable lighting will suffice. And most

the corporate mission. This does not appear very often

importantly a timer/alarm clock to bring the individual

in “Mission Statements,” but it should because this is

back to reality. Realistically this is no different that pulling

what drives the ability to perform everything else that is

off the road before having an accident, but it is a radical

expressed. If nothing else it is highly recommended that

concept for most businesses. Give it some thought,

your staff does not infect visitors and customers. That too

preferably while leaning back with your eyes closed and

isn’t in the typical Mission Statement.

perhaps there is a way to incorporate this techniques as

Sleep Is As Important As Being Awake
Without question almost everyone will agree that

a wellness tool.

What About Pot?

“getting a good night’s sleep” if very important, but for

In Illinois cannabis usage laws changed on January

how long and under what conditions is debatable. Each

1, 2020. The big “buzz” (pun fully intended) in the news

individual has a unique sleep pattern depending on their

is the how, where, who, why and the social implications

age, physical condition, stress, environment and other

of what was once a forbidden recreational chemical.

factors. As deadlines loom, stress increases and all too

Thousands of articles both pro and against have been

often sleep suffers to the detriment of the final product.

written without any conclusions. This is just something

Much can be mitigated by simply recognizing that sleep

new that is still being explored and that exploration

deprivation is as debilitating as dehydration and hunger.

directly affects your business. It’s potentially a Human

Long hours at work may be acceptable for short

Resources (HR) and legal nightmare.

periods, but it is no way to build the company. The old

If your hiring and employment practices include

business philosophy that hard work and long hours is

prohibitions against drugs in the workplace, mandate pre-

the best way to indoctrinate young workers never worked

employment and random drug testing and dictate firing

well. Without adequate rest sloppy work, indifference and

drug using individuals it’s time to start a review process

outright hostility will surface and this often leads to guilt

with your HR and legal advisors. There are no answers

that further exacerbates the situation. Almost every day

out there, even in states with long standing cannabis

we read about some individual who broke under the strain

legalization. You are not likely to solve these issues, but

with devastating results. It isn’t just management that

it is highly probable that you will encounter them sooner

should be watching for these problems, everyone must

than you might expect.

be involved.

The key issue is impairment. To what extent does drug

People who have multiple jobs to make ends meet,

usage, recreational and medical, affect the health and

minimal or no support to facilitate the rest of their lives,

safety of everyone in the workplace? From my consulting

stressful home situations and other problems need some

experience drugs in the workplace have been problematic

special nurturing to help them thru what may be a difficult

for years. Mostly it was not discussed, or management

period. This will be covered more in Part 2. For now what

just looked the other way because of labor shortages. But

is most important is to be able to spot the issues and

what I discovered is that what I thought was warehouse

sleep deprivation is usually the first and most telling

damage because of poor training actually had a 100%

symptom.

correlation with no pre-employment drug testing and often

Ever take a “Power Nap?” Just a short time to relax
with your eyes closed can do wonders for performance.

Warning: Heresy Alert!
Staff members who fall asleep on the job should be
encouraged to take a nap and a place for them to do this

blatant on premises and mid-shift drug use. And not just
the occasional cigarette, hard drug paraphernalia was
found in the dark corners of the warehouse. Inevitably
the warehouse and inventory physical condition showed
impaired judgment and coordination. Once identified how
should it be eliminated?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 159
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ROBERT FOOTLIK PROTECTING YOUR MOST IMPORTANT ASSETS PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE FOR PEOPLE - PART 1 from page 158

In the new age of drug acceptance local customs,

avoidance the Return on Investment is far better than

labor conditions, management philosophies and legal

even a bullish stock market or your best product line.

ramifications are going to lead to rapid changes in what

People who don’t miss work because of their own illness

is acceptable, under what conditions and whether the

of sickness at home can be tracked with attendance

workplace is an acceptable venue for usage. There are

statistics, but there is also the added benefit of fewer

no answers yet. It’s a developing problem with little

infections of their co-workers, customers and others

legal precedent to work with. And to complicate matters

around them.

discrimination on the basis of gender, religion, marital

What is it worth to your company in direct medical

status, race and other factors may be intertwined. For

insurance claim reductions?

now developing your own standards for what is acceptable

Compensation records and working with your health

in your work environment is a work in progress that all

plan professionals can establish some reasonably hard

hinges on “what constitutes impairment?”

numbers. Then factor in enhanced productivity, less rework

Can we as a company and as a society afford this

Reviewing Workman’s

and apologies along with improved morale.

Spending

PM? Insurance carriers who have a vested interest in

some of the future gain-share to achieve a better operation

keeping people healthy to raise profits have shown that

makes caring for every BODY a good investment. But

Wellness Preventive Maintenance has impressive returns.

there are far more payback opportunities to be explored in

If one examines an employee program in terms of risk

the next article in the Summer issue.
ROBERT FOOTLIK
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NELSON VALDERRAMA WHEN THE RECESSION ARRIVES, WILL YOU BE READY? from page 130

Lesson#2: Focusing On Critical Decisions
This is harder than it looks. Unfortunately, strategic
decisions do not come with labels indicating whether they
are best made at the strategic or operational level. As
strategic issues tend to be few and operational issues
tend to be many, there is a clear temptation to become
obsessed with the operational level.
For example, the cash runaway question we spoke
about earlier… If you only think operationally, the decisions
you make today will be vastly different than the goals and
needs you’ll need to make in 6 when your sales have
potentially dropped 50% year over year. The goal is for
you to focus on the most important thing now, later AND
long-term.

Lesson#3 Leading Vertical And Horizontal
Execution
The activity of “orchestrating” execution is a delicate
dance between the extremes of persuasion and “command
and control.” Persuasion is not enough to bring all parties
to a state of optimal cooperation. Command and control,
on the other hand, tends to backfire.
You need to leverage the best of your skills as leader
to facilitate the cooperation among human beings that
might be scared, tired, stressed, etc., for personal, family
and company matters.
For example, you might ask your controller to give you
cash projections for the next four weeks. She/he might
say “I don’t know what will be hitting your dock because
vendors are delivering goods faster than anticipated”…
this of course will trigger another conversation with the
person running purchasing to provide more visibility which
she/he might not have due the disruptions in the supply
chain….
As you can see, the simplest request in times
of chaos can spiral into a spider web of unanswered
questions, and unnecessary stress. Aligning your teams
on needs and processes sooner rather than later can
prevent hours of lost time.

Lesson#4: Communicating Effectively
This is the one lesson I keep learning every day:
standard repertoires do not work in a crisis. The context
of a crisis is unique; it’s marked by a much faster and
unpredictable pace and persistent difficulties in verifying

information.
You need to make sure there are clear communication
channels established, people responsible for
communicating with main stakeholders, and buy-in from
all levels toward transparency for the good and the bad.
Remember that everyone is looking for visibility and
reassurance in times of stress. As a leader, you are
responsible for leading by example and creating a culture
of trust, openness and honesty that can carry your team a
very long way.

Lesson #5: Learn From Your Mistakes
No matter how well-prepared you are, how many
experts, consultants and advisers you talk with, you need
the capacity to improvise, discover, and experiment. You
have to take into account different factors at different
levels, such as human error, organizational culture,
regulation, and system characteristics to truly evolve.
Somehow, you’ll also have to weigh all of these
things against the possibility of simple bad luck and
randomness. Because those are very real things.
Take the time to understand the outcomes of not-clearcut results before wedging them into politically desirable
outcomes in your organization, vendors or customers, and
build standard frameworks in your operations by which to
evaluate your decisions and build best practices going
forward.

Times Are Tough, But So Are People
One of the benefits of having been around this
business for decades — aside from blowing my kids’ minds
when I reminisce about Fax machines and pre-internet
operations — is that I’ve seen the ebbs and flows in our
economy and how people respond time and time again.
Recessions are devastating. They cost people jobs
and they cost families their peace of mind. But they also
show how incredible we can be.
As business leaders, we have a responsibility to
put our employees in the best possible positions to
weather the storm of an economic downturn, and help
our businesses emerge stronger than ever by serving
our customers like there is no tomorrow . We’ve done
it before, and if we prepare ourselves, learn from our
mistakes, and keep focused on the future, we’ll overcome
this recession once again.
NELSON VALDERRAMA
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LAURENCE CLAUS WHY FASTENER STANDARDS ARE SO IMPORTANT from page 148

In perhaps one of the most egregious examples in

the leadership roles they take. Surely their investment is

recent years was the confusion caused by the hydrogen

repaid with the knowledge and influence they receive by

embrittlement relief practice conflict between ASTM B633

participating on the committees. Regretfully they are an

and ASTM F1941/F1941M. As introduced above, ASTM

exception. Too few companies are involved, leaving the

F1941/F941M is a fastener specific standard for zinc

heavy lifting to a select few.

electroplating. ASTM B633 is also a standard for zinc

[2] Stay up-to-date on fastener standards. It

electroplating but for “general industry” purposes. In other

continues to surprise me when someone comes up to

words it was created to be employed over a variety of

me at a trade show and proudly tells me how much they

industries and products.

appreciate and use their 7th edition of the IFI Fastener

About 15 years ago the ASTM committee that

Standards. I am pleased that the IFI Standards remain

maintains this document revised the standard including

relevant and helpful, but the 7th edition was published 17

lowering the threshold where baking to relieve hydrogen

years ago in 2003. Almost every standard in that book is

embrittlement risk was mandated. This put the two

no longer up-to-date. Having up-to-date standards is very

standards in conflict with one another. This would not

important, especially if your company maintains a QMS

be a problem except many in the fastener industry utilize

certification such as ISO 9001. Even better than the most

B633 as their electroplating standard and the B633

recent printed version, the IFI and many others now offer

committee failed to definitively guide fastener interests

their Fastener Standards in an on-line subscription that is

to F1941/F1941M. Unfortunately this conflict has led to

always kept up-to-date.

some confusion including being raised as legal arguments

[3] Educate your organization and be aware of

in several lawsuits impacting our industry. Needless to

fastener standards that impact your company. Again,

say, it was a happy day in early 2019 when the ASTM

this may run deeper than what a surface investigation

committee that “owns” this document finally changed it

exposes. For example, if you serve the automotive industry

to agree with the F1941/F1941M document. This change,

you might be accustomed to only directly referencing OEM

a critical development in the fastener industry, would

standards, but many of these may be derived from ISO or

never have happened without dedicated individuals and

other Consensus Standards such as ISO 898.

companies investing their time and resources into getting
it resolved.
This close marriage between Non-Consensus and

[4] Educate and train individuals in your
organization on how to read and understand
standards.

Understanding standards is not always

Consensus Standards makes it important for all fastener

intuitive. Gaining a comfort level with them takes

organizations to be aware of and stay on top of what

time, practice, and often a helping hand from a more

is happening in the fastener standards world. To this

experienced, knowledgeable individual. Two excellent

end, here are a couple of actions that fastener suppliers

training opportunities for improving awareness of

(distributors and manufacturers) can take to assist the

standards are Fastener Training Institute’s Fastener

industry and their organization:

Training Week and IFI’s Standards 101 training.

[1] Invest resources to get your experts involved

Engineering standards are a very important part

in Consensus Standards activities. I know of one

of our industry. Whether they are aware or not, all

distributor who has involved their entire engineering team

fastener suppliers, both distributors and manufacturers,

on all the US and ISO fastener standards committees

are impacted by fastener standards. It is good business to

and encourages them to be active and involved. Their

know about and have internal experts on this subject. It is

team members are some of the most respected and

even better to be involved and making a first hand impact

productive individuals on these committees because of

on the industry.
LAURENCE CLAUS
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BRUNO MARBACHER

THE DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK

PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

3020 Old Ranch Parkway #300, Seal Beach CA 90740

TEL

562-799-5509

FAX

562-684-0695

EMAIL

info@pac-west.org

WEB
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www.pac-west.org

PAC-WEST, SFA & SEFA JOINT CONFERENCE by Vickie Lester
Save the dates now for what will be a great meeting,

Tim Roberto Jr. (Star Stainless Screw)

October 21-24, 2020 at the Hilton Palacio Del Rio Hotel

Simmi Sakhuja (LindFast Solutions Group)

on the Riverwalk in San Antonio, Texas.

Mike Bailey (Nucor Fasteners)
¤  Cyber Security for the Fastener Industry
Social activities for the meeting will include:
¤  Golf at The Quarry
¤  Evening fiesta at the La Villita Historic Arts
Village in downtown San Antonio
¤  Cookie decorating class for spouses/guests

Education for the meeting will feature:
¤  Economist Chris Thornberg (who many of you
have heard at previous Pac-West meetings)
¤  State of the Industry panel featuring:

ASSOCIATION ARTICLE

at the meeting, taught by Suzy Cravens of
Advance Components
Complete conference information will be available
soon at www.pac-west.org.
PACIFIC-WEST FASTENER ASSOCIATION

NFDA/PAC-WEST JOINT CONFERENCE & TABLE TOP SHOW
LONG BEACH, CA - MARCH 4-6, 2020
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3Q, INC.
143
Flat washers, pull-tight sheet metal screws,
cold formed-special fasteners, direct mill
shipments (screws, nuts, bolts, stampings),
stock and release programs.
Tel (630) 405-8492
Fax (630) 839-0990

A
ABLE LABEL
47
As a label expert to the Fastener Industry,
Able Label provides Thermal Transfer Labels
and ribbons and Direct Thermal Labels;
proudly made in the USA.
Tel (800) 348-1455
ACS MANUFACTURING, INC
Formed spring steel fasteners
Tel (888) NUTS-R-US
Fax (847) 695-6336

45

ADVANCED POLY-PACKAGING
135
Quality baggers, parts counters, scales, bags and
conveyors for affordable fastener packaging.
Tel (330) 785-4000
Fax (330) 785-4010
AJAX WIRE SPECIALTY CO., INC.
70
Wire spring manufacturer. Short and long
runs, all sizes, all lengths.
Tel (855) 966-AJAX (2529)
Fax (516) 935-2334
ALBANY STEEL & BRASS
Specialty Tapping Screws - Swageform
Tel (312) 733-1900
Fax (312) 733-9887

89

50
ALFA TOOLS®
For over 40 years, Alfa Tools has partnered
with Fastener Distributors to supply cutting
tools, threading tools, fastener driving tools,
and abrasives made in the USA.
Tel (800) 253-2532
ALL AMERICAN WASHER WERKS
90
Quality producers of washers and stampings
Tel (847) 566-9091
Fax (847) 566-8381
ALLOY & STAINLESS FASTENERS
FOLD-OUT, 91
Supplies special metal fasteners in over 150
material grades and over 25 coatings and
platings. ASF utilizes over 300 machines
with a 10,000 ton inventory with Emergency
24-7 on call service.
Tel (713) 466-3031
Fax (713) 466-9591

ALPHA-GRAINGER MFG. CO.
Electronic hardware, captive screws,
shoulder screws, spacers & standoffs
Tel (508) 520-4005
Fax (508) 520-4185

25

ALUMINUM FASTENER SUPPLY 33, 133
The only exclusive aluminum fastener supplier of
made in the USA products. 6,500 line items in
stock with same day shipping. It’s what we do.
Tel (800) 526-0341
Fax (239) 643-5795
AMERICAN BELLEVILLE
101
Belleville Washers, Belleville Springs, Disc
Springs, Flange Washers, precision-machined
custom components. Contract manufacturing
services – stamping, CNC lathe and mill
machining, grinding, heat treating.
Tel (440) 721-8350
Fax (440) 266-0704
AMERICAN IMPERIAL SCREW CORP. 121
Push on hats, push on bolt retainers,
locknuts, self-treading locknuts and
washers, regular washer locknuts, push-on
retainer fasteners and wing nuts, adhesives
and metal anchors.
Tel (800) 431-2391
Fax (845) 354-4377
2, 67
AMPG
Domestic manufacturer of shoulder screws,
button head sex bolts, flat head sex bolts, prairie
bolts, non-standard flat washers, and machined
specialties from stock. Print to part in 7 days.
Tel (317) 472-9000
Fax (317) 472-9010

B
BAR STOCK SPECIALTIES, INC.
FOLD-OUT, 91
Metal bar processing; drawing, peeling,
grinding and cutting. Long length stainless
bar up to 60 foot.
Tel (713) 849-0055
Fax (713) 466-3583
BAY SUPPLY
3
Fastener & Tooling Super Warehouse. Top brands
at bottom prices. Ship to over 200 countries.
Tel (516) 294-4100
Fax (516) 294-3448
BIG RED FASTENERS, INC.
157
Now stocking Xylan and Clear Cad B7 studs
and nuts. Your full-service stocking distributor of
all bolts, nuts, studs, washers, machine screws,
tapping and self-drilling screws. USA Products.
Tel (918) 251-7291
Fax (918) 251-7311

BRADLEY GROUP OF COMPANIES 113
Preapplied Adhesives and Sealants. Loctite
Dri-Loc, 3M Scotchgrip, Nylon Patch, Tec-Flon
Thread-Masking, Plastisol, Head Identification
Marking, and Casting Imprenation.Authorized
Coating Partner for Precote® USA.
Tel (800) 201-7381
BRIGHTON-BEST INTERNATIONAL
OUTSIDE BACK COVER
Socket & square head set screws, hex keys,
L-Nine products, Grade 8 hex head, shoulder
bolts, pipe plugs, dowel springs, nuts &
metrics, hand tools and full stainless line.
Tel (800) 275-0050
BRIKKSEN STAINLESS
51
Master distributor of inch and metric
stainless fasteners. Competitive pricing.
24hr turnaround.
Tel (800) 962-1614
Fax (321) 233-8665
BRYNOLF MANUFACTURING INC.
97
Manufacturer of cold-headed fasteners, rivets,
drill screws and bolts. Your source for quality
American Made Cold Headed Fasteners.
Tel (877) 237-4554
Fax (815) 873-8898
BTM MANUFACTURING
69
Leading manufacturer of bent and threaded
products. U-bolts, J-bolts, studs, anchor bolts,
spade bolts, eye bolts and bent/threaded
product to custom specifications. Quality,
value, and reliability for more than 50 years.
Tel (800) 369-2658
Fax (816) 331-0473

C
CAVALIER INDUSTRIAL SPECIALTIES
FOLD-OUT, 91
Manufacture acorn, dome, flat and radius
cap styles – small and large diameters.
Custom fasteners. Our manufacturing
processes include forging, turning, milling,
drilling, slotting, broaching, grinding, and roll
threading. Emergency 24-7 service.
Tel (713) 983-0055
Fax (713) 983-0058
CHICAGO HARDWARE & FIXTURE CO. 115
Mfrs of Wire Rope and Chain Fittings, Industrial
and Marine Hardware and Allied Products
Tel (847) 455-6609
Fax (847) 455-0012
COMPONENT PACKAGING
79
Contract packager specializing in the fastener
industry - automated or hand bagging, shrink
packaging and order assembly.
Tel (417) 624-9395
Fax (417) 624-2303
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COMPUTER INSIGHTS
19
Offering “The Business Edge,” a complete
integrated system for fastener distributors
Tel (800) 539-1233
Fax (630) 893-4030

D

DARLING BOLT
163
Large and special hex cap screws & socket
products in additional to 12-point flange screws
Tel (800) 882-0747
Fax (586) 757-1555
DELTA SECONDARY
109
Cut off & chamfer, cut threading, cross drilling,
tapping, turning, milling, slotting, grooving.
Tel (630) 766-1180
Fax (630) 766-1285
DISTRIBUTION ONE
57
ERP Software for Fastener Distributors
capable of running the entire operation,
efficiently & profitably.
Tel (856) 380-0629
Fax (856) 222-0061
DISTRIBUTOR’S LINK
Tel (800) 356-1639
Fax (239) 643-5220

175

E

EFC INTERNATIONAL
111
Global provider of specialty engineered
component parts including clamps, panel
fasteners, specialty nuts and more! A proven
market leader in assembly innovation, Offers
the most comprehensive line of specialty
metal, plastic and electrical components
Tel (314) 434-2888
Fax (314) 434-2902
E & T FASTENERS, INC
87
Molded, machined, and stamped plastic
fasteners - uts, bolts, washers - Kynar,
Teflon, PVC, Nylon, and Polypropylene. Low
minimums.
Tel (704) 933-5774
EUROLINK FSS, LLC
29
Eurolink specializes in complimenting and
extending your basic fastener lines with
hard-to-find metric fasteners manufactured
in both DIN and ISO standards. As the
nation’s leading source for hard-to-find metric
fasteners, Eurolink offers access to more than
100,000 quality C-class parts from Europe.
Tel (864) 801-0505
Fax (864) 801-3606

E-Z LOK
77
Thread inserts for metal, wood and plastic
Tel (800) 234-5613
Fax (310) 353-4444

F
FALL RIVER MFG CO., INC.
23
Manufacturers of Stainless steel & nonferrous fasteners
Tel (800) 275-6991
Fax (508) 675-8770
FASCOMP ELECTRONIC HARDWARE 75
Male-female standoffs, female standoffs,
male-male standoffs, spacers, shoulder
screws, captive screws, thumbscrews, swage
standoffs and spacers, handles and ferrules
Tel (407) 226-2112
Fax (407) 226-3370
FASTAR, INC.
66
Coiled and Slotted spring pins, dowel pins,
cotter pins, taper pins, grooved and special pins
Tel (845) 369-7990
Fax (845) 369-7989
FASTENER FAIR USA
FRONT COVER, 16
Fastener Fair USA is the only exhibition in
the U.S. dedicated to the full supply chain–
distributors, mechanical and design engineers,
purchasers, wholesalers, and OEMs. July
13-15, 2020 – Charlotte Convention Center.
www.fastenerfairusa.com
FASTENER WEBSITE LINKS
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FCH SOURCING NETWORK
(Tel) 877-332-7836
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FORD FASTENERS, INC.
15
410 stainless steel screws, sheet metal,
self-drillers, thread cutters, self-piercing,
EPDM sealing washers.
Tel (800) 272-3673
Fax (201) 487-1919

G
GF&D SYSTEMS
94
Your ‘one-stop’ supplier for grease fittings
and accessories. Couplers and hose whips,
grease fitting caps, grease guns, custom
designed fittings, assortments, private
labeling and custom kitting.
Tel (800) 360-1318
Fax (262) 789-8640
GLOBALFASTENERNEWS.COM

159

GOEBEL FASTENERS, INC.		 7
Innovative fastener solutions: blind rivets,
self-tapping/drilling screws, toggles,
strapping, wing seals, tools & safety
equipment and insulation accessories.
Tel (713) 393-7007
GRAPHIKA CREATIVE
171
Creative marketing solutions tailored for
the Fastener Industry. Web, digital, email
marketing, exhibitions, point of sale and
corporate branding. Graphika - your offsite, in-house comprehensive marketing
department.
info@graphikacreative.com
Tel (224) 489-9533
GREENSLADE & COMPANY, INC.
37
Fastener inspection equipment, innovative
gage design, and dimensional calibration.
Tel (817) 870-8888
Fax (817) 870-9199

H
HANGER BOLT & STUD CO.
125
USA Hanger bolts, studs, dowel screws, pins.
Tel (800) 537-7925
Fax (800) 994-2658
HANSON RIVET & SUPPLY CO.
131
Rivets, threaded inserts, riveting tools,
riveting machines, washers
Tel (866) 61-RIVET (617-4838)
Fax (323) 221-5300

I
ICS FLANGE
41
Stocks flange bolts and nuts in Grade 5, 8, 8.8
and 10.9 in steel and stainless in any finish.
Tel (800) 231-0360
Fax (800) 586-2461
IDEAL SUPPLY, INC.
One of the largest Monel® fastener
inventories in the world to meet your
customer’s military & commercial
requirements to ASTM/MIL-SPEC.
Tel (847) 961-5900
Fax (847) 961-5300

111

iLOC FASTENER SOLUTIONS
143
Proud to offer specialized thread-locking
and sealing solutions. 40 years of industry
expertise and an unmatched level of expertise.
Contact us for free samples and quotes.
Tel (973) 706-6931
Fax (973) 706-7779
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INDUSTRIAL FASTENERS INSTITUTE® 129
2018 Edition IFI Book of Fastener Standards
is now available in hard cover and NEW
online format. www.indfast.org/shop
Tel (216) 241-1482
INDUSTRIAL RIVET & FASTENER CO. 95
One name, one number, one source for
rivets and RivetKing FreeSet Series.
Tel (800) BUY-RIVET
Fax (201) 750-1050
INTEGRATED PACKAGING
123
Parts are electronically counted, heatsealed in our poly-bags, and labeled with
identification information on every bag. Each
machine is equipped with accurate optical
counting mechanisms and printers for SKU
numbers.
Tel (847) 439-5730
Fax (847) 640-8529
INTERCORP
1
Premium self-drilling, drywall, needle-point,
pole gripper, stainless steel, outdoor,
concrete, cement board, woodworking and
special application.
Tel (800) 762-2004
Fax (714) 744-4672
ISC – INTERCONTINENTAL SALES
37
Fastener and Building Related Products.
Same day shipping, free private labeling, no
minimums
Tel (800) 741-4278
Fax (800) 892-0983
INTERFAST GROUP
65
Distributor/importer of drywall, deck, selfdrilling and self-piercing screws.
Tel (800) 605-1233
Fax (909) 930-2183
INTERNATIONAL FASTENERS, INC.
85
Daggerz™ quality construction fasteners.
Self-drill, drywall, deck, wood, concrete, clip,
needle point screws, post frame screws,
aluminum industry screws, EDPM bonded
washers, bits & threaded rod.
Tel (888) 241-0203
Fax (888) 241-2096
INxSQL
83
Providing distribution ERP solutions designed
for fastener distributors. Quality software,
affordable price, industry leading support.
Tel (877) 446-9775

J

JOHAN SMIT FASTENERS FOLD-OUT, 91
Manufacturer and supplier of steel nuts in
the petrochemical, steel construction and
energy market. www.johsmit.com
Tel +31(0)786230088

K
KC JONES ADHESIVES & SEALANTS 55
Pre-applied threadlockers, thread sealants
and retaining compounds are just some of
the pre-applied adhesives available through
KC Jones. Pre-applied sealants hold parts
firmly in place through vibration, temperature
variations, and even pressure changes. They
also protect parts against corrosion and rust.
Tel (586) 755-4900

MAR-BRO MANUFACTURING
145
Domestic manufacturer of standards,
specials, MS and NAS fasteners.
Specializing in A286, 12 pt flange and hex
flange fasteners.
Tel (602) 278-8197
Fax (602) 269-1235
MEHTA TRADING INTERNATIONAL
98
The complete MILL stainless fastener source.
Tel (972) 642-1012
Fax (972) 642-1244
METRIC & MULTISTANDARD
13
Providing quality metric industrial products
and exceptional customer service since 1963
Tel (800) 431-2792
Fax (914) 769-5049

KEN FORGING
21
Domestic manufacturer of eyebolts, nut
eyebolts, rod ends, turnbuckles & fittings, eye
nuts, pad eyes, D-rings, c-clamps & screws,
swivel hoist ring. Custom forgings up to 250 lbs.
Tel (888) 536-3674
Fax (440) 992-0360

MW INDUSTRIES, INC – TEXAS
99
Washers, special fasteners and metal
stamping for 35 years. ISO 9001:2008 cert.
Tel (800) 875-3510
Fax (281) 233-0449

KERR LAKESIDE INC.
Domestic manufacturer of high-quality
socket screw products, cold formed
specials, and screw machine products.
Tel (216) 261-2100

NORTH EAST FASTENERS (NEF)
11
AS9100 certified, supplying IFI, ANSI, MS,
NAS, NASM, AN, DIN, JIS, JCIS high quality
fasteners for commercial, military and
aerospace.
Tel (860) 589-3242
Fax (860) 589-6969

53

KINTER®
141
X-mas tree clips, binder posts and screws,
binder rings, steel barrel bolts and screws,
wall anchors.
Tel (800) 323-2389
Fax (847) 623-0105

L
LELAND INDUSTRIES INC
115
Domestic manufacturer of bolts, nuts, screws
in carbon or stainless. Custom threading
and specials. Wire bending, threading to 4”.
Bolts to 6” x 3/4” dia, U-Bolts and Anchors.
Tel (800) 263-3393
LOK-MOR, INC.
167
American-made locknuts at competitive prices.
Tel (800) 843-7230
Fax (817) 453-2923

M
BRUNO MARBACHER
151
With over 40 years of experience in the
fastener industry, and a recently retired
Director of Application Engineering, Bruno
is available to assist and resolve critical and
lingering fastening/assembly/quality issues.
Brunomarbacher4@gmail.com

N

NOVA FASTENER CO.
35
Full line screws, nuts, bolts, washers, and
fence related parts.
Tel (800) 645-1234
Fax (631) 225-1654

O
OSSCO BOLT & SCREW CO., INC.
Distributor of nuts - full range
Tel (800) 367-2688
Fax (401) 461-6970

65

P
PINNACLE CAPITAL CORP
146
Business Sales/Divestitures; Acquisitions
and Acquisition Searches - since 1993.
Tel (212) 267-8200
PIVOT POINT
173
Pins - clevis, cotter pins, quick release,
locking - wire rope lanyards, stock and
specials and award-winning inventions
Tel (800) 222-2231
Fax (920) 349-3253
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98
Machined and molded fasteners in many
types of plastics including Nylon, PTFE,
Acetal, PVC, Polypropylene, Polycarbonate
and more! Woman-owned and operated;
specializing in excellent customer service,
competitive pricing, quick delivery and small
minimums.
Tel (925) 228-8930
Fax (925) 228-8933

R
RAF ELECTRONIC HARDWARE
71
Domestic standoffs, spacers, male-females, swage,
male-male and modified parts. NAS fasteners.
Tel (203) 888-2133
Fax (203) 888-9860
W.J. ROBERTS CO.
105
Spacers and standoffs. Hex and rounds
3/16 to 5/8 diameter. Standoffs in brass,
aluminum, steel and stainless steel.
Tel (781) 233-8176
Fax (781) 231-1456
ROTOR CLIP®
INSIDE BACK COVER
Manufacturers of retaining rings, spiral rings,
snap rings, wave springs and hose clamps.
Tel (732) 469-7333
Fax (732) 469-7898
R&R ENGINEERING CO.
107
Bent bolts, wire forms. Quality craftsmanship.
Tel (800) 979-1921
Fax (800) 345-9583

S
SCREW & SUPPLY CO. INC
119
Tamper-resistant security screws made in USA.
Tel (800) 223-1316
Fax (631) 567-3057
SEMS AND SPECIALS
93
Your trusted source for Sems and Specials for
the last 30 years.
Tel (800) 888-7367
SETKO FASTENERS
105
Domestic manufactured and imported
socket products. Standards or specials. Mill
shipments and blanket orders to ensure stock.
Zinc plated sockets, nylon patches, drilling,
etc. Ready . . . Setko!
Tel (630) 800-6377
Fax (630) 345-3062
SHANGHAI FAST-FIX RIVET CORP
Rivet Manufacturer in China.
Tel 0086-21-58912860
Fax 0086-21-58912793
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SHEAR-LOC PRODUCTS
90
The original instant thumbscrews. The
ultimate socket head cap screw accessory
Tel (800) 775-5668
Fax (949) 768-8705
SOLUTION INDUSTRIES
61
Zinc plated socket products, hard to find items,
specials from print or sample, semi-standards.
Secondary processes. Blanket orders.
Tel (866) 297-8656
Fax (440) 816-9501
SPIROL
31, 82
Coiled and Slotted Spring Pins, Solid Pins,
Disc Springs, Alignment Dowels and Bushings,
Spacers, Compression Limiters, Threaded
Inserts and Shims.
Tel (800) 321-4679
SRC SPECIAL RIVETS CORP.
168
Blind Rivets. Company Rep: Tony DiMaio.
Tel & Fax (978) 521-0277
STAR STAINLESS SCREW CO.
49
Stainless fasteners - Inch, metric, standards,
non-standards, import, domestic.
Tel (630) 595-3440
Fax (630) 595-3533
SUPERIOR WASHER & GASKET CORP. 27
The single source supplier for all you washer
and gasket needs. Made in the USA.
Tel (631) 273-8282
Fax (631) 273-8088
SWD INC.
85
Specializes in Black Oxide, Passivation,
Phosphating, Dip Spin Coatings, Fastener
Sorting and Packaging. Licensed applicator of
Doerken, Magni and Yuken Organic Coatings.
Tel (630) 543-3003
Fax (630) 543-3028

T
TAMPER-PRUF SCREW, INC
103
Leader in Security Screws for over 40 years.
Tel (562) 531-9340
Fax (562) 531-2464
TORTOISE FASTENER CO.
59
Specialty source for slow moving hex heads.
Stainless, brass, silicon bronze, aluminum,
nickel-copper and alloy 20 hex heads.
Tel (800) 691-8894
Fax (303) 371-0877
TUTTLE MANUFACTURING
153
Anchors, bent bolt specials, spade bolts, acme
threaded bars
Tel (847) 381-7713

U

UC COMPONENTS
123
Vented, coated, plated and polished screws.
RediVac® clean-packaged screws and O-rings.
Custom products and prototypes.
Tel (408) 782-1929
UMETA OF AMERICA
59
Supplier of OEM quality grease fittings and guns
Tel (800) 595-5747
Fax (704) 799-1923
UNICORP
Manufacturer of American Standard and
Metric Precision Electronic Hardware,
fasteners and handles since 1971.
Tel (973) 674-1700

45

V
VERTEX DISTRIBUTION
39
Specialists in corrosion resistant and specialty
alloy fasteners, rivets and hose clamps. We
offer a full line of inch and metric fasteners
in stainless steel plus alloy steel metric
fasteners. 8 stocking locations nationwide.
Tel (847) 437-0400
VIRGINIA FASTENERS
149
Specializing in HDG timber, hex, carriage, lag
bolts, tie rods, nuts and washers.
Tel (800) 368-3430
Fax (757) 436-1460
VOLT INDUSTRIAL PLASTICS, INC.
9
American-made plastic fasteners, all types &
quantities, custom molding since 1992.
Tel (800) 844-8024
Fax (870) 453-8707

W
WESTERN WIRE PRODUCTS
169
Cotter pins, custom wire forms, spring pins,
d-rings, s-hooks, hitch pin clips, hog rings, key
rings, and lock washers. Made in the USA.
Tel (800) 325-3770
Fax (636) 305-1119
WILLIE WASHER MFG.
73
Special washers, stampings & prototypes.
Tel (847) 956-1344
Fax (847) 956-7943

X
XL SCREW CORPORATION
129
Importer of standard fasteners including
hex cap screws, bolts, nuts, locknuts, thread
forming screws, sheet metal screws, selfdrilling screws, machine screws, washers and
anchors, metrics and mill shipments.
Tel (800) 323-7367
Fax (847) 383-2345

